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Contributions
All contributions to VECTORshould be sentto the Editor at the address given on the inside back
cover. Letters andarticles are welcomed on anytopicofinterest to the APL community. These do not
need to be limited to APL themes nor mustthey be supportive of the language. Articles should be
submitted in duplicate and accompanied by as much visual material as possible, including a
photographofthe author. Unless otherwise specified each item will be considered for publication asa
personal statement by its author, whoaccepts legal responsibility thatits publication is not restricted
by copyright. Authors are requested wherever possible to supply copy in machine-readable form
ideally text files on a 514" IBM-PC compatiblediskette. For other standards, please contact the Editor
beforehand. Programlistings should indicate the computer system on which they have been run. APL
symbols should be displayed on a separate line and not embedded in narrative. Except where
indicated,items published in VECTORmaybefreely reprinted with appropriate acknowledgement.

Membership Rates 1986-87
VECTOR

Category Fee p.a. copies Passes
£ $

Nonvoting student membership 5 1 ]
UKPrivate membership 10 1 1
Overseas private membership 18 27 1 1
Supplementforairmail(not neededfor Europe) 8 12
Corporate membership (UK) 85 10 5
Corporate membership (Overseas) 140 210
Sustaining membership 360 neg 5

The membership year runs from 1st May to 30th April. Applications for membership should be made
☁on the form at the endofthe journal. Passes are required for entry to some Association events and for
voting at Annual General Meetings. Applications for student membership will be accepted on a
recommendation from a course supervisor. Overseas membership rates cover VECTOR surface
postage and maybepaid in £UK or $US.
Corporate membership is offered to organisations where APLis in professional use. Corporate
members receive multiple copies of VECTOR andare offered group attendance of Association
meetings. Partaking individuals need notbe identified but a contact person should be nominatedforall
communications.
Sustaining membershipis offered to companies trading in APL products; this is seen as a method of
promoting the growth of APLinterest and activity. As well as receiving public acknowledgementfor
their sponsorship, sustaining members receive bulk copies ofVECTOR,andare offered newslistings
in the editorial section of the journal and opportunities to inform APL usersof their products via
seminarsandarticles.

Advertising
Advertisements in VECTORshould be submitted in typeset camera-ready AS portrait format with a
20 mm blank border.Illustrations should be black-and-white photographsorline drawings. Rates are
£250 per page. A6 and A7sizes are offered subjectto layout constraints.
Deadlines for advertisement bookings and receipt ofcamera-ready copy are given beneath the Quick-
Reference Diary.
Advertisements should be booked with and sent to Cathy Dargue, whose addressis given beneath the
Index of Advertisers.   
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Default Screen 1 MIGRATE Terminal Emulator V1.33
 

☁MIGRATE      ☁Professional TerminalEmulationfor the Atari ST

 

   
MIGRATE is a powerful terminal emulator program for the Atari ST computer.
MIGRATE will operate on any model in the ST range, provided it is fitted with a high
resolution monochrome monitor. MIGRATE offers a wide range of features that allow
the Atari ST to ibe used as a low-cost, high performance terminal emulator for many
different host computer systems. MIGRATE is available on a single sided disc together
with a comprehensive reference guide and sample fonts for £99 plus VAT from:

MicroAPLLimited
Unit 1F Tideway Industrial Estate

87 Kirtling Street
London SW8 SBP.

Telephone: 01-622 0395 |

 

Telex: 896885 |OTA   
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Editorial: 3 years on
by David Preedy

Asthis will be myvaledictory contribution as editor of VECTORit seems appropriate totake stock ofAPL☂s currentposition, assess what theAPL community has achieved over therecentpast and anticipate the majorchallenges over the comingyears.
The past few years have seen several landmarks ♥ the conference at Loughborough, thelaunch of VECTOR,the ☜Best of APL 84☝seminar ♥ culminating in last year☂s APL 86Conference at Manchester. Thesuccessofthat conference can be gaugedbythe supportingmaterial produced, with the normal Proceedings supplemented by a Tutorials volume andby the various reports on debates published in recentissues ofVECTOR.
These events have been highly visible, but. should not detract from the wealth ofbackground work to which many in the APL community have contributed. There havebeen major technical developments bringing APL interpreters onto a widening range ofmachines, producing an APL compiler and extendingthe languageitself into such realmsas nested arrays, user-defined operators, andthelike. There has been a wealth ofinnovativeapplications(far too many of which remain under wraps), and a growing extension of theuse of APLin thebastions of higher education.
However, despite the B.A.A. being one of the thriving specialist groupsof the BritishComputer Society, APL is still an elitist language, largely unknown in the computingcommunity and widely misunderstood in those areas whereit is known. The membershipof the B.A. A. may have grownoverthe past few years, but most ofus believethatit remainsa small fraction even of those who use APL ~ at least as measured by sales of APLinterpreters ♥ andit must be a minuscule percentage of those whocould derive a significantbenefit from using APL.
On the education front, the majority of students on computer-related courses atUniversities and Polytechnics graduate without having heard of APL,let alone usedit inanger, and theposition in the schoolsis even worse despite the widespread availability ofmicrocomputers and the evidentsuitability of APL, togetherwith other languages suchasLOGO,for educational work.
The public image of APL hasbarely changed over the past three years. APL is largelyignored by most of the British computing press. It is symptomatic that only twopublications (VECTORexcluded of course!) mentioned the APL86 conference, eventhoughit wasthefirst time that APL☂s international event had been held in the U.K. Thearticles that do appear showlittle sign of a growing understanding ofAPL

♥

theystill tendto comprise the standard contentsofan introduction to APL explaining how miraculousitis that | + 1 can still produce the answer2 and then introducing a hand-full of the amazingAPLhieroglyphs; my ownfavourite is the x symbol that I was taught when I waseight ornine buthad to un-learn in ordertotell computers to multiply!
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However,times have changed! Weare now standing on a threshold of opportunity created
by the achievementsofthe past years. The B.A.A. accounts for 1986/87 will show thescale
ofthe success generated by the hard workofall who helped organize APL86,butit can be
no secret that part of the reward has been a substantial profit for the B.A.A. Since then the
B.A.A. committee has been actively drawing up plans to ensure that the proceedsofthe
conference are directed towardsthe long-term interests of the APL community.
Various schemes have been proposed and elsewherein thisissue ofVECTORweannounce
two which have been approved ♥ an Outstanding Achievement award to recognise those
who have madea significant contribution to the advancement ofAPL;anda planto provide
financial backing to proposed projects.
However the most significant challenge mustsurely be how to extend an awareness ofAPL
into the schools. Computing within education is moving outofits phase of development.
Today☂s methods, based around the dominant position of BASIC, are becoming
entrenched as best practice. It will soon be too late to establish a new approach
incorporating widespread use, not only of APL, but alsoofother languages such as LOGO,
whichplace theinterests of the user, in this case the schoolchildren, above those of the
computer.
It is for these reasonsthat the B.A.A.has becomeoneofthe major backers of the separately
established I-APL project to develop a free interpreter targetted towards schools. The
B.A.A.☂s contributionto this venture has been crucial and I am sure that the committee will
havethe foresight to continue supporting the project throughtoits fruition.
Ofcourse these plans require more than just money; to be fully successful they need the
whole-hearted and active support of those of us already lucky enough to appreciate the
advantages of APL. The I-APL team will carry out the technical developmentof the
interpreter; they arealready fully immersed in the preparation of the supporting material,
particularly that aimed at showing teachers how APLcan be used mosteffectively in the
classroom; they can also develop a marketing plan to spread the word amongthe teaching
profession.
Howeverthey are too small a group to be able to spend a coupleofhoursin front of a P.C.
with each teacherinterested in finding out about APL.This is precisely the sort of role
whereevery one of us canhelp.Ifwe can rapidly build up a nucleusof schools where APL
is in use,the wordwill go aroundthe teachers☂ grapevine, anda chain-reaction will develop.
Thereis thena realistic chance that our ownchildren☂sfirst experiences of computerswill
encompass morethanthe constraints of BASIC.
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Date
1987
10-14 May
5 June
8-11 September

18 September
16 October
20 November
1988
15 January
1-5 February
18 March
20 May
16 September
21 October
18 November
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Quick-reference diary
compiled by David Preedy

Venue

Dallas
London
Surasbourg

London
London
London

London
Sydney
London
London
London
London
London

Event

APL87♥APLintransition
British APL Association AGM& meeting
European Software Engineering Conference
organised by AFCET,Paris
British APLAssociation meeting
British APL Association meeting
British APL Association meeting

British APL Association meeting
APL88♥☜APL-♥Past, Present, Future☝
British APL Association meeting
British APL Association AGM & meeting
British APLAssociation meeting
British APL Association meeting
British APLAssociation meeting

All British APL Association meetingsareto be held at the Royal Over-Seas League, ParkPlace, near Green Park tubestation andstart at 2pm.
Please note the changed date of the A.G.M., which has beenre-scheduled to avoid a clashof dates with APL87in Dallas.
Datesfor future issues of VECTOR

Copydate
Ad. booking
Ad. copy
Distribution

Vol4
Nol

24 Apr87
22 May 87
29 May87
July 87

Vol4 Vol 4 Vol 4
No2 No3 No4

24 Jul 87 16 Oct 87 29 Jan 88
21 Aug 87 13 Nov 87 19 Feb 88
28 Aug 87 20 Nov 87 26 Feb 88
October 87 January 88 April 88



 

 
Enhancing APL.G8000
An intriguing computer for an

exciting language♥the WS-1
and APL.G8000. Atlast the APL
programmercan have portability
withoutsacrificing power or
capability. Dodge the queue
waiting for time on the main-
frame and discover the sudden
freedom of being able to try out
programs anytime, anywhere.
The APL,68000 interpreteris

implemented in 86KB of ROM,
running under a multi-user,
multi-tasking operating system
called BIG. DOS. Speedis the
essence of APL programming,
and nowthe WS-1] makes
development evenfaster.

 

Come andsee us at APL ☂86,

APL.68000 on the WS-1 has
attractive enhancements such as
a powerful componentfile
system, QUAD. FMT function
for alpha report formatting,
QUAD,CC function for full-
screen control, and extended
error tappingfacilities.

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP INFORMATION AND PRODUCT DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT:
om Ere Asahi Bldg., 7-5-20 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan, Phone: 03-365-0825.

Pere Telefax; 03-365-0999. Telex: J33101 AMPERE.IP Sharp Mail Box Code AMP (Group Code APLWS).

     

 
Bundled with the WS-1

are four workspaces: SYSFNS,
APLUTIL, FILEUTIL, and
SYSCOM. Eachgives access to +
the W☂S-1"s unique capabilities
such as control of the built-in
speaker phone, microcassette
unit, RTC (real time clock), bit-
mapped graphics LCD screen,
and optional 3.5-inch floppy
disk drives.
Compress these capabilities

into a sleek footprint measuring,
less than 13 inches by 11 inches,
and you havethe ultimate
definition of power.

Cmpeére
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APLcourse diary
Many ofthe APL vendors included in the VECTORAPL Product Guide offer courses in APLandrelatedtopics. Forafull list readers are recommendedto look underthe relevantsection oftheproduct guide. This section gives course datesfor those suppliers who have prepared their courseschedule at the time ofgoing to print.

April 1986
7-9 APL Fundamentals Cocking & Drury21-22 APL*PLUS/PC Enhancements Mercia Software28-30 APLFundamentals Cocking & Drury
May 1986
5-6 APL*PLUS/PC Enhancements Mercia Software11-14 APLSystem Design Cocking & Drury12-14 System design with APL*PLUS Mercia Software19-21 APLFundamentals Cocking & Drury19-21 APL*PLUS/PCIntroduction Mercia Software

27-28 Statgraphics Cocking & Drury
June 1987
9-11 APL Fundamentals Cocking & Drury

July 1987
7-9 APLFundamentals Cocking & Drury14-15 Statgraphics Cocking & Drury

28-30 APL Fundamentals Cocking & Drury



 

APL Courses
APL Fundamentals
APL Fundamentals
System Design
APL Fundamentals
Statgraphics
APL Fundamentals
APL Fundamentals
Statgraphics
APL Fundamentals

April 7-9
April 28 - 30
May 11-14
May 19-21
May 27 ♥ 28
June 9♥11
July 7♥9
July 14-15
July 28 ♥30

£375
£375
£595
£375
£240
£375
£375
£240
£375

Discounts are availale to companies making more than one booking
To book,or for further detalls,atatime. All prices exclude VAT.

contactBeverley Satterley at the address below.> Tel: 01 - 493 6172

COCKING & DRURY LTD.THE APL PROFESSIONALS
16 Berkeley Street, London W1X SAE  
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General Correspondence
The VECTOR working group welcomes correspondence on any topic affecting the APLcommunity. All such letters should be addressed to the Editorand should indicate whether they areintended for the general or the technical section. Letters containing APL code will normallyappearin the Technical Section ofVECTOR,and authors are askedto observe the requirementsontheinclusion ofAPL codestated on the inside cover. The Editor reserves the rightto edit anyletter unless the writerstates thatit is to be published in full or not at all.

APL takes wing
From Mr Norman Thomson 24th December 1986
Sir,
I foundthe followingas partofthe results of a recent bibliographic search on APL.

☜Bird-bornesatellite ansmitter and location program☝ Stikwerda, Fuller, Seegar,Howey
Several birds carrying APL-developed transmitters have been tracked bysatellite with goodresults, but more work should have been doneto developlighter, more reliable hardware.

Yours,
Norman Thomson,
17 St James Terrace,
☁Winchester, Hants., S022 4PP.
P.S. T understand that APL is the Applied Physics Lab at John Hopkins University.
(Editor: It sounds as though this developmentputs ourlaptop systems in the shade!)

APL87in Dallas
From Mr Jim Fiegenschue 15 December 1986
Sir,
Tam writingtotell you about the upcominginternational APL conference, APL87, whichT think will be of interest to your readers.
I thoroughly enjoyed APL86 in Manchester; the B.A.A.has set a very high standard ofexcellence for us to try to match!

Yours truly,
Jim Fiegenschue,

Dallas
(Editor: The detailsFim sent are includedin the InternationalAPL Newssection ofthis issue ofVECTOR.)
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APL Publicity
From DrPeter Branson 20th January 1987
Sir,
L enclose a copyofan article as it appeared in PC Week on 26th November 1986. There
were several typos in the code. (I sent camera-ready copy, but,of course, they re-set it!)
The text howeveris pretty faithful to the original except that ☜insufficiently known☝for
APL becomes☜sufficiently known☝.
The APLtechnical contentis deliberately low, butatleast it got published (with alacrity ♥
somewhat to my surprise). There were perhaps a couple of reasonsfor this:
(1) a careful studyofprevious issues of PC Week gave meseveral hooksto latch on to and

attract the editor☂s interest;
(2) I photocopied bits of everything I referred to, so that he would have no trouble

checking accuracy.
It won☂t always work, but perhaps the above points could be commended to other
VECTORreaders struggling with the hard job of publicising APL.

Yoursfaithfully,
Peter Branson,

Oaklands Cottage,
Wray Common,
Reigate, Surrey.
(Editor: I hope that other budding authors will bear your points in mind ♥ and perhapslet us
publicise othertricks of the trade, This may be especially relevant in the light of the proposed
B.A.A. prizes, announcedin the B.A.A. newssection ofthis issue.)

PortaAPL
From M Normand Montour
Sir,
In VECTOR Volume 3, No. 1, I contributed an article about PortaAPL on the
Mackintosh, where I included a forwarding address for comments. Please could you ask
yourreadersif they could forward enquiries to my new address as given below.

Yourstruly,
Normand Montour,

260 Castlefield Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario,
M4R1G7, Canada.

10  
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The cost ofAPLs
From Mr A N Wiggins 19th February 1987
Sir,
I write this letter for one reason: I am fed up trying to promote the use of APL, when Ireceive little or no support from the producers of APL interpreters. It seems to me thatwhilst APLhas always had greatpotential as a language,it has never quite madeit.
Tf I write a program in C, I can compileit into machine code and then giveit orsell it toanyone. Theprice will be a matter between myselfand the customer. No one, unless[ tellthem, would know the original language. In this case I pay a one-off cost and reap thebenefits ofmy labours.
If I write a program in BASIC,I cangiveit to anyonewith the same BASIC interpreter. Intermsof (International) business machines, BASIC seemsto come whetheritis wanted ornot.
Our machines are used for accounting functions, so it is not surprising that a copyof aspreadsheet product is bought for each when the machines are purchased; in our caseithappensto be SYMPHONY. I can write a program in SYMPHONYforuse throughoutthe department.
So whyis there a problem with APL?I can☂t compileit, so a copy of the interpreter has tobe madeavailable for third parties to run my programs. This is where the problemarises.
Tuse APL*PLUSPC.If I judge that a programis better written in APL*PLUS,I have toprovide a copy of Runtime APLwith the workspace. That,in itself, does not bother me ♥butthe cost does. Each copy of Runtime APLcosts £130, with a minimum purchaseof5;a total of £650.
By comparison, a copy of C can cost aslittle as £30 or as much as £500. BASIC comesbundled with MS-DOSata cost of £60. SYMPHONYcosts £400 (after discount), butit isusable by anyoneaftera few hoursfor simple applicationsincluding report formatting. Thecost comparison shows that APL*PLUSis effectively a non-starter.
Howcanthis position be resolved to make APL a moreattractive Proposition for smalldevelopers such as myself? One answeris for STSC to price Runtime APL at a minimalamount. The most that should becharged for it is that portion of the cost of MS DOSattributable to its BASIC interpreter. As DOSis a must, the cost relating to thatside of theproduct mustbe greater than thatrelating to the BASIC portion. It would not,therefore,seem unreasonable for £20 to be charged for each copy of Runtime APL.
Possibly IBM should automatically bundle their APL with their PCs. This would show thatIBMistruly committed to APL,as well as encourage the buyerto try his new ☜free-bee☝.
T cannot complain aboutthe cost of my copy of APL*PLUS,northecostof the upgrades,as they have provedto be good value for money. Butif the banner

☜WRITTENIN APL☝

11
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is to appearat the front of more and more programs, then the cost of Runtime APL must
come down.Thisis a way to spread the message andto letthe world at large know that APL
exists. Keepingit restricted throughprice will not enhanceits use or current reputation;it
will only serve to promulgate the myths and mystique with which it is currently
surrounded.
LAPLis another way to encourage APL, but surely STSC and the other APL suppliers
could nipthis projectin the bud by making their own products moreeasily available.
Myonly interest is in seeing the use ofAPL grow so thatit achievesits rightful place in the
computing community. STSC, IBM,and therest, can do something now. . . or will they
eventually sink undera tide of I-APL users?

Yoursfaithfully,
AN Wiggins,

8 Kidworth Close,
Horley,
Surrey, RH68JP.
(Editor: I amsure that if STSC could secure the sales volume achieved by MS BASIC ♥for
whatever reasons ♥ then the economics would enable them to cut prices. IfI-APL is the way to
stimulate that demand, then maybe STSC and IBM would be wiser not10 strangle it at birth.)

12
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British APL Association News
Notice of Annual General Meeting
and elections to the Committee

TheBritish APL Association AGM will be held on 5 June 1987 at the Royal Over-SeasLeague, Park Place, London SWstarting at 2 pm. The AGM will be followed by atechnical meeting as usual.
AGENDA

1 Minutesof 1986 AGM.(These are reproduced below so that they may betakenasreadifthere are no objections).
2 Officers☂ Reports: The Chairmanwill review the highlights ofthe year, the Secretary andTreasurer will report on the dischargeoftheiroffices and the Treasurerwill presenttheaccounts. Otherofficers may take the opportunity if they wish to make a report andmembers may ask questionsrelatingto their duties of any memberof the committee.
3 Nominationsofcandidatesfor office 1987/8. These may be sent or given to the Secretarybeforehand which would save time. All candidates should be proposed and seconded bymembers and should provide a brief statement outlining suitability and intentionsshould they be elected. Candidates should be paid-up members. Standingforelectionistaken as an undertakingto attendall possible committee meetings.
4 Election of committee:the procedurewill be to takethepostsin the order below andforeach post

a display thelist of candidates;
b read out each candidate☂s nomination and statementof suitability and intentions;¢ take a vote by show of handscounted by Chairman and Secretary on each candidatein the ordertheir nominationswerereceived.

5 Any other business. Items will be included onlyif they have been approved at theCommittee meetingto be held on the morningofthe AGM.Notify in advanceifyou wantto raise something.
List of posts in the orderthey areto befilled:

Chairman (who must be a memberof the BCS)
Secretary
Treasurer
Journals Officer (Editor and organiser ofVECTOR)
Activities Officer (who organises meetings and special events)
Education Officer (who promotes education in APL and APL in education)Technical Officer (who organises technical vetting and reviews of products,articlesand papers)
Publicity Officer (who arranges promotion andcoverage of the Association☂s

activities)

13
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Projects Officer (any special projects)
Recruitment Officer (who recruits new membersto the Association and advises the

committee howto retain old ones)
Committee membersare (normally) membersofthe B.C.S.
Each Officeris encouragedto form a workingparty ofAssociation membersto help with the
job, to provide a deputy in case of unavoidable absence and to allow members who might
like later to join the committee to see whatthe workislike.
Anthony Camacho 9th February 1987

Minutes of the A.G.M.heldat the Royal Over-Seas League
23rd May 1986

The Chairman, Dick Bowman,reviewed recent progress of the Association. The success of
Loughborough hadenabled usto launch VECTORandchange the venue for meetings, but
last year☂s bad news wasthat it was costing usfar too much. We would nothave been able
to carry on if we had not turned VECTOR round: the effort had led to sometrouble with
regularity ofpublication but VECTORVol2 No 4 was already printed(to be issued as soon
as bound) and VECTORVol 3 No I would be out in time for APL 86.

Ourregularactivities were well attended and the new venuewell received. There were no
special events ♥ APL 86 had takenallthe spareeffort. We held an Education Daylast year
which wasa stimulating day buthas(sofar) led to no noteworthyincreasein the use ofAPL
in education. We are organising an Education Day before APL 86.
Manyoftheofficers werealso on the APL 86 committee and had been working very hard to
make it a success. The exhibition has been fully booked, a full programme has been
arranged and delegate bookings are buoyant.
If the themefor last year had been consolidation, that for next year must be recruitment.
We believe thereareatleast 2000 people in the UK whoshould benefit from membership
and ifa higher proportion were members we would beableto offer more and betterservices
to all. To encourage recruitment, members could earn their subscription by recruiting
three new members and the Committee had decided to appointa recruitmentofficer.

The Treasurer displayed the accounts. The subscription increase accounted for nearly all
the difference in incomeas recruitment has not been rapid. VECTOR☂s new production
method andincreased advertising revenue meantthatit was now closeto self-financing (not
over the whole year shown becausethat included oneissueat the old costs and thetransition
issue, so the year showed only two issuesat the new rate). He held up the membership
renewal form being circulated and gave warning that non-payers would not be sent
VECTOR.Nobody objected to his proposal notto issue membership cards. Payment will
be acceptedin dollars or by standing order.

14   
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The Secretary held the electionofofficers for 1986/87. Firsttheoffices were listed. Two newoffices were addedtolast year☂s list. Then nominationsfor eachoffice were called for in turn♥ the committee proposing and seconding everyoneto savethe timethat would have beentaken by formal proposal and seconding of each candidate ♥ and then, if there was anycontention, a vote was taken by show of hands. The following wereelected:
Chairman Dick Bowman Activities RoyTallisSecretary AnthonyCamacho Publicity Gerard Paul-ClarkTreasurer Mel Chapman Education Norman ThomsonJournal David Preedy Recruitment Christine McCreeTechnical David Ziemann Projects David Eastwood
Tt was explained that the Committee wished to beableto initiate projects such as wouldpromote the use of APL, enhance the reputation of the Association, increase itsmembershiporhelpits finances, without detracting from the attention that membersoftheCommittee could give to their regular work. The Projects Officer could manage anyAssociation projects that were outside the scope of other Committee members or which aCommittee member was too busy to handle. Of course the Projects Officer could alsopropose projects.
24th May 1986:
Anthony Camacho, Hon Sec Signed: Dick Bowman, Chairman

Secretary☂s report on Committee meetings
by Anthony Camacho

Since the last AGM there have been seven committee meetings; there will be two morebefore the 1987 AGM,on 20 March and on the morning of the AGMitself. Below

I

list thedates and attendances. P means the member was present; A means apologies were sent; Rmeansthat the member☂s resignation had beenreceived since the previous meeting. At theend of each row the numbers separated by the oblique stroke are actual and Possibleattendances.
I1Jun 13Aug 19Sep 220ct 21Nov 12Dec 28 JanPRJ Bowman P P P P P P 7/7AJ Camacho P P P P P P P 7/7MChapman P P P P A P P 6/7DK Preedy A A P A A P A 2/7R Tallis P A P P A R 3/5PS Goacher P WlND Thomson P A P A P A A 3/7DM Ziemann P P P P A P A 5/7G Paul-Clark P R 1/2BC Leverton P P P P A 4/5D Eastwood P P A A P P P 5/7CMcCree P A P P P A P 5/7

15
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Thepractice that officers send written reports of what has been doneandhasto be decided
to each memberof the committee a week in advance is getting to be more common.
Summary of the meetings:
11 June 86:

This was an extra-ordinary meeting for the new officers to take over their
responsibilities. The major tasks and budget for each officer were agreed and many
minortasks were actioned. As it was a month before APL 86 many committee members
were fully occupied!

13 August 86:
This was an extra-ordinary meetingto discuss the proposed Public Domain Software
Library and 1-APL. A way of working for the PDSL was agreed for an experimental
periodof six months. Guidance wasgiven to I-APL on preparation ofa case for B.A.A.
to supporttheproject. Sales of stockleft over from APL86 were discussed and a journal
exchange with other APL groupsagreed.

19 September 1986:
The Association☂sfinances were in good shape andits membership too small. There was
concern at the amountofvolunteer work required to run VECTOR,the Activities and
various proposed extrainitiatives. A conditional contribution to ]-APL was agreed. We
heard that APL 86 had madea substantialprofit which would take sometime to finalise
and agreed that we would notusethe profit to subsidise regular Association activities.

22 October 1986:
This was an extra-ordinary meeting to discuss recruitment. It was agreed that we have
far too small a proportion of the UK☂s APLers among our members but we don☂t even
know whether our guess that there are between 2000 and 5000 of them is right. We
discussed the extent to which ourefforts should be directed towards keeping current
members, attracting new members from APL users and promoting new use of APL
among non-APLers(e.g. in schools). It was pointed out that weare failing to do many
simple and obviousthingslike arranging meetings well in advance andgetting them in
all the free eventlistings in magazines and the BCSpublications. Most of the discussion
was inward looking and restrictive and we discussed a B.A.A. Outstanding
Achievement Award (open to members only) and how we could stop non-members
benefiting from the Association.

21 November 1986:
This meeting bad-temperedly reviewedthe excessively long list ofundischarged actions
andnevergotasfar asofficers☂ reports. Activities were not getting arranged sufficiently
in advanceso various people wereto be askedfor help.

12 December 1986:
Anextraordinary meeting to discussa five-year plan. Our relationship with the BCS
was discussed and

a

list madeofall five-year plan proposals for expenditure. Roy Tallis
resigned.
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28 January 1987:
It was agreed we would notraise next year☂s subscriptions. Thefive-year plan proposals
which had been elaborated were discussed and a subsidised teachers course in APL, a
sponsorship scheme for membersprojects and an outstanding achievement awardare to
go ahead, together with the Chairman☂s proposal for better communication between
APLgroups. We heard that Mine of Information were discontinuing their bookselling
activities. Philip Goacher was co-opted as Activities Officer.

I will be pleased to answer questions about the meetings of 20 March and 5 Juneatthe
AGM.

Secretary☂s report on Conscientiousness and the Committee
ay Anthony Camacho

Thework of the Committee shouldnot be very onerous. It entails attendance at six to nine
half-day meetings a year, sending round a report before each and carrying outthe actions
proper to whatever post is held. The main work is done outside the committee by the
officers who have the mostresponsible jobs and their working groups. The majorjobs are
VECTORandorganising Activities. There is also a steady workload for the Treasurer,
keeping the accounts and membership list up to date and for the Secretary, writing
minutes, circulating papers, booking rooms and respondingto queries.
When somebody fails to do their duty the whole committee suffers and through them the
Association.
It is essentia] to have reports beforehand, proposals for discussion, a financial statement
and a room booked for every meeting. Minutes should come out within a week,letters
should be answered and cheques banked promptly andso on.
Tam nottrying to put you off! Please do stand for the Committee: contested elections are a
sign of a thriving Association ~ butif you are elected please be conscientious aboutit.

☁The British APL Association Outstanding Achievement Award
by Anthony Camacho

TheBritish APL Association invites applications for this new annual award. Thereis no
restriction on who may be put forward as a candidateto receive it, but the proposer and
seconder must be membersofthe Association. Any personor group thathas achieved some
outstanding task with or for APL or performed some outstanding service to the APL
community orin the promotion ofAPL to the non-APLworld maybea suitable candidate.
The award for 1987/88 will consist of a Trophy(to beheld for a year or until the next time
the awardis presented) and a chequefor £500. The presentation will be made ona suitable
occasion whenthe Association andrecipientwill get the maximum publicity.
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Eachyear the nominationsare asked for by 30th August. When they are all received the
APL Association Committee will appoint a sub-committee, chosen to minimise any
associations betweenjudges and candidates, which will decide whoshouldreceive it. If, in
anyyear,there are nosuitable candidates in the subcommittee☂s view, then the award may
be held overtill the following year.
The Association☂s objectives in promoting this award are to show the world that
achievement in APLis rewarded andto get the widest publicity possible for outstanding
achievements. We want to encourageefforts on work which might not be commercially
viable, and to strengthen and re-inforce the APL community☂s view about whatis best for
the future of APL.
Nominations should consist of the name(s) and address(es) of the candidate(s) and two
signed and dated statements, one from the proposer and onefrom the seconder, explaining
what the outstanding achievementis and why this year the prize ought to be awarded to
this/these candidate(s), The statements should each be not more than a single page of
typescript.
Nominations for the 1987/88 award should be sent to the Secretary, British APL
Association, 2 Blenheim Road, St Albans, Herts, AL1 4NR notlater than 30th August
1987.

£5000 Award for Membership Projects
by David Eastwood

Have you got any pet projects languishing for want of funds? Could you make APL a
household namegiven a bit of time and money? Could you write the definitive APL book?
Well the B.A.A. Committee have decided to give you some material assistance.
Following the success of APL86 the B.A.A. has been able to embark on a wider range of
activities than in previous years. The B.A.A. committee has launched somenew activities,
and in addition has decided to support B.A.A. members in projects they would like to
undertake themselves. The B.A.A.has allocated the sum of up to £5000 to be awardedin
1987 to the project or projects which will do most to further the aimsof the B.A.A., viz:

m晳 Promotethe use of APL
= Help people to use APL well
® Contribute to the development of APLandinternational standards
m Exchangetechnical information aboutthe language
m Increase the membership of the B.A.A.

If the schemeprovesa successit will be repeatedin following years, so we are looking for
exciting project ideas to get the schemeoff the ground. Notall requests for funding will
needthe full amount so we maydecide to sponsor a numberofprojects, or even noneatall!
Iv☂s all upto thecalibre ofthe submissions. The choiceofthe project is very much upto you,
the membersof the B.A.A., but examples mightbe:
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@ Writing/publishing a new APL book
Developmentof new APL software

= Developmentof the APL languageitself
® Establishing an APL bulletin board

The awardcan be usedto financetime off work, the purchase orrental of equipment, thepreparation of material for publication, etc. The awards will be madeat the B.A.A. 1987
AGM onJuneSth andselection will be made by members of a B.A.A. subcommittee and
ratified by the full committee. The rules governing the award are simple:
Principles of the Scheme
1. Projects must be proposed andcarried out by paid-up membersof the B.A.A..
2. Asum ofup to £5000is available for the project or projects deemed mostsuitable by theB.A.A. committee.
3. Thedecision of the B.A.A. committee in choosing suitable projectsis final.
4. B.A.A. committee membersshall be excluded from judging any project in which they

havean involvement.
5. A contract governing the terms and methodsof paymentwill be drawn up between the

B.A.A.and the recipients of awards.
6. If the project has some commercial worth, the awardwill be treated as venture capital

funding and the B.A.A.will expect some suitable return on the investment.
7. The awards will be madeto theproject or projects which,in the opinion of the B.A.A.

Committee, are the mostoriginal, best further the aims of the B.A.A.and will not be
carried out in the absenceofthis funding.

8. Submissions for project funding should be drawn upto include some budget, timescale
and objectives. The progressof the project will be monitored by the B.A.A. committee
and in many casesthe funding will be released in stages as objectives are met.

Requests for project funding
Proposals for projects should be submitted to the Projects Officer or the Secretary of the
B.A.A. Committee by Friday, 15th May 1987 and short-listed candidates will be
interviewed by the B.A.A.if necessary.

B.A.A.Projects Officer B.A.A.Secretary
David Eastwood Anthony Camacho
c/o MicroAPL Ltd., 2 Blenheim Rd.,
Unit IF, St.Albans,
Tideway Industrial Estate, Herts.
87 Kirtling St., ALI4NR
LONDONSW8 5BP
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Journal Officer☂s report
by David Preedy

Asthisis myfinalissue as editor ofVECTOR,a (perhaps misplaced) sense ofduty compels
me to report to the VECTORreadership on recent performance and future plansof the
journal working group.
Overthe three years ofits existence, VECTOR has made some notable strides. Most
importantlyit has established an international platform where a blendofarticles on more
general themes as well as the latest technical developments in APL can be expounded.
Already the numberof contributors to VECTORis well over a hundred,although we are
always looking to broaden the baseof authorsstill further.
Manyof our readers may be unaware of someofthe background improvementsthat have
been made. The VECTORstyle owes muchto the pioneering drive of Robert Bittlestone,
its first editor. Since its inception one of the VECTORgroup☂s maintargets has been to
combinethe objectives of maintaining a quality journal with theinevitable limitations of a
restricted income. Dueto the unstinting efforts of the membersofthe working group,this
objective has been successfully achieved over the last 18 months, We have searched out
typesetters, printers and a mailing house who can provideus with the service we require at
the most cost-effective rates. At the same time we changed the typeface used so as to
improvelegibility.
Our internal production methods themselves have changed. Goneare the days when the
entire copy hadto be entered bythe typesetters; almostall the copy is now submitted on
diskette ♥ the exceptionsbeingitemslike the Product Guide whereit is moreefficient forthe
typesetters to edit the previous copy. The improvements are seen not only in the costs
incurred butalso in the task ofthe proof-readers,the time needed andthefinal quality ofthe
journal.
Wehave improved our own timetabling. We would be thefirst to admitthat in the early
days, the date on the outside cover was more a wishful hope than realistic estimate.
Deliveries are now normally in the correct month,although even we cannotalwaysallow
for the entire copy being held up in a snowdrift for a fortnight!
On the incomeside, the improvedreliability (and the workofour advertising officers) have
contributed to a growing list of advertisers. VECTOR is now the prime medium for
advertising to the international APL community, be it for new products, consultancy
services, conferences or recruitment.
Finally we have started to develop a forward plan of major themes. The coming issues are
intendedto focus more specifically on the followingselected topics:

Vol4,No1 July 87 Graphics& userinterface
Vol4, No2 October 87 APL applications
Vol4, No3 January 88 Education

I hope thatall readers with an interest in these subjects will take the opportunity to
contribute to these special issues.
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What then are the major challenges facing the VECTOR working group over the comingmonths? Onthetechnical side, we still submit all APL code as artwork which is cut andpasted into the type-set copy. This processis not only time-consuming butalso liable tointroduceerrors ♥ the technicaleditors are unable to simulate all APL environmentsand socannottest all the code. Weare working on a methodologyto enable the complete electronictransferofarticles and code from workspace to type-set copy. As weprogress on this front,the results will be published in VECT'☁OR,setting standardsfor electronic submission toVECTOR.
The second challengeis to shorten lead-times for production. Every so often we find thatthe passageoftime has overtaken the relevanceofsomeofour news material. The previousissue of VECTOR,for instance, contains an advertisementfor Mine of Information☂s APLbook service, together with an inserted slip announcing that they have had to discontinuetheir service.
Thefinal challenge mustbeto continuestriving to generate the highest quality of content.Ultimatelythe responsibility for that must lie with you,the readers , and I hopethatyouwilltake every chance to submitarticles,letters and competitionentries.
I hopethat our readerswill judge the history ofVECTOR50far asa success, To the extentthat they do, the credit lies with all those who have contributed to its content andproduction. In particular, I would like to acknowledge the conscientious input from allthose individuals who haveserved on the VECTOR working group,and the generous inputfrom those organisations that have supplied us with time, space or equipment.
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Newsfrom Sustaining members
compiled by Cathy Dargue

☜Sustaining membership☝ of the British APL Association is available to any company
trading in APL products orservices. It provides a tangible way for such companies to
express their commitment to APL andto promoteincreasedinterest and activity in APL
and in the Association, Would-be sustaining members should contact the Association
Treasurer or any committee member.
This issue we are pleased to welcome yet another company ♥ Peter Cyriax Systems♥ to the
ranksof our sustaining members.It says much for the buoyantactivity in the APL market
that our original six members(three years ago) have now increased to eleven.
The Committee ofthe B.A.A. would like to acknowledge the generousfinancial supportof
all of our sustaining members. In many cases these organisations also provide manpower
and administrative assistance to the Association at their owncost.

APL People Ltd
The A.P.L. Group continuesto grow apace. Whilst APL People is expandingits activities
as an employmentagency, APL Consulting is busy with a numberofmajor contractsin the
U.K. and APL Tran Plan has becomeinvolvedin a car park design study.
Applied Production Logic is the new name under which H Walton TechnicalServices now
operates, following the acquisition of Computerline, the authors of MANTRAC
(MANagement by Time Resource And Capacity). This production managementpackage
complements the PEFAC system, providing a powerful twin spearhead with which to
tackle the manufacturing market.
APL Software has added new mainframe and micro computer packagesto its growing
portfolio of software. Under a marketing agreement with the Electricity Council,
REGGPAK ~ an APL Regression Analysis Package ♥ is being offered for mainframe
(VSAPL, APL2) and APL*PLUS/PCenvironments. This package has been developed by
the Electricity Council to meet their needs for econometric analysis in a way that no other
packagecould.It has been well tested by the area boardsin thelast three years and thelatest
release is now to be madeavailable worldwide.
Also included among thelatest software releases is IPLS (Integrated PERT Linking
System), a PERT-based planning and managementsystem developed over more thanfive
years by British Aerospace because no existing project management system met the
engineering needsoflarge-scale developmentprojects.

APL Software Technology (UK) Ltd.
APL Software Technology is contributing to APL Software☂s portfolio of APL packages
with new releases ofboth POWERTOOLS/PC and RDS,the Relational Database System.
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Release 4 of POWERTOOLS/PC provides some very flexible and fundamentalenhancementsin the design process for screen-based userinterfaces in an already powerfulsystem~-building package. Thisrelease provides a consistent programming environmentforAPL*PLUS/PC, Dyalog APL and C, thus giving much greater operating systemindependenceto user applications.
The microcomputer version of RDS, based on Release 4 of POWERTOOLS/PC,isexpected to be announcedvery soon, available for APL*PLUS/PCenvironments. A Unix-based versionis expected to follow.

Cocking and Drury Ltd.
Thefirst U.K trial of the APL*PLUS COMPILERhas now been completed. Theresultsclearlyillustrate the improvementsin performanceobtainable throughtheintroduction ofcompiler technology. A major APL application speeded up by 30% will save £200,000 incomputertime, and the reduced machineload meansthata costly computer upgrade can bedelayed.
APL*PLUSPCis now available on the AMSTRAD PC1512. It runs with an IBM ColourCard compatible soft generated APL characterset. Thefull release 6 productis supported.
APL*PLUSfor the DEC VAX range of computers, running underthe native DEC VMSoperating system, is now being beta-tested in the U.K. The interpreter is based on theAPL*PLUS UNIX product and is therefore a full second generation APL interpreterintegrated with the VMS operating system.
Cocking and Drury are currently evaluating available PC networksoftwarefor internal usewithin the company.

Dyadic Systems Limited
Dyadicis delighted to announcethat Dyalog APL hasbeenselected as a ☜Vendor-Logo☝productfor the IBM 6150 microcomputer. This means that Dyalog APLfor the 6150 willbe marketed by IBM itself, and through the IBM 6150 dealer network.
Dyalog APLhassofar been announced by IBMinthe United Kingdom,France, Germany,Holland, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark,Belgium,Italy, Turkey and Switzerland.IBM☂soperating companies in the remaining European countries are expected to followsuit shortly; to be followed by IBM☂s Americas Group and Asia/Pacific Groupin the nearfuture.
Asan authorised IBM 6150 dealer, Dyadicis pleased to announce a new and morepowerfulseries of IBM 6150 models. The series has two to three timesthe processing speed of theoriginal models. The floating point performance of up to 1.6 million Whetstoneinstructionsper secondis upto 8 timesbetter than before, and disk I/Ois three timesfaster.Thesystem alsooffers extensive and powerful networking capabilities, and supports 1024by 1024 graphics displays and windowing.
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Dyadic has also released Version 5.0 of Dyalog APL. Thelatest version contains some
major performance enhancements for commonscalar operations on large arrays. As a
result, applications that makeuseoflarge arrays will run upto 3 timesfaster than before.

Mercia Software Limited
No. 1 news item from Mercia this issue has to be the cracking of the APL*PLUS/PC
workspace size limit. With DOS addressing only 640K, APL workspaces couldn☂t get
much biggerthan about 487,500 bytes. But now Mercia can supply a memory management
unit which lets DOS address 952K♥ allowing a free workspaceofalmost 750,000 bytes; it☂s
called the ALL card. Jt canalso help with other PC size problemsasit supports LOTUS/
INTEL/MICROSOFT EMS - AST EEMS ♥IBM XMAextended memory specs anda 10
megabyte RAM disk. Prices vary according to your machine and how much RAM you
want; for example an ALL card with | megabyte for an IBM PC/XTcosts £695 ♥ including
documentation on how to invoke a large APL workspace (andyouwill get a 700K battery-
backed RAMdisk, ifyour PC hadits own 640Ktostart with).
If you are running out of workspace, and you want(or need) to stay with APL*PLUS/PC
under DOS,then Mercia say thatthisis for you!
Onthe applicationsfront, old favourites such as STATGRAPHICS, APL*PLUS/PC and
EXEC*U*STAT continue to be popular, with Mercia☂s new STATGRAPHICS
customisation service generating interest amongst users who wish to add newstatistical
routines but don☂t have the time or APL expertise to do it. Integration into
STATGRAPHICSis such that a customised procedure behaves exactly as if it were an
origina! feature of the software ♥ you can☂t even seethe join!
Moving upan order of magnitude, LOGOL shouldbeavailable by the time this VECTOR
hits the streets. Designed by R G Brownforforecasting, inventory management, master
scheduling and distribution planning and control, LOGOLis one ofthe larger and more
sophisticated systems written in APL*PLUS/PC.Naturally, with Brown☂s name behind
the system, Mercia are already stimulating plentyofinterest for LOGOL.

Peter Cyriax Systems
PCS has been trading successfully as an independent consultant for over four years. As a
result ofgrowth and developingareasofspecial expertise, PCS has now decided to become
a Sustaining Memberofthe British APL Association, and to participate morefully in its
activities.
A recent project has brought together such fundamental ideas as fast search structures,
database theory, and language design. These have been combinedto producea relational
database system of considerable powerandflexibility, to which an Application Generator
can easily be added; technical Graphics is another natural extension.
Thisis the basis for further work. PCSwill continue to develop their expertise at handling
large volumes of data, and expect to announce a commercial database product in due
course.
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IP Sharp Associates
SWIFTand IP Sharp have entered into a joint venture agreement to market exposuremanagementservicesto the international banking community. These services will be basedon IPSharp☂s ownor Global Limits packagethat has already establisheditselfas the marketleader. The joint venture will combine IPSA☂s strength in software development andcommunications with SWIFT☂s understanding and experienceof the international bankingindustry. Theresult will be a larger impacton the banking community.
Reuters have recently bought Securities Clearing International Corporation which,together with IPSA, owned and ran the INSTANT LINKservice for the internationalsecurities industry. Reuter☂s multi-million dollar service agreement with IPSA shouldensure that the INSTANT LINKbecomesthe dominant communications medium for theinternationalsecurities industry.
Thecity☂s Big Bang has made borrowing and lending of stocks very attractive to marketmakersandlarge fund managers. IPSA☂s BLEND productis aimedatjustthis activity andhas proven very popularsinceits recent launch in the UK.The Dow Jones informationservice has recently been addedto the extensivelist of databases available through IPSA☂sINFOSERVICE. The Dow Jones information includes a wide range of textual andnumeric information geared to the needsof business.
IPSA☂s network development project, NET90, is on target and the new communicationsnodesare now ontest within IPSANET. NET90 providesthebasis for the next generationof IPSA☂s communicationsservices andwill ensure that IPSA continuesto offer state of theart communicationsto its customers.
One of APL☂s early strengths was its very convenient applications developmentenvironment. However APLhasfailed to keep up with the development environments nowavailable to other languages. LOGOSis a major product from IPSA designedto provideAPLwiththe tools and controls necessary for large scale APL project development. A newpricing scheme for LOGOShasjust been announced based on the numberofusersof theproduct. This should makeit easier to justify for those companies with relatively small APLdevelopment teams.

International APL News
compiled by David Preedy

International conferences
APLS87 ♥ Dallas, U.S.A.
With the approach of the APL87 conference in Dallas, the organisers☂ mainannouncements require a more rapid distribution than is allowed for by VECTOR☂sproduction schedule, I am sure that they will have been mailed out with other B.A.A.publicity in the meantime. The basic information wereceived from Jim Fiegenschue,provided the dates and venue, which we repeat below:
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Venue: Fairmont Hotel, Dallas, Texas, U.S.A.
Dates: 10-14 May 1987
Contact: APL87 Registrar,

440 Northlake Shopping Center,
Suite 210,
Dallas, TX 75238,
U.S.A.

APLS88 ♥ Sydney, Australia
Consequently our main conference feature looks even further forward, to APL88 in
Sydney. Since he prepared thefollowing Call for Papers, Neville Holmeshasstayed up to
the early hours specially to telephone us with the dramatic news that the Bicentennial
cricket test has been scheduled for the week before APL88. J am not sure whetherthis
represents thelimitless influence of the APL88 committee keen to attract a large Pommie
audience with the prospect of yet another thrashing ofthe traditional foe, or whether the
cricket authorities themselves have recognised thesignificance of the APL segmentoftheir
crowds.In either case this must be an unparalleled opportunity for our friends from Europe
and Americaatlast to cometo grips with the subtleties of ourtraditional form of warfare.

APLS88 - ☜APL ♥ Past, Present, Future☝.
by Neville Holmes
Call for papers

TheInternational APL Conferencefor 1988 will be held in Sydney, Australia, as an official
eventof the Australian Bicentenary Year.
The Conferencewill be held at the University of Sydney,close to the centreof Australia☂s
first city, over Monday to Friday, February 1-5, which is the week after the main
Bicentenary Year celebrations.
Because of its historical context, the Conference will have as its theme ☜APL ♥ Past,
Present, Future☝.
The Organising Committeeis therefore looking for papersto be submitted in the following
areas :
The Past of APL:

Mathematical notation generally, early days of APL, history of various APL user
groups, review of APL machinery and software, review of past APL conferences,
developmentof the ISO APLstandard, influence ofAPL on computing generally.

The Present of APL:
Thisis the most important and immediate part of the Conference, and will be devoted to
applications of APL. The value of APLis best demonstrated by explaining how it has
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been used in practice to do something which has not been done before, to do somethingbetter through use of APL,or simply to do somethingdifferently because APL makesitpossible.
The Future of APL:

Extensions to the APL notation, improvement of APL interpreters, APL andfutureworkstations, revision ofAPL andthe different approachesto general arrays,directionsfor the ISO APLstandard, the Promotion of APLin the computing world generally.The Organising Committee believes that the future of APL wouldbe best promoted byrecognition of present achievements. Too manyuses ofAPL go unnoticed. APL users whohave shouted to themselves ☜Hooray, it worksanditis good☝should sharetheir joy withothers by submitting a paper for APL88.
Submission of Papers

31 May 1987:
Authorsshould submita brief description oftheir intended paperandpresentation bythe end of May. This will not be refereed butis to help with programmeplanning. Asubmission of intent should include a uitle, a few hundred words oudining what thepaper/presentation is about, and mention of any special equipment needed for thePresentation. Submissions can be made as detailed below or will be accepted at theAPL88stand at APL87in Dallas. ☁Instructions to Authors☂will be sent to submitters asacknowledgement.

31 July 1987:
Final papers must be submitted for refereeing by the end ofJuly. All papersshall be inEnglish, and the body of the paper should not exceed 6000 words. The refereeingprocess may include requeststo the authorfor modification or explanation.

31 August 1987:
A noticeofacceptancewill be sentto all authors by the end of August together with anyrequests for editorial revisions, and details of the presentation time and duration. Allaccepted paperswill be published in the Conference Proceedings.

Modesof Submission:
Electronic submission is to be preferred over hard copy submission, wherepossible.(This is intended to help the organisers ♥ authors who cannot make electronicsubmissions will not be discriminated against or disadvantaged except by the variouspostal organisations.)

Either hard copyorfloppy disk submissions may be madeto:
APL88 Programme Committee,P.O. Box 1425,
G.P.0.,Sydney,N.S.W. 2001. Australia.
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Floppy disk submissions must be labelled (written, not electronic) with the name and
address of the author (in case of postal glitches), and include a covering message with
author☂s address and phone numberasa file on the floppy disk. Such submissionswill be
acceptedto be run under MS-DOSor PC-DOS(plain text or marked up with DWScript or
DisplayWrite).
Direct network submissions may be made to ADR Code NHOLMonthe I.P.Sharp
network, IBM VNETaddress SHCHOLM at SYDVM4is available for IBM employees
able to employthisfacility.
Direct network submissions must be accompanied by a message explaining what has been
sent, how it may be formatted, and how messages may besentto the author, Submissions
may be marked up using DCF (VM/CMS,TSO)or submitted already formatted.

International APL society news
compiled by David Preedy
Swiss APL User Group

We have a couple of amendmentsto the names andaddresses of someofourfellow groups
overseas. Dr. J.L. Metzger, the previous acting Presidentof the Swiss APL User Group
(SAUG)haswrittentotell us of his resignation from that role. Theirloss is our gain, as he
is movingto work with De Beersat Ascot, and heplansto keep in touch with developments
in APL ontheBritish scene.
We understand that SAUGis now under the watchful eye of its vice-President Claude
Henriod. The address for correspondenceis: Swiss APL User Group (SAUG), CH-3000
Bern1, Switzerland.

APL-Club Germanye.V.
Aspartof the international APLjournal exchange scheme, we have received thelatest issue
of the German APL-Journal. The 57-page booklet includes a wide variety of notes and
articles. Major topics include ☜Cryptography☝ ♥ a continuation of an article by Dr Willy
Kattwinkel; ☜STSC☂s APL compiler: User experience so far☝ by Jerry Turner; a wealth of
product announcements and update information,literature reviews, club information and
letters.
More information can be obtained from:

APL-Club Germanye.V.,
z.Hd. Priv.Doz.Dr. C.O. Koehler,
Deutsches Krebsforschungzentrum,
Im NeuenheimerFeld 280,
6900 Heidelberg.

Southwest APL Users Group
Despite the incipientarrival on their doorsteps of the APL87 bandwagon,the Southwest
APLUsers Grouphas maintained a busy scheduleof.meetings andstill produces a monthly
newsletter which manages to find its way across the Adantic. Recent meetings have
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included APLon the Macintosh and a second course in APL by SteveJaffe. They havealsobeen taking a close look at flat-screen technology. Jim Fiegenschuepointed out that acoupleofrecentarticles in PC Week werethedirectresultofa letter to the editor; he is nowencouraging membersto write supportiveletters to anyjournalpublicisingAPL describinghowthe writer himself uses APL. For further details contact: Don Hatfield, 2809 AppleValley, Garland, Texas 75043.
APL Bay Area Users Group

We also receive regular bulletins from the Bay Area Users Group. The Septembernewsletter explored the area of ☜Interpolatory, Cubic, Natural Splines☝ with a paper byRobert Korsan, and

a

tutorial to be given by Jim Brownon the topic of☜APL2 andArtificialIntelligence☝. October☂s issue looked at various idioms for handling vectorlists of dataorganized into groups. In Novemberthe main topics were a meeting aboutteaching I.E.and O.R. using APL, and a review of Gene McDonnell☂s talk on ☜A Perfect Square RootRoutine☝.
The January newsletter covered the December meeting where Roy Sykes had discussed☜Whatever will happen to APL?☝. The meeting clearly stimulated a keen debate rangingoverthe scope for further enhancements(those of us who have yet to master nested arraysmayberelievedto learn that APL3is not around the corner), and the bias towards APL asa vehicle for applications rather than user programming (ADRSusersneither knew norcared thatit was written in APL and only about 10% of mainframe APL installations usedAPLfor programming). Several reasons were suggested to explain why APL wasnotusedmorefor programming, and it was suggested that there were too few newcomers beingintroduced to APL ♥ only one memberofthe audience had learned APL in thelast fouryears.

New England APL User Group
Wealso here hear that a New England group has been formed. Despiteourinitial fears thatthis wasa rival society this side of the Atlantic, it transpires that their address is: NewEngland APL User Group, P.O.Box 2163, Cambridge, MA 02238, U.S.A.

New York SIG-APL
Weowean apology to the New York group whose address has been mis-quoted.It shouldbe: New York SIG-APL, Suite 524, 660 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, NY 10025,U.S.A.
Finally we understand that user groups have been formed in South California and atPrinceton. We wish both groupswell and hopethattheywill send usdetails of what theyhave beendoing.
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The Education VECTOR
by Norman Thomson

Those whohave read the last few VECTORs will, we trust, have got the messagethat thisis the column whichtracks the inexorable march ofAPL into the realmsofschools, FurtherEducation, Polytechnics and Universities. On the first of these fronts the newsis of thecontinuing progressofI-APL. Paul Chapman, whois writing theinterpreter, is well aheadwith the work and demonstration versionswill soonbeavailable. On the University front,IBM will soon be giving APL2 to Warwick University, who will makeit available toselected individuals for educational and research use. Contact the director ofthe ComputerCentre for more information.
Readers are reminded that I-APL,standing for International APL,is the world-wide freeAPL,conceived at APL86,to be available as public domain software,thatis free forall tocopy anddistribute without any copyright bar. Thisis thefireside APLfor children to learnat their mother☂s micro (Ed: and mothers to learn attheir children☂s micro!), but is nonethelessa full-blown ISO standard APL working with APL characters on BBC micros and SinclairSpectrums(orshould it be Spectra?). On standard CP/Mand MS/X machines, and also onApples and Commodores,a transliteration schemewill be necessary so that, for example,the familiar idiom to remove duplicates will appear as:COFVSE rvY
~ Rottoo unlikethereal thing! Watch this space and keep informed ~ like a well-known lifeinsurance company, we pay no commission and rely on personal recommendations tobroadcastthe superiority ofourpolicies!
In July, the British APL Association is sponsoring a 3-day course for teachers and othereducationalists at King Alfred☂s College, Winchester. This will be a concentrated, but wehope also enjoyable, way of involving enthusiastic teachers and others, and therebyspreading the word; moredetails will be available soon. We want both to talk andto listen,thatis to hear the professionals☂ advice on whatis required to promote APLin schoolsat thefastest possible rate. Of course mathematicsis not the only area of teaching to which APLshould be applied ♥ statistics, science and socialscienceareall queueingupforattention;nevertheless, mathematics seemsa naturalfirst area to tackle in order to hasten the daywhenthe three fundamentalskills are seen to be reading, writing and APL ♥a vision thatdoes not seem to be too outrageous whenprintedin the columnsofthis magazine.Afterall,whatis the best way to do maths on a computer?
From schoolto university the natural progression is from APL toa mix ofAPL and APL2,The realm ofnested arrays, and user-defined operatorsis one of great untapped worldsofcomputing possibility, and the arrival of APL2 in the universities is a matter of greatpromise for the future. There are nowatleast two University statistics departments whichmake APL a compulsorycourse, andthis sort of practice mustin time produce downwardPressure on school mathematics atjust the time when I-APLwill bethereto fill the void. Atthe other endofthe spectrum,weanticipate seeing in due course research in which APL2will be used to make the computing element both easier and less obtrusive. Thesimultaneousarrivals of I-APL in schools and APL2 in universities complementeach otherwell.
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Thethird mainarea of Educationis one that could be broadly termed vocational education,
je. the practical education offered by Technical Colleges, Further Education and the
Polytechnics. In this area course contentis driven by the demandsofemployment, anditis
not unreasonable that the prime consideration for inclusion in the syllabus shouldbethat
people actually useit (whatever☜it☝ is) in the work-place. It is therefore important that APL
believers (anditis likely that this term applies to YOU by virtue of the fact that you are
reading this journal), who are not directly employed in education, should bring what
pressure they can to insist on APL as a prerequisite for employment.
In short, the promise ofthe immediatefuture is that Education is the area in which APL will
makethe fastest progress. The harvestwill be truly plenteous-- what aboutsigning on as a
labourer? (There☂s room in the workspacefor Tories and Alliance too!)

APLPress Review
compiled by David Preedy

Forvarious editorial reasons, the Press Review has been held overfor thelast couple of
issues. The following column reports about 9 months☂ coverage of APL by the world
computing press ♥ time in which as you can see from the length of this column, APL has
been hitting the headlines.
In the previous Press Review I looked forward with eager anticipation to the massive
coverage of APL86 that we could expect from the UK☂s computerpress. Andso as each
postal delivery brought another weighty thud onto the doormat, I pouncedto pick up the
copy so I could includeits coverage in time for the VECTORcopydate. Alas, time after
time, there was no comment! Atthe last count I had mustered a grandtotal of three ♥ and
that includes a deliberate plant I inserted in my ownletter to Datalink (see below).
Computer Weekly (July 17th) managed one entire column inch (38 words no less!),
announcing I P Sharp☂s Logos, which ☜is said to reproduce many features Unix users
enthuse about.☝ The other two mentionswere both in Datalink, which does continueto be
the one weekly newspaperthat seemsto be consciousofthe existence ofAPL. The on-going
correspondencefollowing Datalink☂s unveiling of a majorsplit in the VECTOR working
group (see VECTOR,Vol3, No 1, Page 28) has hopefully been finally putto rest with their
publication ofa letter from myself (7th. July), and the following week they provided the
other coverage of the APL86 Conference under the heading ☜Double treat for APL
programmers.☝ This covered IP Sharp☂s presentation of their LOGOS product and
Cocking & Drury☂s announcementof release 6 of APL*PLUS/PC with unrestricted
variable sizes. Yet again we had a chance to admire Romilly Cocking☂s smile beaming out to
us from Datalink☂s pages; third timethis year, and a new photothistime!
Earlier in the year (19th May), Datalink had covered a major APL announcement:

☜The APL languageis getting a shot in the arm with a tie-up between big
North American systems houses, IP Sharp and Scientific Time Sharing
Computers.☝
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I can understand both companies☂ keennessto get immediatenational press coverage, buthave they thought it might be worthwhile telling the APL community directly viaVECTOR?
A couple of weeks later (9th June) and Datalink tells us about MicroAPL☂s release ofAPL.68000 for the Macintosh, promising future implementations on the Atari ST, with☜plans for the Commodore Amiga being held back until the future ofCommodore becomesclearer.☝
In fact so keen do Datalink appearto be to publicise APL that our scouts had completelymissed two mentions earlier this year. On 24th February they covered Dyadic☂sannouncementof its APL for the IBM 6150/51 or RT PC, and the week before theypublished a letter from Clark Wiedmann of Haydenville, Massachusetts. This letterostensibly corrected their comments on the APL compiler which ☜doubled executiontimes☝ (see VECTORs2.4 and 3.1), but was surely only published to give Datalink yetanother chanceto show us what Romilly really lookslike! Wiedmann concludeshis letter:☜It is my contention that the STSC APL*PLUS compiler encourages theproduction of ☁good code☂ because it removes the interpretive overhead andallows a wider range of programming solutions to be applied. It allowssolutions that are clear, forthright, correct, and that would have beenconsidered ☁bad code☂ becauseofefficiency considerationsif a compiler werenot available.☝
It seemsthat theletters pages are good ground for APL publicity ♥ probably becausefew ofthe reportersreally know a Jot about APL. In Computer Weekly (6th March), it was anotherofour Sustaining Members who wenttopress. Dave Weatherby,ofIP Sharp, was replyingto a previousarticle on the merits of various programming languages for the world ofeducation. In a well-argued letter, Dave points outthat:

☜Education involves the understanding of standard concepts and thedevelopment of an individual☂s own ideas through trial and error. Thecomputeris merely a toolin this process and the programs written are likely tobe small and used only bytheir creatorfor a very short time. Oncethe ideashave been assimilated the programswill be discarded. .. . Logo is one attemptto address this form of programming. . . . Other languages also address thesame area as Logo and I would pointto the more advanced versions ofAPL ashavinga great dealto offer schools andcolleges, especially in the teaching ofmathsandscienceat secondary level and above.☝
Much of the press coverage of APL features new products either in the form ofannouncementsor of product reviews. Fortunately the eagersales managers from mostofour Sustaining Members send mecopies of their own mentions. For those of you whomissed the Dutch review of APL on the QL (see VECTORVol 3, No 1), there☂s been achanceto catch up witha similar review,this time by Glyn Moody in Practical Computing(February 1986). The formatofmostofthese reviewsis largely predictable,starting as theydo from the premisethatfew readerswill have heard ofAPL,let alone know much aboutit;
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consequently thereis the obligatoryline pointing out how APL can add two numbersin
☁desk-calculator☂ mode, and soon. Thevariationstend to comein the final summary.In this
case the article concludes:

☜Thereis no doubt that freed from the shackles of an impenetrable notation,
APLemerges as a very powerful and usable language. .. . . APLrepresents
oneofthe first products simultaneously to use somethinglike the real power of
the QL as well as offering the serious user or professional the possibility of
advanced programmingon a homemicro.☝

Byte (March 1986 issue) also had a long product review ♥ this time of Pocket APL and
spread over some seven pages. Obviously Byte readers are regarded as APLiterate, since
they are denied the chance to see how | and 1 can be made to make2. Instead they were
given two separate comparisonsof how to add upa list of integers in APL and in BASIC.
This review madeseveral reasonably sophisticated comparisons between Pocket APL and
BASICA on the IBM PC. Out of nine benchmarks, Pocket APL won on seven
comparisons, lost barely on onetest, and was comprehensively beaten onthe☁calculations☂
benchmark, where as the reviewer pointed out, ☜there were no parallel operations☝. But
Eric Johnson made someother important comparisons:

«__. show some of the advantagesofusing APL,in termsoftime, accuracy
and the generality of the solutions. But APL also has a dark side. While the
BASICprogram andvariables . . . occupied only 132 bytes ofmemory, Pocket
APLhoggednearly 20K bytes to do the samejob.☝

Onthe subjectofparallel processing, Computing☂s ☜Over the Horizon☝series looked at the
area of Vectorising Compilers (19th June). This article was interesting for more than the
claim that:

☜the future of VECTORprocessing is secure☝ (my capitals)
whichis

a

relief to all membersofthis journal☂s working group! However Tony Durham☂s
article has several moredirect references to APL,as he compares how an APL programmer
might approach the problemsofparallel processing, comparedto, say, a Fortranner.

☜To an APL programmerit might seem perverse that Fortran programmers
are carefully specifying the sequence of operations which, as the smart
compilerwill discover, could actually be donein any order.
☜But habits of thought are strong. The APL programmer would be
uncomfortable thinking explicitly about sequence. The Fortran programmer
would be uncomfortable thinking explicitly about parallelism. The world of
supercomputingis full of Fortran programmers.☝

Later, Tony Durham looks towards special languages for supercomputing.
☜Thereis still no sign of a serious moveto vector or array languages, which
match the Cray architecture better than Fortran or C. APL is a non-starter for
supercomputing becauseitis interpreted, not compiled. It also uses unusual
symbols and needs a special terminal.
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☜But Wallach (Ed: Steve Wallach, Technical vice-presidentat Convex, one ofthefirms developing cost-effective alternatives to the Cray machines) who oncedesigned an APL machine, says it would beinterestingifsomeone produced agood APL compiler. He andhis colleagues actually used APL to describesomeofthe algorithms they used in their own Fortran compiler.☝
Back to Byte, whose May issue again featured APL,albeit less flatteringly than in thePocket APL review. Theletters page, underthe caption ☜Choose Your Language☝arguesfor having a rangeof languagesin one☂s repertoire. Theillustration given is one of thosepopularlists of undesirable combinations:

☜A fatal flaw amongst programmers is the desire to use one language foreverything. Do you drivenails with a pair ofpliers? Cut wood with a butterknife? Write numeric-intensive applicationsin C,screen editors in COBOL,or system code in APL?☝
Later in the sameissue, Kent Smith, reviewing Easy C, makes a similarly unfavourablecomment:

☜Because we have had bad experiences with other powerful but ☁compact☂languages (most notably APL), we were also less than thrilled by ourfirstexposure to C.☝
It☂s always interesting to read the viewsof a genuine user, rather than the hype ofthesalesmenor the paddingofthe professional reviewer who rarely uses the product reviewedin anger. I was pleased therefore to see Computer News (29th May), where Helen Sturridgelookedatthe link between Information Centres and PCs. The user chosen wasthe Hoechstcompany which introduced AppleIIs in 1981:

☜It was the development backlog that sparkedaninterest in the new machinesat Hoechst UK. Buttheinterest was coupled with a desireto offer mainframepersonal computing through APL... . . Mainframe APL usersare dividedbetween those who wantsophisticated graphics and those who wantaccess tocorporate databases. Some doit through PCs, some throughterminals,☝In September, APLfinally madeit into the hallowed pages of The Times (ComputerHorizons, 9th September). Chris Naylor was reporting on the massoflanguagesavailable.APLmerited 19 words:
☜APLsimply stands for A Programming Languageand containsparticularlypowerful commandsfor doing such things as matrix operations.☝Thedescriptions of other languages were similarly terse, with more space devoted to theorigins of their namesthanto their characteristics. The description of Ada devotes 16 linesto Lady Lovelace and Babbage☂s Engine and only 5 to the US Departmentof Defense.Later in September, Computer Weekly took a lookat Parallel Processing with anarticle byDrChris Jesshope from Southampton University. After looking at the communicationsbottleneck ♥ ☜typically the Processor-memory interface, the bane of the von Neumannarchitecture☝♥ he turnsto software and Occam.
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☜Describing structure parallelism in Occam, although possible, is rather
awkward. Notations and techniques that were pioneered by Iverson in APL
are far moresuitable for expressing this form of parallelism.
☜In fact Fortran, the languagethatrefusesto die,is aboutto be blessedin the
current Ansi standards deliberations, with constructs which support
structural parallelism, as applied to arrays. Such facilities may be added to
Ada, although not supported in the language standard.☝

In October, PC Week reviewed the most widely used computerlanguages, concludingthat
☜Cobol and Fortran have stoodthetest of time☝ (8th October). APL was includedin the
glossary of languages:

☜APL: A Programming Language, designed for solving mathematical
problems,notedforits matrix-generation capabilities.☝

However,the body ofthe article contained noreference to APL, even though Pascal, C,
Modula 2, Prolog, Lisp, Forth, Basic, Algol and Ada were mentioned.
We were not the only people to notice this omission. On 26th November, PC Week
published a two page response by Peter Branson. Peter picks up on some of the myths
propagatedin the previousarticles

♥

itsunsuitability for business applications, dependence
on expensive memory,and the dreaded ☁Greek symbols☂:

☜Thefact that it uses funny Greek symbols for manyofits operatorsis true, but
ifyou don☂t like them use a keywordversion which readsas easily as BASIC.☝

(Editor: Infactit only uses a handful ofGreek symbols, and they are notparticularly humorous as
Hellenic hieroglyphs go!)
Peter Branson then proceeds to show how the Simpson numerical integration code ♥ used
in the previous series ♥ can be written in the KEY*PLdialect. Peter also gave some
publicity to the ]-APL project, although he mistakenly gave credit for its inception to the
B.A.A.It is, of course, an independentventure.
Still in November, EXE☂s News Editor, Nick Roach, gavehis ☜first impression ofthe APL
community☝, under a bold bannerheading:

☜Not Just For Nutters☝.
Having spent sometime at MicroAPL,he commented:

☜A glance at the APL world may give programmersand DP managers reason
to look moreseriously at APL for mainstream applications.☝

He then proceeds to survey the history, the hardware, the language anda variety of
applications of APL. The hardware coverage may have been, perhaps understandably,
somewhat biased towards the 68000-based machines:

☜IBM PC machines have hardly had a look in to the APL scene☝
but the applications sections mentioned several good examples of APL in business use.
Roach concludes:
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☜Word is out from Xephonthat IBM☂s given APLa lowpriority in preference
for a thing called AS. If that☂s the case, the continuance ofAPL couldwell be
due solely to the micro-based suppliers and consultancies. In the U.K., it☂s
precisely these people who've been driving APL.I☂m sure they'll continue.☝

Andjust to makethepointhelisted the principal APL UK suppliers ♥ a list remarkably
similar to our ownlist of Sustaining Members!
Despite his writing a fairly favourable article, Nick Roach found out in EXE☂s January 87
issue that the APL community will always rise to the language☂s defence in order to
☜respond to, and hopefully clarify, a number of statements.☝ In this case the knightin
shining armouron theletters page was David Ziemann. Amongthepoints he challenged
werethe definition ofAPL as a ☁mathematical☂ language,the belief thatit is inevitably heavy
on machine time, the ☁abnormality☂ of the right-to-left evaluation, and the problems of
reading and understanding someoneelse☂s code.
Back to November andourold friends Datalink. Their front page was emblazoned with the
newsthat ☜APLis fast falling out of favour☝, covering the Xephonsurvey of Information
Centres, APL is described as ☜cumbersome,difficult to use andinefficient☝, and the report
describes the emergence of AS which ☜IBM has consistently pushed as the strategic
Information Centre and decision support product☝. By the following week things had
clearly deterioratedstill further because by 17th November, Kenny Mclverwasabletotell
Datalink readers that ☜APL,oncethe big hopefor application developers, has beenall but
abandoned☝. Mclvergivesfuller coverage to the Xephon report and includesan interview
(and the ubiquitous photograph) of guess-who♥ Romilly Cocking! Romilly points out that
☜APL should never have beenusedas an end-user language☝ andbelieves that IBMhas now
changedits plans for APL:

☜IBM☂s key information centre product, InfoCenter/1, is implemented in APL
and will continue to be strategic but not in the way that IBM originally
envisaged.☝

However, McIver does point out an atmosphereof optimism in the APL community:
. ☜The general impression in the APL community is that the languageis on the
edge of an explosion, as big as the boost it received with IBM☂s adoption of
APLforthe information centres in the 1970s.☝

Romilly confirms this, identifying the two factors fuelling such growth as therelatively
recent availability ofAPL on the PC and the introduction of APL compilers.
Yet again, however, the adverse publicity is not acceptedsilently by the world at large. Two
weeks later, on turning the the Datalink letter page, we hear that ☜APL is alive and
kicking☝. On this occasion the correspondentis Peter Donnelly of Dyadic Systems. Peter
points out that the Xephonreport was by definition restricted to mainframeuses where the
user ☜must choose between writing an entire application in APL or notusingit atall☝. Peter
concludes with a strident defence of end-user APL:
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☜Finally, I mustdisagree with the view that APLis ☁unfriendly☂and unsuitable
for end-user computing.It is true that it is not everyone☂s cup of tea; but
neither is Basic. APL is superb for quantitative analysis and is a strong
favourite among actuaries, investment analysts, statisticians, planners and
other numerate professionals. The Big Bang has brought about a much more
analytical approachin the City, and a growing numberofanalysts look to APL
on super-microsfor their computing needs.☝

Meanwhile Data Processing (November 1986) published three pages on the ☜Uses and
limitations of APL☝ written by Anthony Camacho. Unfortunately Anthony☂s article
encountered several attacks of the printer☂s devil, who kindly shuffled most of the
paragraphs on thefirst page. It appeared that the history of APL jumped without any
significant event betweenthefirst implementation on a computerin 1964 to VIZ::APL in
1982. There was an interesting section on the Bang and Olufsen system, as described at
APL86,andan exposition on the benefits ofprototyping and someofthe main reasons why
that approach has yet to be fully exploited. However, I found the article somewhat
disjointed with rapid jumps from one themeto another,asif a somewhat cack-handed
editor had been at work. So we found a useful discussion of the attributes of an APL
programmerandthebenefits of thinking with parallel processes went under the sub-
heading:

☜APLis not COBOL☝
which was not only self-evident, butalso irrelevant. No doubt David Ziemann will also
write a letter reproaching the author for describing APL as the ☜mathematically-based
programming language☝!
Still in November, obviously a bumper month for APL publicists, Computer Weekly
(November 13th) has a Background Briefing on Fourth Generation Languages. One sub-
category are those ☜conventional third-generation programming languages which, in the
view of their advocates, are substantially more advancedthan the others☝in respectof the
fourth-generation characteristics. RPG I and APL, which ☜has a very high level of
functionality per source program statement☝arethe only two languagesspecifically cited in
this sub-category.
November and December were good monthsfor publicity in America as well, and I am
grateful to our friends in the Bay Area and South West User Groups who spotted the
following articles. In JEEE Spectrum, Paul Wallich and Glenn Zorpette discussed
☜Whatever happened to APL?☝(Editor: It☂s noticeable that the Americans seemto think that
everybody has heard ofAPL; the British assume that nobody has!) They quote a Hacker☂s
proverb:

☜It took God seven daysto create the world, butan APL programmercould do
it in one line.☝

Thearticle tries to explain why APL hasfallen from favour, particularly in the academic
community, even though ☜it is used for banking, brokerage, image processing, database
operations and any numberof other applications.☝ Having cited a numberofcase-studies
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from business and science ♥ mainly drawn from the New York SIGAPL☂s successfulseminars ☜APL:a tool of thought☝ ♥ the authorspoint out:
☜The CRT terminals that spread rapidly through the computing world duringthat period (about 1980) were for the most part unable to display APLcharacters. (Allen) Roseattributed the decline of the languagein significantpartto its non-standard characterset and theinsistenceofFalkoffand Iversonon retainingit.☝

They then describe APL☂s continuing popular status in the important area of theinformation centre, and point out the growing popularity ofAPL on personal computers.
In PC Week (2nd December) there werethreelinked articles by Winn L. Rosch. Thefirstdescribes how ☜APL Developer Recalls the Language☂s Birth☝ and reports a lengthyinterview with Ken Iverson; the second comments on how ☜Business Users Flock to☁Oddball☂ Language☝; the finalsection shows how ☜APL Language Helps Developers andAnalysts in the Design of Software☝.
Only about a third of the interview with Ken Iverson concentrates on the developmenthistory ofAPL. The rest summarises the key concepts ofAPL as an extended mathematicalnotation:

☜APLis different from mathematics because mathematicsis incomplete☝
and then highlights someofthe strengths ofimplemented APLoverconventional computerlanguages such as BASIC and Fortran. Finally the article reports Ken Iverson☂sexplanations of why APL has remained a minority language:

☜Thereluctance to adopt something newis notspecific to APL,evenifyou☂rejust lookingat notation.I like to think that APLis in good company. Look atsomething that was even a more important step forward than APL ♥ thedecimal system. Compareit to the Roman numeral system thatit replaced.You'd think somethingasefficient as decimal notation would be adoptedinnot morethan a week. Butit took centuries ♥ and even longer in commercialdata processing.☝
The interview concludes:

☜The greatest strength of APLis that it makesit possible for people who knowa particular area of application to use a computereffectively. If someone hasbeen doing an inventory for a numberofyears, he knows more aboutthat thanyou or [ or any programmer. In many cases you willfind that the people whodo the most interesting work are those who learned APL themselves andsimply useit.☝
The second of PC Week's articles reports the views of three executives at STSC ♥ PatButeux, Clark WiedmannandJerry Turner. Thearticle gavea bullish outlook on the use ofAPL,explaining why APL actually gets used for business applications:
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☜The problemsthat the typical APL user mustsolve, Pat Buteux explained,
are too large and complex for off-the-shelf data-analysis software such as
spreadsheets. ☁They are people whohavelarge amountsofdata to go through
♥one guy told mehe hadto solve 50,000 simultaneous equations. They are not
necessarily mathematicians. They wantto use mathsto solve their own day-to-
day problems.☂ ☝

Clark Wiedmann points out:
☜something ofthe order of3 05 percentofprogrammingis being done in APL
.... What makes APLspecial is thatit has a devoted following of people who
are its advocates. Few languages can boast regularly held conferences
concernedparticularly with them. APL is a unique phenomenon.☝

AndJerry Turner☂s conclusion is that:
☜APLis fun to program in.☝

The smallest of the PC Weck articles describes APL☂s use as a prototyping tool at CBS
Magazines and by Qualitas Inc. Chris Oakleaf of CBS Magazines summarises:

☜When prototyping in APL, you sit down with man and machine and
immediately begin to implementthe idea. You've got the guy there, and he
can answer your questions right away. Because you are dealing with a
prototyping language, you can quickly change anything.☝

More recently, and moving back to this side of the Auantic, Computer News covered the
announcement by Mercia Software that it has cracked the problem of limited APL
workspace on PCs. Gareth Brentnall said thathe believes ☜this breakthrough will breathe
newlife into APL generally☝ and an enthusiastic response was also forthcoming from an
APLAssociation spokesman ♥ Anthony Camacho,whopredicted new growth in the use of
APL on PCs, but doesn☂t believe there will ☜necessarily be any trend away from mainframe
APLuse☝.
The ☁big three☂ U.K. weeklies all mentioned APLin thelast week of January. In Computer
Weekly, Michael Powell reported that Cobol remained very much the dominant
commercial language:

☜Butthere are other languages, such as LISP and APL, which have been
identified as vehicles for the future. The latter was tipped as importantin the
1970s but never quite madeit. According to David Weatherbyof I.P. Sharp,
this was because ofthe cost of machines and memory, which is no longer so
important.☝

On January 29th, the Computingletters page included a strong defence of Cobol by Barrie
Thompson, from Sunderland Polytechnic. He was reporting on the experiences of his data
processing students during their sandwich yearin industry.
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☜42 reported the use of Cobol . . . 22 reported someuse of4GLs(asidentifiedby James Martinin his text Fourth Generation Languages and hence includedAPL,Filetab and Dbaseas well as languages such as Natural and Mantis); andtwo reported a minoruse of Pascal.☝
In Datalink (26th January), Frank Brett went ☜Blue all over☝, reviewing IBM☂s mainframesoftware, with more reports of APL☂s decline within IBM.

☜Despite the growinguse of personal computers, end-user computing on themainframe is still very much alive and well. The tools being used arechanging, however. The APL and APL-based products which used to bepopular appearto befalling outoffavour. Gainingin popularityis a relativelynew product, Application System (AS) which can be run under VM or MVS(TSOQ).☝
Interestingly, the following week (2nd February), Datalink reported that ☜IBM unveilsbetter Fortran, APL☝, announcingthat release date for the APL2 Vector Capability hadbeensetfor Spring 1988. ☜IBM☝, weread, ☜is promising to enhance APL2. . . so thatit willbe directly supported by the 3090 Vector Facility☝, which will allow vector processing tospeed up large number-crunchingexercises.
The final wave of publicity in time for this column was led, again, by Datalink (23rdFebruary) underthe banner:

☜APLaltruists aim to assist schoolchildren☝.
Thearticle reported the work of the I-APLproject andits aimsto provide a public-domaininterpreter, targetted largely towardsschools. Similar reports appeared in the March issuesof Practical Computing and Personal Computer World. The former gavea straightforward
announcement, but PCW☂s coverage was presented under the more colourful headline
☜Religious instruction☝. It started:

☜A Programming Language, APL,isa religion which even Sinclair Spectrumusers can now have. Well,soon. A groupofreligicos called I-APL, the Free
International APL group,has decided to write andissue an interpreter.☝

and finished:
☜I'm not getting involved in religion. It's a programming language, andmathematicianslike it, and it needs special characters, and how they☂re goingto makethe sameversion run on Spectrum and IBM machines,I☂m blessedif
T can guess. But I☂m not getting involved.☝

No mention, unfortunately,of the targetting towards schools, northatthe interpreter willbe free. Still, I suppose somepublicity is better than none!
Movingtoless serious topicsit was reported in PC Business World that apparently ☜Tandyis facing a summerrebellion among employees having just decreed that beards and theMiamiVicelookwill notbetoleratedin its special Computer Centres. As one manager putit, ☁shave and weara dark suit, or be fired☂.☝ Well I hope such extremerulings don☂t crossthe Atlantic too quickly, or the B.A.A.will be low on committee members!
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Ourreporters were also really excited to comeacross an advertisement for an APL not
includedin our extensive productlist, advertised in,of all places, Farmer's Weekly under
the banner heading:

☜APL 300 ♥ gives better steering, whichever way you turn☝
This is undoubtedly goingto challenge the ISO standards committee since it suggests that
in operation there maybe

a

differentlock 10 the right andleft! Fortunatelyit☂s all concerned
with tractor axles. Howeverpride of place this issue must go to that renowned and much-
read journal PSLG~ PublicService &Local Government (February 1986). Whereelse could
you read within one issue about such diverse topics as the merits of mulching, asbestos
removal, care of bowling greens, vandalism at schools, Avon sendingits rubbish byrail and
a ☁new☂ computer language. In a mere page, Henry Law describes the history ofAPL from
its invention by Ken Iverson, throughtoits advantages in modern-day computing:

☜Whatis likely to boost APLis the rising cost of programming time and the
tumbling cost of computing power;after nearly 25 yearsin relative obscurity,
APLlooks set to catch on. .... ☁An JBM commentator has predicted that
within five years, the use ofAPL could increase from its present 5 per cent of
all computer applicationsto a dominating 50 per cent.☝

It must leave commentators on the computing world with a difficult decision. Do they
believe the Xephon reportor the moreprestigious PSLG?
 

BACK NUMBERSOF VECTOR
Back numbers ofVECTORareavailable from the BCS.Ifyou don☂t have them all,
now is the time to complete your collection. Apart from the technical contents,
every issue includes book and productreviews,letters, news and a competition.
Send in your order before they run out. These will one day be unobtainable
collectors☂ items, like the early issues of Quote Quad.
Thepricesinclusive of postage and packingareas follows:

Prices in PoundsSterling
UK Surface Airmail

(inc. Europe) (outside Europe)
Single issues 3 3.75 5.75
Volume1 10 14.00 22.00
Volume 2 10 14.00 22.00

Please send sterling cheques or money orders (payable to The British APL
Association) to the Treasurer:

Mel Chapman, 12 Garden Street, Stafford ST17 4BT.
Don☂t forgetto include your nameand address andto be clear which VECTORs
you want.  
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APL Product Guide
Compiled by Steve Lyus

VECTOR☂s exclusive APL Product Guide aimsto Provide readers with useful informationabout sources ofAPL hardware,software and services. We welcomeany commentsreadersmay haveonits usefulness and any suggestionsfor improvements.
Wedo dependonthealacrity ofsuppliers to keep us informed abouttheir products so thatwecan update the Guidefor each issue ofVECTOR. Anysuppliers whoare notincluded inthe Guide should contact meto gettheir free entry ♥ see address below.
Wereservetherightto edit material supplied for reasons ofspace or to ensurea fair marketcoverage.
Thelistings are notrestricted to UK companiesand international suppliers are welcome totake advantageofthese pages. Where no UKdistributor has yet been appointed,the vendorshould indicate whether this is imminent or whether approaches for representation byexisting companies are welcomed.
For convenienceto readers, the productlist has been divided into the following groups:

Complete APL Systems (Hardware & Software)APL Timesharing Services
APLInterpreters
APLVisual Display Units
APLcharacterset printers
APL-based packages
APLConsultancyAPLTraining Courses
Otherservices
VendoraddressesO

b
O
O

OE

Every effort has been madeto avoid errorsin theselistings but no responsibility can betaken by the working group for mistakes or omissions.
Note: ☁poa☂ indicates☁price on application☂

All contributions to the APL Product Guide should besentto:
Steve Lyus
Metapraxis Ltd.,
Hanover House
Coombe Road, Kingston
KT27AH
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COMPLETE APL SYSTEMS
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
Analogic The APL Machine $60,000+  AP500 array processor, 4 Mb data memory,80 Nib disk drive.
Dyadic Dyalog APL Copracessor 3,500+ 32-bit coprocessorboard for IBM PC. NS32000 cpu with FPP, up

1o4Mb RAM,16Mbvirtual memory.Software includes Unix V.2,
Dyalog APL, graphics support, DOSinterface.Provides multi-user
Unix/DOSenvironment.

IBM6150 15,0004 Multi-user Dyalog APLsystem with Fast 32-bit RISC processor,
FPP,upto 8Mb RAM, 210MbDisk, 16users. Interface toSQL,
graphics and APLsupport for standard IBM peripherals.

Altos 3068 25,0004

♥

Multi-user Dyalog APLsystem with MC68020 cpu & MC68881 FPP.
Also featuresLAN which supportsIBM PCsas Dyatog APL
terminals.

Sun3 15,000+ Multi-user Dyalog APL systems which can be configured asa
network of workstationsand ora traditional time-sharing cpu, Withits
25MHZ68020 cpu,the Sun 4/200is thefastest APL microcomputer
onthe market.

Gen.Software Myriade poa Tlcomputer +APL & APLoperating system
Inner Product IBM PC. 2,000 18M PCssupplied fortumkeyapplications

♥6,000
MB.T, MBTSeries 10 poa UNIX/68010 based multi-user APLsystem

TORCH poa 68000/Z80 multiprocessor
MetaTechnics _ poa Details on application IBM PC compatible
MicroAPL. Aurora 23,500 Multi-userAPL computer using 68020 CPU.Std. configuration

2Mb RAM,16 RS232 ports, 68 Mb hard disc, 720Kdiskette
SPECTRUM 11,000 Expandable multi-user APLcomputerusing Motorola 68000.

- 15,000 Std. configuration 1 Mb RAM,12/36 Mb disc,12 ports.
STRIDE 440 8,500 Multi-user APLcomputer, 1 Mb RAM,12/18 Mbdisc.
Atari 1040ST 799 Mb Mono/Colour System,includes 1 Mb disc drive & mains

~999 _transtarmerbuiltinto Console,
 

APL TIMESHARING SERVICES
 

 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES DETAILS
Boeing Mainstream APL poa Enhanced IBM VS APL(CMS)
Mercia APL"PLUS poa STSC's Mainframe Service-MAILBOXetc.
LP. Sharp SHARPAPL. poa. Intemational Network application systems and public databases.
Uniware APL*PLUS call STSC's mainframe service
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COMPANY PRODUCT PHICES£ DETAILS
APLSoltware Dyalog APL 1,000- See Dyadic Systemsentry

8,000
Cocking/Drury APL"PLUS/PC Rel6 475 STSC☂s fullfeatured APLfor IBM PC, PC/AT and compatiblesUpgrade 5to6 120 Extension from rel 5 which incorporates 64Kobject support.

Upgrade 2,3,4106 220 Extension upgradesto release 6,
Run-time poa Closed version of APL'PLUS/PCwhich prevents user exposure

to APL.
APL'PLUS UNIX poa STSC's 2nd generation APLforIBM PC/AT, DEC, AT&T

andother Unix computers.
Dyadic Dyalog APL 785 2ndgen. APLfor UNIX systems, e.g. IBM 6150, Sun, Vax, NCR,

-10,000 HP9000, AT&T,Altos, Apollo, Whitechapel, Sperry, etc.
Gen. Software APL☂MYRIADE poa Runson TexasInstruments T1990range.
(BMUKProduct Sales IBMPC APL poa Event-handling & APsforfull-screen /O disks, diskettes,

asynch. comms,
Inner Product VIZAPL 250 8-bit Zilog 2-80 CP/M

-350
APL'PLUS/PC 600 See underCocking & Drury

M.B.T. Dyalog APL poa See Dyadic Systems entry
MBTAPL poa Enhanced Dyalog APLfor MBThardware.
VIZ::APL poa Customized forTORCH hardware

Mercia APL*PLUS/PC Relé 450 STSC's full-feature APL forIBM PC,and compatibles.
No 64Kobject sizelimit.

Upgrades 2,3 4-6 225
Upgradestog 130
APL"PLUS/UNIX pod Interpreter for UNIX systems: WICAT, CADMUS,CALLAN,

FORTUNE 32:16, HP, 9000/900, OLIVETTI3B2, SUNetc.
MetaTechnics APL'PLUS Rel6 475 Discounton quantity.
MicroAPL. APL.68000 1000+ Fullimplementation with componentfiles, error trapping ete. for

SPECTRUM,SAGE& other MC68000-based computers.
QUAPL(keyword) 87 Full keyword APLfor QL with manyextra features,
QUAPL(APLchars) 87 VSAPL compatible APLfor QL with many extra features.
APL.68000 torAppie Macintosh 257
APL.68000 for CommodoraAmiga 200
APL.68000 tor Atan'ST 170
APL'PLUS/PC~REL6 450

Portable PontAPL. $195 {BMPC Software
$275 Mackintosh

$2,995 DEC VAX
LP. Sharp Sharp APLIPCX 2,575 ForlBM XT/AT

1,000+ ForIBM mainframes
SharpAPUPC. 325 ForiBMPC orPCT

Uniware APL'PLUS/PC. 495 STSC☂sfuilfeature APLfor
Release 6 call (BM PC/XT/AT, Compaq,Olivetti
Release update call Extension upgrade fromrelease 5
Release 4update call Extension upgradefromrelease 4
Release 3 update call Extension upgradefrom release 3.
Run-Time call Closed version of APL"PLUS/PC which preventsuser exposure

foAPL
APL'PLUSYUNX call STSC☂sfullfeature APLfor UNIX based computers.
PortaAPL 280 PORTABLE SOFTWARE'☂s APL for APPLE MACINTOSH.

2,995 PORTABLE SOFTWARE's APLforthe DEC VAX.
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APL VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
Dyadic ☁Lynwood j300. 1,560 Monochrome ANSI3,64 APLvdu, 15-inch high quality screen,Tek

graphics, local macro keys.
Lynwood j500 2,295 Colour ANS} 3.64 APL vdu,15-inch high quality screen, Tek

graphics,local macro keys.
IBM3163 791 Low-cost Monochrome APLvdu. Supports downloaded Dyalog APL

font.
IBM 3164 1,093 Low-cost ColourAPL vdu. Supports downloaded Dyalog APLfont.

Farnell Tandberg TDV 2221 995 Ergonomic design APLterminal, 50-19200 baud,19☝ anti-reflex
screen,low profile keyboard

Tandberg TDV 2271 1,195 Combined APL/ANS!ergonomicterminalas above.
Gen. Software Mellordata 400 Second-hand

Elite 30454
MB.T. various Contact MBT for details
Meta Technics. IBMEGAcompatible 299 Emulates GA& Hercules, HalfCard
MicroAPL Insight VDT-1 795 InexpensiveAPLVDU

Insight GDT-4 1,450 ☁With monochromegraphics
Concept201 1,295 APLYDU with 8 page memory
Concept201G 1,650 Graphics VOU

Shandell HD$2010 1,215 ANSI3.64 DEC VT52/100/220 compatible. 15☝ til/swivel screen,
low profile keyboard 8 page memory, windows,viewports, BO/432
columns,fulloverstike, 2 or3. comms, ports,5 PF keys,
NVMstorage.

HDS2010G/GX 14954  Asabove plusTektronix 4014, Retrographics VT640/D0640 and
Visual 500 compatible. 1024 x390 or1024 x 780 resolution.

Tektronix 41148 19,5004  19°D.V.S.T.:Graphies:3120x 4096 disptayable;Intelligent: upto
800K memory; APL keyboard (option 4E)

4125 21,550+

♥

19☝2Dcolourgraphics;Workstation (1280x 1024);Intelligent: up ta
800K memory; APL keyboard (mod AP)

A128 26,822+  As4125plus3D wireframe

APL PRINTERS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICESE DETAILS
Datatrade Datasouth DS180+ 1,295 180cps matrix printerwith 4K buffer, 9x 7 dot matrix and APLoption,

Datasouth DS220 1,695 Letter quatity; graphics capability, APL option {both available with
IBMTwinexorCoaxintesface}.

Dyadic IBM 4201 Proprinter poa 100, 200, 40(niq)cps,matrix printer, with graphics, Supports
downloaded Dyalog APLfont.

ToshibaP3st poa 24 pin high-quality matrix printer 100 cps letter quality, 192 ops dratt.
toner Product Epson FX80 500 ♥-Softchar. set, 160.cps, B0.columa

Anadex 9620 1,150 200cps., 132col., tractorfeed
Siemens PT88 620 180cps., 80col., silent
TGC Starwriter 1,180 40cps.,letter quality

MB, Facit 4565 poa 40cpsiletter-quality
Facit4510/112 poa Matrix printers

MetaTechnics Quen-data 295 Low-cost APL Daisy-wheel printer
MicroAPL DatasouthDS180+ 1,295 See Datatrade entry

Philips GP300 1,924 Matrix printer with letter& draft quality and APL.
QumeLetterpro20 549 APLASCII Daisy-wheelprinter
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COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
APL385 FSM 385 PC; 50 Screen development

DRAW 385 Screendesign
05385 Mainframe: 125 Relational W.S.
GEN 385 Utilities

APL Software Ltd Mainframe
AFMIAP. 11,035 Interprocess Software for VM/CMS & MYS/TSO.~Keyed Access 2,650 ComponentFile ManagementSystem (VSAPL/APL2} ~Interactive Link 1,325~MailExchange 2,650
CALLAP 4,030 Non-APLprogram execution (VSAPL/APL2)APLPRINT 2,205 Output to high speed line printer or 328xdevices (VSAPL/APL2)ENHANCED FORMAT 2,205 Extends Format operatorto full "Quad-FMT☝status (VSAPL/APL2)Isp 750 input and Output Stack Processors far manipulating terminal VOospP 2,205 with facilities for ErrorTrapping (VSAPL}DISPLAY CAPTURE poa Allows terminal output to be collected andheld for retrieval by anAPLfunction (APL2}UcF poa User Communication Facility for data transfer betweenusers (APL2)RDS poa Relation Data Base System
PANEL poa Fullscreen managementsystemPFS poa Program File System~ APLSystems development aidIPLS poa Project ManagementSystem
REGGPAK poa Regression Analysis PackageMicrocomputer
POWERTOOLS 295 Assemblerwritten replacement function forcommonly used CPU-consuming APL.functions,includes a Forms Processor.
Microcomputer
REGGPAK poa. Regression Analysis Package
ROS 990 Relational Database System

Beta-plan BETA-FONT poa Multiple font PC character generator, Dealers required for non-Scandinavian countries.Boeing TABAPL poa Hierarchical Planning SystemButel Merlin 5,000 Mainframe APLspreadsheetruns under VM/CMS, TSO, VSPC
MerivPC poa Version for APL'PLUS/PC

Cocking/Drury For VSAPL
STSC's SHAREFILE & 30,000 Componentfiles, quad-functions & nestedarrays for IBM VSAPLenhancementsto VSAPL under VM/CMS & MVS/TSOSHAREFILEonly 15,000
ENHANCEMENTSonly 17,000
COMPILER 30,000 First APL compiler. Available with APL'PLUS enhancements andSharefile underVWCMS& MVS/TSO
FILEPRINT 8,000 PrintAPLcomponentfiles
FILESORT 8,000 Sort APL componentfiles
FILECONVERT 8,000 Convertnon-APLfilesto APLfiles
FILEMANAGER 8,000 Extends APLprimitives to database management
FOOLS + UTILITIES 8,000 APLSoftware developmenttoolsDATAPORT poa PowerfulInformation Centre spreadsheetincorporating data

exchange between APL and FOCUS,iFPS, SAS, APL/DI, ADASII,
LOTUS123, VISICALC, MULTIPLAN,DIF files

ForAPl2
SHAREFILE/AP 15,000 STSC's sharefile for APL2
FMT 2,000 Full featured FMTforAPL2
WSDOC 5,000
FILEMANAGER 8,000
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Microcomputer
STATGRAPHICS Rel2 545 PowerfulStatistics and graphics on IBMPC☂s, PC/AT's and

compatibles
Release 2 update 165 Update fram release 1 to release 2
APL'PLUSPCTools

VOL1 325 Incl. 327x IRMAsupport, RAMdisk,fullscreen data entry,
menuinput, reportgeneration, games.

VOL2 125 Inclfile documentor, screeneditor, exception handler.
APL'PLUS PC Fin& 350 Financia☂ & statistical routines
Stat. Library
SPREADSHEET MANAGER, 195 APL-based spreadsheet for APL*PLUS/PC.Cellarithmetic;

transferstoASCII, LOTUS
APL Debugger 95. Debugging toolfor APL*PLUS PC
UNITAB: 250 Spreadsheetfor APL☜PLUS PC

E&sS PROTOPAK Packagesfor prototyping managementinformation systems♥
consisting of: PC &maintrame
RMS Modules Relational databases.
AMS 250+

♥

Multi-dimensionalarrays
RAMS Combined AMS & AMS,
BMS Dynamic financial modelling & forecasting
FMS Full-screen handlerfor APL."PLUS/PC.(AP 124-based)
CMS Communications package.
sos poa Scheduled ordering and stockcontrat.

Gen. Software PROPS 500+ Spreadsheetsystemfar Product and/orProject Planning.
H.W. INPUT poa ☁Matrix manipulation package for data entry & report generation

PRINTPAK poa ♥_Blockprinting forVMCMS.
VIEWPAK poa AP124 Protocol emulatorfor IBM/PC

Holtech CASH 3,500 ☁Accounting package & hotel managementsystem on MicsoAPL
♥10,000 SPECTRUM & SAGECPUs.

Inner Product Viewcom 150 Control Viewdatafrom APL
APLIBASE!! 150 Interface APLwith dBasell
APL/BASEIII 150 Interface APLwith dBASEIII
APLILOTUS 150 Interface APL with Lotus
APLAWORDSTAR 150 Interface APLwith Wordstar
APUMULTIPLAN 150 Interface APLwith spreadsheet
CEMAS. 3,500 EEC monetary andagrimonetary analysis.

M.B.T. RHOMBUS. poa. Integrated Office System
HASLEMERE, poa Hotel Accounting System

Mercia STATGRAPHICS2 535 integrated stat. graphic syslemfor PCs.
Upgrade to Release 2 175
EXEC*U'STAT 395 Easy touseStatistics for management.
APL'PLUStools

VOL 1 225 IBMPCUtilties:IRMA3270 comms,full screen, RAM Diskreport
generator

VOL 2 125 Filedocumentation, screenediting. Exception handling.
FINANCIAL AND 325 Financial and Statistical analysis
STATISTICALLIB.
INFO CENTRE 2,000 Full-sereen entry, display & multi-dimensional analysis.Interfacesto

20,000 other |.C.products. Runs under VM VSAPLon {8M mainframes.
APLSpreadsheet 195 APLspreadsheet♥links to popular spreadsheetsoftware.
Manager
EXECUCALG 4,000 MainframeSpreadsheetwith VisiCalc and Lotus 1-2-3 functionality

TequiresVSAPL underTSO or VM.
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EXECUPLOT 3,200 MainframeGraphics display systemwith VisiPlot functionality
requires VSAPL under TSO orVM and GDDM.

MICROSPAN 260 Comprehensive APLtutor
LOGOL. poa Logistics management system for PC,Forecasting, inventory

Contral, Scheduling,Distribution, etc

MetaTechnics MetaScreen 99 Full-screen handlerforAPL*PLUS/PC, basedon VSAPLAP124
MetaPack 495 Comprehensiveutilities package forAPL'PLUS/PC.includes

MetaScreen, MetaWS,Browse, Toolbox, Numeric Editor.
APL-IEEE488 99 Controls (EEE488/GPIB Busfrom APL*PLUS/PC.
PLOT/PC 99 2D & 3D Graphics package. Includesinteractive diagram Editors,
Browse 99 Scrolling of DOSfiles, large APLvariables.
ADAPTADLS poa Production & purchasing scheduling for process manufacturing.
ADAPTAMSP: poa Job-shaploading & scheduling for multi-stage preduction.

MicroAPL MicroTASK 250 Product developmentaids
MicroFILE 250 File utilities and database
MicroPLOT 250 Graphics forHPplotters etc
MicroLINK 250 General device communications
MictoEDIT 250 Fullscreen APLeditor
MicroOFORM 250 Fullscreenforms design
MicroSPAN 250 Comprehensive APLtutor
MicroGRID- poa Ethernet & athernetworking
APLCALC 400 APLspreadsheet system
MicroPLOT/PC 250 ForAPL*PLUS/PCproduct
MicroSPAN/PC. 250 ForAPL"PLUS/PC product
PCTOOLSVol 1 295
STATGRAPHICSRel 1 495
STATGRAPHICSRel2 535

Parallax ExecuCale $5,000 Mainframe-based electronic spreadsheetforVM/CMS & MVS/TSO-
withtinks to micro products,

ExecuPlat $5,000 Mainframe-based colourgraphics with micro links,

LP. Sharp ACT poa Actuarial system
APS poa Financial Modelling
BOXJENKINS, poa Forecasting technique
CONSOL poa Financial Consolidation
COURSE poa APLInstruction
EASY poa Econometric Modelling
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FASTNET poa Project Management
GLOBALLIMITS poa Exposure managementforbanks
MABRA poa Record maintenance/reporting
MAGIC. poa Timeseries analysis/reporting
MAGICSTORE poa N-dimensional database system
MAILBOX poa Electronic Mail
MICROCOM poa Mainframetomicrolink
SAGA poa General graphics, most devices
SIFT poa Forecastingsystem
SNAP poa Projectmanagement
SUPERPLOT poa Business graphics
VIEWPOINT poa 4GL-Into centre product
XTABS. poa Survey Analysis

Sugar Mill Stat $129.95 Statistical toolbox, menudriven
Uniware Mainframe

STSC☂s ENHANCEMENTS 10,715 Quad-functions & nested arrays for IBM VSAPLunder VM/CMSand
MVS/TSO

STSC's SHAREFILE 10,715 Componentfiles for IBM VSAPLunderVM/CMS and MVS/TSO and
foriBM APL2

PROGRAMMERTOOLS& 5,715
UTILITIES
FILEPRINT 5715
FILESORT 5715
FILECONVERT 5715
FILEMANAGER (EMMA) 5,715 STSC☂'s database package.
APL*PLUS COMPILER 21,430 First APL compiler. Complements APL"PLUS enhancements and

Sharefile underVW/CMS and MVS/TSO.
EXECUCALC: 3,995 Mainframespreadsheet compatible with VISICALC and part of

LOTUS1-2-3underVSAPL (VMorTSO).
Microcomputer
STATGRAPHICS 725 Statistics & Graphics for PCs.
STATGRAPHICS FCA 140 Anadd-on module to STATGRAPHICS:Factorial Correspondence

Analysis.
APL☁PLUS/PC TOCLS

VOL 325 Incl, 327 x IRMA support, RAM disk, full screen data entry, menu
input, reportgeneration, games.

VOL2 125 Incl. Fite documentor, screeneditor, exception handling.
SPREADSHEETMNGR 250 APL spreadsheet with built-in ASCII, LOTUS and SYMPHONY

interfaces.
APLPLUS/PC FIN. & 350 Collectionoffinancialand statistical utilities,
STAT.LIBRARY
POCKETAPL 140 Smaller version of APL*PLUS/PC.
UNIASM 275 ♥♥_Collectionof assembler routines forAPL"PLUS/PCusers.
UNITAB晳 240 APL*PLUSJPC spreadsheet-like data entry and validation system.
TheAPLDEBUGGER晳 105 Firstreleased APL'PLUS/PC debugger.
OVERLAYS 250 Fast assemblerroutines to handle overlaysin APL*PLUS/PC.
R:BRIDGE 380 Interface between APL*PLUS/PC& R:BASE 5000.
DMA 380 Aversion of EMMA{APLdatabase manager) for APL*PLUS/PC.

users.
APL2C 295 Interface between APL*PLUS/PC and DATALIGHT C language.
ADAPTA/DLS. 33,333 Production & purchasing scheduling for process manufacturing.
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COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES DETAILS
APL Consultancy Consultancy poa Project management,financialapplications,relational databases.Difficult problemssolved.

Managementconsultancy,
Links tonon-APLsystems,From consultantlevel to managing consultant.
Documentation aspeciality.

APLSoftware
Technology Consultancy poa Technical & business systems,micros, networking &

communications speciality,
Boeing Consultancy poa
Camacho Consultancy poa Specialising in programming & manual writing,
Chapman Consultancy 150-300 24-hourprogrammer: APL, C, assembler, graphics; PC,mini,mainframe,network.
Cocking/Drury Consultancy 120-150 Juniorconsultant

140-200 Consultant
186-300 Senlor consuttant
275-400 Managingconsultant

Delphi Consultancy poa Specialising in management reporting systems and APLon
microcomputers.

Dyadic Consultancy poa APL system design,consultancy, programming & training for
Dyalog APL, VSAPL, APL'PLUS,IPSAAPLetc,

Eas Consultancy 150 System prototyping: all types of information system,250
FASTCODE Consultancy poa Specialisein improving performance of APLapplications oninicros & mainframes.
Gen. Software Consultancy 100+
HM. Consultancy 100-250 System design consultancy, programming.
(nner Product Consultancy 200 On-site micro-mainframe APL, PC/DOS & Assembler
Loyd Savage Consultancy poa Decision support, particularly specialisingin Sales & Marketing

systems.
M.B.T. Consultancy poa
Mercia Consultancy poa APL'PLUS& VSAPLconsultancy.
MetaTechnics Consultancy poa ManagementInformation & Production. Engineering

APL-C/Assembler custom programming
MicroAPL Consultancy poa Technical & applications consultancy.
MTL Consultancy poa Specialisein Maintenance and developmentofexisting APLsystems
Parallax Consultancy $750 IntroductoryAPL, APLfor End-user&Advanced Topics in APL
QB On-Line Consultancy 200 Specialising in Banking, Financial & Planning Systems.
Rochester Group Consultancy poa Specialise in MiS using Sharp APL
UP. Sharp. Consultancy poa Consultancy & support service world-wide.
Peter Cyriax Systems Consultancy 100-150 Junior Consuttant

120-200 Consuttant
160-300 SeniorConsultant

Uniware Consultancy call Juniorto managing consultancy in APL.
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APL TRAINING COURSES
(Prices quoted are per course unless otherwise stated)

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES £
Cocking/Drury 3day APL Fundamentals 375

4day APL*PLUS/PCInlermediate 525
5 dayAPLSystem Design 595,
4 day Introduction to APL.2 (in-house) 2,500+
4 day APL2 in Depth (in-house} 2,5004

{nner Product poa
MB.T. poa.
Mercia, 3dayIntroduction to APL*PLUS/PC 350

(in-house) 1,250
2dayAPL*PLUS/PC Enhancements 240
(in-house) 800
dayAPL"PLUS System Design 375
(in-house) 1,200

Parallax poa
Uniware Courses

S day Introduction to APL call
Sday Advanced APL call
2day Getthe best rom STATGRAPHICS. call
Say Getthe best ram R:BASE 5000 call

OTHER PRODUCTS
 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
APLPeople EmploymentAgency poa Permanent employees placed atall levels, Contractors: ☁supplied for

short/long-term projects, supervised.
Mercia ALLCARD 495+  Memorymanagement.unit, allowing 952K under| DOS-extrag12K

APL*PLUS/PC workspace.
MULTLAPL 495+  Multi-task/Multi-user/Network APL*PLUS/PCwithfile locking,etc.

LP. Sharp ProductivityTools poa Utilities for systems, operations, administration & analysts;
auxiliary processors, comms software, International network,

Databases poa Financial, aviation, energy and socioeconomic.
 

VENDOR ADDRESSES
 
COMPANY CONTACT ADDRESS & TELEPHONENo.
Analogic Corporation Denise Favorat 8 Centennial Drive, CentennialIndustiial Park, Peabody, Mass. U.S.A. 01961

2 617-246-0300
APL385 Adrian Smith Brook House,Gilling East, York. @ (4393-385
APL Consulting JilMoss 17 Barton Street, Bath, Avon BA1 1HQ@ 0225 62602
APL People Valerie Lusmore 17 Barton Street, Bath, Avon.&0225-62602
APLSoftware Lid Philip Goacher 27 Downs Way, Epsom,Surrey KT18 SLU@ 03727-21282

17 Barton Street, Bath, Avon BAt 1HQ@ 0225-62602
APL Software John Hagger 14 Rosewood Avenue, Alveston,Bristol BS12 2PP@0454 415737
agua PerHultin 46 Vicarage Fload, South Benfleet, Essex S87 PBBt 03745 50501

mite
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Beta-plan APS
Boeing Computer
Butel TechnologyLid.
Anthony Camacha
Paul Chapman
Cocking & Drury Ltd,
Datatrade Lid,
Delphi Consultation Ltd.
Dyadic SystemsLtd.
E&SAssociates
Farnell Intemational
Instruments Ltd.
FASTCODE
General SoftwareLtd.
H.M.W. ProgrammingConsultants Lid,
Holtech Ltd.
IBM UKLtd
InnerProduct Ltd.
Lloyd SavageLtd
Mercia Software Ltd.

Kim Andreasen
☁Suzanne Hunt
Mike Munro

Romilly Cocking
Tony Checksfield
David Crossley
Peter Donnelly
Frank Evans
R. Fairbairn
or RogerAttard
Andrew Dickey
ME. Martin
Ken Jackson
dan Bateman
Chris Sell
Dominic Murphy

PhilipJohnson
Gareth BrentnallBarrie Webster

MetaTechnics Systems Ltd John Stenbridge
MicroAPLLtd.
Mineof Information
Modern BusinessTechnology Ltd. (MBT)
MTL
Parallax SystemsInc.
Peter Gyriax Systems.

Portable Software
QB On-Line Systems
The Rochester Group
Shandell SystemsLtd.
LP. Sharp Associates Ltd.
SugarMill Software Corp.
Tektronix UK Ltd.
Uniware

David Toop
Bemadette Leverton
Richard Ross-Langley
Michael Branson
Ray Cannon
Kevin Weaver
PeterCyriax

Richard Smith
Philip Bulmer
Robert Pullman
Maurice Shanahan
David Weatherby
LawrenceH.Nitz
Paul Morgan
Eric Lescasse
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Info Center/1
an IBM licensed program that helps business professionals

perform their daily tasks quickly and productively

Info Center/1 provides an integrated,
multifunction information center environ-
ment compatible with predecessor pro-
ducts such as ADRS I] and APLDI IL A
full-screen interface, with prompts and
extensive help facility, provides easy
access to the following powerful general
business functions, as well as providing
the full power of APL:

Query System

The Query System provides a simple,
effective way to interactively access,
analyze, manipulate, and report informa-
tion stored in files of up to several
hundred megabytes.

Reporting System

Provides an organization with a single,
comprehensive system for generating and
maintaining reports. Standard calcu-
lations can be defined and stored for
future use. Calculations can be made
with predefined functions and with APL.

Data Entry and Validation

This tool allows information center per-
sonnel to tailor panels for users to display,
update, and enter data in column format.

Financial Planning System

The Financia! Planning System provides a
set of 60 modeling routines that work' with
the Reporting System and address peri-
odic data. Some examples are:

Financial analyses and plans
Statistical analyses and projections
Whatif analyses and modeling
Project evaluations and risk analyses.

Business Graphics

The Business Graphicsfacility is a partic-
ularly powerful yet flexible tool for inter-
actively producing the following types of
charts: line graphs, surface charts,
histograms, pie charts, scatter plots, bar
charts, stacked bar charts.

 

Technical Data

 
Info Center/I is an IBM Licensed Program, Program Number 5668-897.
The program runs under CMS and TSOtogether with the following IBM programs ortheir equivalents:
APL2 or VS APL, Application Prototype Environment, GDDM (Graphical Data Display Manager).
Someexamples of terminals supported are: [BM 3277, 3279, 3270 PC/G and GX.     
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RECENT MEETINGS
This section of VECTORis intended to document the seminars delivered at recentmeetingsofthe Association, particularlyfor the benefit of those members based away fromLondon whooftenfind it hardto find thetimeto attend. It also covers otherselected eventswhicharelikely to beofinterest to the wider APL community.
We are dependentonthe willingness of speakers to provide us with a written version oftheir talk, and we would remind them that☜a picture☂s worth a thousand words☝. Copies ofslides and transparencieswill enhancetheir articles.
The Activities Officer (see inside back cover) will respond enthusiastically to offers fromindividuals who wish to contribute seminars and supporting papers.
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Recent meetings

Ourcoverageofrecent meetingsin this issueis limitedto the paper given by Dick Bowman,
of C.E.G.B., last November, looking at APL☂s links with the outside world.

On Friday 20th February, the topic of the B.A.A. meeting at the Royal Overseas League
was ☁Are Your Systems Reliable☂. The two speakers, Linda Kindred from the Wellcome
Foundation and Chris Campenfrom the British Airports Authority, gave their views on
good systems developmentpractice through quality assurance. Their talks were followed
by a panel discussion. A full report of this meeting will appear in the next issue of
VECTOR.
A riumberof people expressed aninterest in the Quality Assurance Forum mentioned by
Linda Kindred during her talk. Anyone interested in finding out more aboutit should
contact:

GordonIrving,
17 St Catherine☂s Road,
Ruislip,
Middlesex, HA4 7RX.
Tel: 0895 635222
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The Outside World
by Dick Bowman

A feature becoming commonplace in newer APLsis the ability to use routines written inother languages. Theobjectofthis paperis to review somelimited experiencein using thesefeatures, suggest where the benefits to APL lie and Pose some questions about theapplicability of this sort of link.
Thereis no pretencethatthis is an exhaustive survey ~ it is merely the collection of somerecent experience.
1. APL*PLUS/PC Assembler Functions
Anexpectedcorollary of the JCALL system functionis that use of assembler routines inappropriate places should lead to some speedupin application processing. Certainly use ofthe <CSSMATML>routine described in the STSC documentation and incorporated intheir distributed <INPUT> workspace had helpedlead to this expectation.
Someexperimentation with the ASMENSdistributed workspace was inconclusive. Therewas a measurable performanceincrease with test data but in the context of an application(where functioncalls were frequent, but arguments were brief) the achieved improvementwas judged unjustifiable in contrast to the effort which would have been required toimplementthe necessary changes. My problem seemed to centre around wanting to useroutines subtly different from those provided in pre-written form; not having thepatienceorskills to write my own Assemblerroutines I burdened those that Tused down with APLprologues and epilogues converting data between what I had and what was wanted.
Questions:
" Does anyone have a goodreliable way of measuring performance on the IBM PC ♥ canwesee quantification of the speed gains achievable?
® How mucheffort is required to learn enough Assemblerto be able to cost-effectivelyintegrate APL and Assemblerif performanceis the only criterion?
2. IBM ICU
In their manuals IBM provide an exampleofa function which can invoke ICU to produceroutine ☁business☂ graphics diplays;it☂s a little rudimentary, suffering lack offlexibility.Straightforward generalisation produces the <CHART> function (see Figure 1); a littlemore work results in <CHARTFREE> (Figure 2) which handles ☁free data☂ (to use thevernacular), A description and examples of use are shown in Figure 3; the most usefulmodeofoperation,of course, is with pre-defined chart formats.
Forall its faults ♥ the main onebeingthatthere seemsto be absolutely no scopeto extenditscapabilities ♥ being able to link direct to a pre-written graphics package (and one used bylots of people in non-APLapplications) carries obvious benefits.
Onenoteswith interest thatfuture plans for ICU appearto bealongthelinesofintegratingmorecapability intoit; in the contextof the infamous☁line smoothness ♥ enter a numberfrom 1 to 99☂, one wonders whether a more desirable evolution path would be as anappendageto programming systemswith flexibility and rigour than for ICU to grow intoyet another☁all-purpose☂ system with its ownrules, idiosyncrasies and expertise.
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3. APL2 [JNA
APL2 Release 2 introduced the facility to call programs written in other languages,
Assembler and Fortran (with somerestrictions) from both CMS and TSO, REXX from
CMSonly (my personal experience is limited to use within TSO). The potential is very
attractive ♥ by contrast to previous excursions by IBM APLsinto the outside world, the
implementation wassurprisingly clean, The most awkwardpartof the process was to come
to terms with the format ofthe NAMESfile which provides the cross-relation between APL
variables and Fortran/Assembler arguments and results ♥ the best advice ] can offer is to
work your way into it gradually with programs which you are familiar with and which are
under yourcontrol.
Once you're over the hurdle of setting up properly-formed NAMESfile entries (more
plentiful examples in the documentation would help) usageis simplicity personified.
For example, given a Fortran subroutine which we want to call <NELLY>all that☂s
necessary is to type:
3 12 O¥4 ☁NELLY?
You noweffectively have a locked function named <NELLY> which (assuming that the
Fortran routine has been properly link-edited into a library which you haveallocated) you
can treat just asif it had all along been written in APL. The left argumentto [JNA is
presently a little over-elaborate (the 3 means that you wantto create a function; the 11 that
your victim is a Fortran or Assembler routine); one awaits future extension with great
anticipation. Having the function not only can you useit, you can moveit around with
JLOAD, )COPYand )PCOPY.
Havinggotthe feature, and knowing howto use it, what doesit give in return? Essentially
three things:
a) Doing Things Faster

This is the obviouspayoff- given a utility function you can avoid interpreter overhead.
Equally obviouslyit should be possible to measure the performancegain; a placeto start
is the example provided in the IBM manuals. Compiling and linking were
straightforward (we☂re using MVS/XAandI found thatit was only necessary to specify
AMODEQG]1) atthe link-edit stage, which is a slight departure from theofficial word,
and may well be installation-sensitive. As an aside, thestate of the Fortranart vis-a-vis
Fortran66/Fortran77/VSFortran/XA is a veritable quagmire ♥ I☂ve (temporarily?)
adopted the ultra-conservative line of compiling and link-editing what I need myself
rather than rely on standardlibraries,atleast I have only myself to blame.
Comparison with equivalent APL was that with vector arguments up to 10 elements
there wasa veryslight advantageto the Fortran which steadily widened as the argument
length increased until at 1000 elements the Fortran was about2.5 timesfaster. Bear in
mind that:
i) You have to do

a

little preparatory work in APLsetting up argumentsthat the Fortra
can swallow (this is universal and can lead to APL being a better performer tha
compiled codein the right, and not uncommon, circumstances).
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ii) The Fortran routine (as written) has an upper bound on argumentlength which is notthere for the APL (within reason).
One could be contentiousat this point and pondertherelative values ofAPL compilersagainst making wideruseoffacilities like this ♥ but I don☂t really think that ☁doingitfaster☂ is in any way the majorattraction ofthe feature.

b) Doing ThingsBetter
This is what gets muchcloser to the point; there☂s a vast legacy of pre-written codeinother languages which performswell-defined tasks to a predictable standard. We don☂thave to rewrite it all in APL and we can be confident of accuracy. Given the CEGBsituation as a case in point ♥ here☂s a list of bought-in software which is available toanyone developing Fortran software on the system:
NAGLibrary ♥ Mathematical/Scientific SubroutinesNAG Graphics ♥ Graphical SupplementHarwell Library ~AEREmainsoftwarelibraryFACSIMILE ♥Ordinary Differential EquationsEISPACK ♥ Eigenvalue Analysis SolutionsREDUCE ♥Computer AlgebraDASL ♥ Data Approximation SubroutinesMINITAB ♥ Interactive StatisticsIBMSSP ~IBMScientific SubroutinesGLIM ♥ Statistical model buildingGENSTAT ♥ Statistical modelbuilding

It☂s nothing like a complete list, libraries like NAG contain hundreds of routinesthemselves,andit☂s all available now to the APL useras well. Why does this matter?
Here☂s an example:
The Generating Board owns manycooling towersat powerstations; they☂re hundredsoffeet high and havewails of reinforced concreteless thansix inches thick. The problem isto deduce a complete wall profile from accurate measurementat a few select positions;we had a Fortran program which could do this and was of satisfactory accuracy, butitdidn☂t return the figures in a machine-readable format which we could use for furtheranalysis; we needed a new program of comparable accuracy andfor a variety of reasonsAPLwasthepreferred developmentroute.
The obvious techniqueto use was a spline-fit (which wasalso what our existing programused); immediate candidates were in IBM☂s GRAPHPAK workspace and Gilman andRose. Butthe problem wasthatneither ofthese got within an acceptable margin of ouroriginal program (which had had exhaustive checks for accuracy). Upto this point onehad had a certain amountoffaith in the accuracyofthese routines.
NAGoffered a pair of routines (EO1BAF and E02BBF) which seemedtofit the bill (theyare intended for useas a pair); Figure 4 showsthem in context of being used (mostoftheactivity in the APLis to marshall the various arguments and set up spacefor results). Italso points up the shortcoming ofsuch

a

lotofscalar programming; E02BBFis a one-
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C. a

shot subroutine and you loop around(I guess ☜each☝ might be useable by the brave♥ but
J was undertime constraintsto deliver).
At the endofthe dayresults agree well with our target performance.
Another example using NAGroutines is the <POLYFIT>function shownin Figure 5 ~
what makes this relevant being that it provides the solution to the APL2 ☜domino☝
problem which I raised in an earlier issue. Whereas a naively-coded APL2 function
failed to fit a curveafter order 2, with VSAPL and APL*PLUS/PCcarrying on to order
5 ♥ on the specific data in the previous discussion <POLYFIT>waswilling to produce
results all the way up to order 10. To saveeffort with pencil and graph paper, Figure 6
showsa calculated third-orderfit to the data.
Again someoddities that you find when you use pre-written code: <E02ADF>is happy
to provide an array result giving coefficients all the way up to your desired order,
whereas the closely related <EOQZAEF> resolutely insists on taking single x-valuesonly.

Note that the passing of time since writing <RCALC> hasled to a slightly more
confident codingstyle.
Question ♥ How much APLcodeis ☁good enough☂ and how muchfails if accuracy
constraints are rigorous?
Doing Things You Couldn☂t Otherwise
Again an example:
We make extensive use of Tektronix (and other) graphics terminals, which operate in
responseto sequences of ASCII characters. Back in the old days of VSPC/VSAPLthis
was no problem;type:
)WSPC PUNCH CONTROL
and what you send arrives at the terminal untranslated, unadulterated and
uncontaminated.
Migration to TSO/APL2 brought BIG TROUBLE (parenthetically, this is the only
conversion problem which has ever worried us) ♥ if it wasn☂t printable it got mangled.
We had an investmentin graphics hardware and at the time (this is now changing
dramatically) somereluctanceto get involved with IBM ☁graphics☂ terminals (because
they really weren☂t graphics terminals).
Some IBM conversion manuals told us where the problem came from (☁a TPUTwith
EDIT☂) and led usoff in the general direction of writing an AP which would bypass the
problem. We neverreally got anywhere (ourfriendly SE offeredtosell us a few 3277/
GAs) and APL2Release 2 came along, accompanied by an unattributed verbal remark
that [JNA madeourproblem trivial. Wedidn☂t reallyseethis, but there wasalso anoffer
of IBM sorting the problem outfor us ata fee of £77 a manhour; wefigured thatif
knowing this sort of thing let you earn £77 an hour we'd like some ofthe action for
ourselves.
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Fortunately (?) we have a well-endowed Fortran system, and the Fortran graphicspeople hadgot roundthe problem themselves someyears earlier; so what we did was touse their solution and [JNA to reach it. The outcome is shown in Figure 7;<DRAWABS>is a device-independentfunction which drawsa line toa specified point.
With device type specified in global <dev>, function <DRAWABST4107> constructsspecific code for the Tektronix 4107 terminal; it gets translated to ASCII by the<ASCIIOUT> function beforefinally being chopped into 256-byte (maximum imposedby the assembler routine) chunks by <OUT>for transmission to the terminal by externalfunction <VTADEO31I>. Apologies for the convoluted route, the bug(s) and theextraneous code, Note again the impositionoffinite size limits and the consequent looppotentialof the APL code(in practicethis application very rarely wants to senda stringof more than 256 characters in one go ♥ ideally we should also do some blocking fortransmission, but we don☂t).
The associated Assembler codeis shown in Figures 8 and 9; there is some allegation thatoneor twoofthetranslate table entries are incorrect.
Atthe endofthe dayit really was wivial, but we didn☂t ever get to see the £77 either.

4, APL2 EDITOR
IBM Reference documents for APL2 contain sketchy commentabout use of ☁any operatingsystem editor that you chooseto use☂ for function and operator editing; curiosity led toinvestigation ofthis feature. The IBM literature seems somewhat imprecise ♥ what followshere is an attempt to provide a specific example of use of the feature in one specificinstallation; the environment is TSO with Release 1 of ISPF, the objective is to use theISPFeditorto edit an APL function.
a) Augmentstandard CLISTswith a few ofyour own; Figure 10 showsthe necessary TSOallocation and this is best done before invoking APL. There are two new CLISTsinvolved, called <ENT> and <CEDIT>, shown in Figures 1] and 12-the IBM manualslead oneto the impression that <CEDIT> wouldsuffice, but this wasn☂t the case; <ENT>is excessively complex and repeats somedatasetallocation needlessly ♥ what you seehere is something which worksrather than a honed-downversion,
b) Specify the nameofthe editor you want to use with the EDITOR command- inthisinstance the name is <ENT>
c) Edit as required;a typical display is shownin Figure13.
Having gonetoall this trouble, the results are none too exciting; first intimation oftroublebeing thetime elapsing between wantingto edit and beingableto.
Very ad-hoc timing comparisonsfor a simple editing exercise gave the following results:YEDITOR 1 29 ns

YEDITOR 2 235 asYEDITOR ENT 989 ms
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☁An obvious candidate for speedupis the excessive amountofwork in the <ENT> CLIST;
some experimentation with chopping this about (and also taking the hint in the IBM
manual) was nonetoo conclusive; my personalresolution has been to avoid thefacility until
either someone shows methatit can be madeto work satisfactorily or I can find a strong
reason for needing to use the ISPFeditor to edit APL objects.

Furtherreflection leads meto the opinion that my <MYALLOC> and <ENT> CLISTsare
pretty awful, but ] remain dubiousthatrefinement would lead to this route becoming my
preferred editor ♥ J feel that the overhead of creating andusing datafiles must slow things
up ultimately. But I stress that this is all based on very limited experience in one
environment ♥ Phil Lasttells methat use of the CMSeditor is preferable to EDITOR 2 in
a CMSenvironment(again with a proviso or two);I suspect thatif ] were invoking APL2
from within ISPF (ratherthan the other way about) there could bea different conclusion.
Question - Aside from the option of newcomersto APLusing a familiar editor whatis this
feature for?
Acknowledgements:
Mycolleagues John Dedmanand David Lealfor their patience in the face of my ignorance
of Fortran programming and ISPF; Gill Darbyshire for doing the spadework on
<POLYFIT>asa first task in APL.
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vFigure 3. How to use <CHART>

The <CHART>function providesa link to the IBM CHART utility,
Prerequisite: If you wish to save or retrieve chart format definitions you must havea filecalled _<tsoid☁CHART.ADMCFORM> allocated ☜to the ddname<ADMCFORM>.Thisis done automaticallyif the workspaceis used stand-alone(see <LX >for specifics),
Notethatterminology is CHART-terminology;fora full descriptionoffacilities consult therelevant [BM manuals.
To draw a chart:

CHARTnamexvalues yvalues heading key labels
where:
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<name> ♥ either ☁*☂ (do notuse a stored chart format) or name of stored chart format
<xvalues> ♥ vector ofxvalues(at presentthislink is restricted to ☁tied☂ data)
<yvalues> ♥ either vectorofyvalues .

or matrix with each row of the matrix a set of yvalues
Missing values are enterable as 1E72.

<heading> ♥ Overall title for the chart. May be elided by entering as ☝

<key> - Chart key (matrix with one row for each key). May beelided by entering as ☝.
<labels> ♥Chartlabels (matrix with one rowfor each label). Maybeelided by entering as an

For example: NAME®**?
Mea5
Y+59?100
HEADING*' FIVE RANDOM NUMBERS*
KEY+1 6p☂ RANDOM☂LABELS*5 1p☂ABCDE☂
CHART NAME X Y HEADING KEY LABELS

Function <CHARTFREE?provides an experimental equivalentforfree data. Syntax of
usageis the same, but both <xvalues> and <yvalues> are nested vectors; for example:

Xe(1 23) (4 5 6 7)
¥e(739100) (249200)
CHARTFREE *s' Xe tt tt

Figure 4. <RCALC> ♥ using E0IBAF and E02BBF
sYaKsCsLCK 5 WRKLWA; IFATL 3 I5RES

[1] # RF BORMAN - CALCULATE SPLINE-PIT RADIUS AT REQUIRED HEIGHTS
(2) Me(ezacr)(3) xezacr(4) feRacr[5] Ke(4eM)p0.4C6] oe se)0062[7] bcKeuesCa} 9WRK+ (16+6*4) 00.1(9) ERRK+16+5*4(10) FPAIZ*O[11] RES*EO1RAF MX YK C LCK WRK LWRK IFAIL
[12] keaREst1]13] croresl2](14) Teo115] #10
[46] MEXP: +( (L479) >pZREQ}+0(17) +42REQUY]>(/ZACT) +ERR(1a) s0,1
(19) ZZ, 9(BO2BBF(HOM)K CCZREQLLI)S IFATLVCLI
(20) +WEXTC2.) FRR(Z+2,0(22) +NEXT¥
Figure §. The <POLYFIT>fiction :

9 2eDEG POLYFIT XYsA3TpIPAIL:K<NEXTESP2SsW5W2 sW2 3X3 YsOT0
{1] aPOLYNOMIAL FIT(2) Oro+r
[3] KeL+DEGtu) Of riexy
(5) Be(px)pt a WEIGHTS
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C6] W1+(3,9X)p0 A REQUIRED WORK AREA[7] W2#{2,X)p0 fn REQUIRED WORK AREA[a] Ae(2pK)p0 A RESULTS AREA [1]
(9) S+xp0 ® RESULTS AREA [2] ☁(10) rFAIz«o a RESULTS AREA [3}[11] (A 8 IRAIL)+EO2ADF(px)K KX YW WLW2A S IFAIL£12] ALAlsx? fl REQUIRED COLUMN ONLY(13) ret
C14] Z(px)p0[15] x+x xcaPipx 8 WAG "NORMALISATION!£16) NEXTL«{(pX)pNEXT) 0(17) wees (P TRAIL }+0C18] (P IFAIL)*B0245F K & XUI]P IPAIL(19) zfr}<P[20] +WEXTELI*1+1)C21) ☂

Vo 2eX XCAP I(11 'WORMALISATION' ~ AS IW RAG MANUAL
C2) eC CXLEI-L/X)- C/O)XELD(T/2N-U/8☂
Figure 6. The results ofusing <POLYFIT>
CURVE-FIT EXAMPLE

42    ♥ THIRD ORDER
x ORIGINAL DATA
    
 wt T t t T T t T T T 1
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Figure 7. Achieving ASCII output to Tektronix 4107
¥ DRAWABS AsD[1] DRAW 70 POSITION <A>£2] oLpcpece[3] GPA[4] ACONNDC A[5] 2 'OUT ASCTIOUT (DRAWABS" DEV," A) ,DIYPE+NEWLINE'(6) DeDDE IDLESx0.1 meneeeenneel
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¥ ReDRAWABST4107 A(1]  # T\107-SPECOIFIC <DRAWABS>[2] ReESC,*LG' ,TYL07CODE A☂
V ZeASCIIOUT W[1] CONVERSION FOR ASCII OUTPUT[2] zelavlascrrcor(Qaviw])
v

¥ OUT STRING;L(4) ® SEND <STRING> TO TERMINAL2(3) STRING+ STRING
(u]  NEXT:+(O=pSTRING)*0 nm <VTADEO31> HAS INTERVAL 256-BYTE LIMIT
[5] Le256L STRING(6] VTADEO31 E(L*STRING)C7) STRING+LASTRING(8) +NEXT

v

Figure 8. Assembler code to run VTADEO-part 1
Seaeeaeceeacsazeaecerseaszzasessse TOP OF DATA ASRASRECEATRESASARATE-CAPS ON-88
Beo---+--CBECT VTADEO-
☁causanseuseensessenesvarnassessasseasavanensgunsansgsgggesusteneensttsTILE UTADEO SET UP 11/4/65 FOR VTAM/NTO GRAPHICS
* SIMILAR TO TCAM ADEOUT, EXCEPT OIFFERENT TRANSLATE ;

 

TRELE!
5acuseneeeeasunnenrsuseseaneacansesatensonsanenenconsunsesnesaasis
vTADEO §=6♥-CSECT

os OHs晳 14,12, 42(13)
BAR 12,0
USING *,12
st 13, 8AV+4
LA 13,80
u 9, <V (VTRASR)
t 5S, =A (BUFFER)
1M 7,8,0(1) R7 TS A(LEN), RB IS A(BUFFER)
4 7,.0(7)
LR 0,7

LOOP MVC O(1,5).9(8) PACK THE OUTPUT ARRAY
La S.1(5) INCREMENT
tA 8.4(8)
BcT 7,LOOP TEST
晳m BUFFER (266) ,0(9) CONVERT FROM ASCII
L 1,AQOR
N O,STZE
TPUT (1),(0).R REQUEST THE OUTPUT
L 13, BAV64
LM 44, 42,12(13)
BR 14

sAV os 16F
ROOR oc x'o2☂oc ALS (BUFFER >
BUFFER os 2s6c
SIZE oc X' OOOOFFFF'

ENO
AAEAHAAEAESAAAEAERIAEESSEREREES BOTTOM OF DATA e2ekeREREREEEEESERRS-CAPS ON-*E
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Figure 9. Assembler code to run VTADEO ♥ part2
RESESSERSSARESERARESRAEESEEERERESS TOP OF DATA SREERESERARAERARRAERE-CAPS ON-08

 

VTRAGA CSECT
SPACE 15® THIS FILE IS VTRASA, GRA 4/96* TRANSLATE TABLE FOR TSO/VTAM/NTO GRAPHICS OUTPUT*

* OL234567B89ABCDEF
oc X ☁000102033720262F160R250B0COD0EOF ' Oooc X' £01112199C30322618199F271C10161F* 1oc X' 404F7F7E6BGEC507D40606C4E68604561! 2Dc X FOFLFEFSF

4F

GEGF7FOF97AGESCTEGEGF' 3oc X'7OCLC2COC4CBCEC7CBC-90LOZD304D608 * 4oc 5oc 6oc ?
oc ODE 8Dc X%'101112133C30322618193F271C10LEiF! 9oc X' 405A7F7BBBSCEO7D40606C4E6R604B61' Aoc X ☁FOFLE2FOF 4FGFGF7FSFS7AGESCTEGEGF' B
oc X* PCCLC2CSC4CECEC7CEC9INLO203040606' C
oc XD7060962E3E4EBEGETEES79CF498060 Ooc X ☁BFO.18263048696878089919253949696' 俉oc X' S79IBISAZAIAAABGAGATAGRIBE4FIBEFO7☂ FENDSREARESSERARERSREESSNARESASSEREX BOTTOM OF DATA FRRERARERRALEREREERE-CAPS ON-9%

Figure 10. TSO Allocation
SRENERESSEARRARSESAARRELARKAREEER TOP OF DATA SAERORRASAABARAEREEL -COPS ON- OKPROC oO 00030000FREE F(SYSPROC) 00360000ALLOC F(SYSPROC) DA(☁HCCKO16.CLISTS', + 00460000"HCCK. TSPF .LIBRN.CLIST', + 00460000*SYBC. TSOER.CONTROL ' + 00470000"SYSB . SPF .ULRIMO.☁cLIB, + 00471000*SY88.ISR.VLRIMO,ISRCLIB☁) SHR 00480000SORAERRESETREARELOERERSESSSERESS BOTTOM OF DATA Shancananceecnnsanes-☜CAPS ON-85
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Figure 1], CLIST <ENT>
CRRGERSEAAARSARERRSRESEAEESESEESES TOP OF DATA CKERRERERRERECREEREER-CAPS ON-28PROC 1 O5N 00030003

MAIN MBB NOPROMPT 00040000,EJECT 00060000CONTROL NOMBS NOPROMPT 00060000ERROR OFF 00070000BET SDQNAME = ISPF.FULLTSO.PROFILE.&SYSUID 00080000BET &DSV0L = TEMO6 00090000SET SD8UNIT = 3960 00100000FREE _F (ISPPROF ) 00110000ALLOC FICTSPPROF) DAC 'EDSNAME.') OLD 00120000FREE F(SPFK) 00300000ALLOG F(SPFK) DAH) 0031000090 TO IPOF 00320000ALLOT: ERROR RETURN 00330000ALLOC F(SPFK) DA(#) 90340000FREE F(VK) 00360000FREE F (SYSPROC) 00360000
FREE F(ISPLLIB) 00370000FREE F(ISPPLIB) 00380000FREE F(I9PMIB) 00390000FREE F(T9Ps1B) 90400000FREE F (ISPTLIB) 00410000FREE F (TePPROF ) 00420000FREE F (8YSABEND) 00430000CONTROL MBS NOPROMPT 00440000ALLOC F(BYBPROC) DA(*HCCKO16.CLISTS'. + 00460000"HOCK. ISPF.LIBRN.CLIST", + 00460000☁BYBC. TSOEA.CONTROL, + 00470000*BYSE.BPF.VIRIMD.CLIB', ☂ 00471000
Figure 11. CLIST <ENT>(continued)

*BYBD.TOR.VIRIMO.ISRCLIB*) SHR 00480000
ALLOC F(ISPLLIB) DA( 'HCCKOLS.TSPF.LOAD☂, . 00490000"SY8O, TBR.VIRIMO.ISRLOAD☂, ☂☁SYBB.TBP.U1R1MO,ISPL.0AD') SHR 00510000
ALLOC F(TSPPLIB) DA(☁HCCKOIG.RPANELE'. . 00520000☁HOCK SPF. LIDBRN. PANEL ' ☂ 00630000'SYBO.ISR.VIRIMO.ISRPLIB☂, * 00640000"SYB8.ISP.VIRIMO.ISPPLIB') SHR 00650000
ALLOC F(ISPMLIB) DA('HCCKO1E.MESSAGES*, + 00860000☁HOCK . DSPF . LIBRN. MESSAGE *, . 00670000'SYSB. ISR.VIRIMO,TSRMLIB', + 00680000"SYBB.ISP.VIRIMO.ISPMLIB') SHR 00590000
ALLOC F(TSPSLIB) DAC 'HCCKOLS. SKELETON☂, + 00600000☁HOCK. ISPF.IBRN. SKELETON☂, + 00610000☁SYOB.TSA.VIRIMO, TSRBLIB☂, + 00620000☁SYSO.IBP.VIRIMO,ISPSLIB') SHR 00630000
PLLOC F(TSPTLIB) DA('SYSE.ISR.VIRIMO,ISATLIB☂, + 00640000"SYSG.TEP.VIRIMO.ISPTLIB*) SHR 00650000
ALLOC FCTBPPROF) DA('SOSNAME.') OLD 00660000
ALLOC F(8YSABEND) DUMMY 00670000
POF: ATTN OFF 00680000
EJECT 00690000
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ZSPSTART CMD(CEDIT) 0700002FREE F(TOPLLIA) 00710000FREE F(ISPPLIB) 00720000FREE F(Tee. IB) 00730000FREE F(IeP9LIB) 00740000FREE F(ISPTLIB) O0750000FREE F (ISPPROF) 00760000FREE F (SYSABENO) 00770000CONTROL NOMBS NOPROMPT 00780000FREE F(Syeros) 00790000ALLOC F(SYSP0S) DA('TSOEASY.4SYSUID..OATA') SHR 00800000L21ERROR RETURN 00810000CONTROL NOMBE NOPROMPT 00820000EXIT CODE (0) 00630000♥ND 00840000SORRARESEEAERSSEEEEEEESSLESEREEX BOTTOM OF DATA SSSSRERSERRSERELESER-COPG ON-88

Figure 12. CLIST <CEDIT>
SHSPESAAEERERESSSSRAAERAREEEREESEE TOP OF DATA ROESERAERERESEEAERRA-CAPS ON- OKPROC oO 00010000TOPEXEC EDIT OATASET( 'HCCKOL6 .APL2.E0IT') 00020001SERERSREAERSAROSARSAEREAEERREREA BOTTOM OF DATA 82085889KESEEERRERE-CAPS ON-2E

Figure 13. Thefinal result ♥ editing an APL object
erences xeeeeeeeeeeeseeeseneoreessese TOP OF DATA eeeeeseeesesexeeecesceececesss98061 zens POLYFIT XY3A; LS IFAIL;K;NEXTL;P3S;W;W1 3W2;X37;010 APOLYMOMIAL FIT00002066003 Kei +DEG000004 (X Y)exy800005 WelpX)pt f VEIGHTS080000 W1+¢(3, 5X)0 8 REQUIRED WORK AREA880007

=

W2+(2,K)00 @ REQUIRED WORK AREA600008 ft(2pk98 fA RESULTS AREA [1]060009 fA RESULTS AREA [2]900010 iete A AREA £3]900011 (A'S IFAIL)+EO2ADF(ex)K K XY WWI W2 AS IFAIL960012 AFAL;KI ® REQUIRED COLUMN ONLY900013 I+1000014 Z+(pX) 50000015 X+X XCAP1eX # NAG ☁NORMALISATION☂600016 NEXTL:TL( (eK)NEXT), Qgoo! NEXT: (P_TFAIL) +O960018 (PIFoE02REF K A XCEIP TFAIL
@NEXTLU +141]

BOTTOM OF DATA seeeeeeeeececceeceeecesesees
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APL86 Debate ♥ 8th July 1986
APL Enhancements Don☂t Help the Spread of APL

Reported by Anthony Camacho
Chairman (Mel Chapman):

It is traditional, so far as the Olympics are concerned, that the host nation is entitled to
nominate a new sport at each Olympiad. The APL86 Committee are therefore exercising
that right and introducinginto the conferenceproceedings DEBATES. I think itis thefirst
time thatsuch a concept has foundits way into an APL conference.
The motion before this house is ☜APL enhancements donot help the spread ofAPL☝. Mr
Richard Nabavi will speakfirstfor the motion, and will be supported by Mrs. Valerie Lus-
more. Speaking against the motion we have Mr Steve S.chiavo supported by Mr John
Myrna.I therefore call upon MrRichard Nabavi to speakfor the motion.

Richard Nabavi:
Mr Chairman,ladies and gentlemen, J must confess it was with very considerable trepida-
tion thatI acceptedthe invitation to speakin this debate on thissideofthe housein this par-
ticular venue. As J look aroundthe people whoaresitting in this room today,there are cer-
tain very well knownfaces in the APL world and

I

feel a bit like someone who hasbeen in-
vited to host a winetasting at a meeting of the Temperance Society. What we are going to
say onthissideof the house may not be very popular with certain people here today, but 1
believeit is very importantto the future ofAPL and indeed may determine whether APL
has a long term future as a working computer language.
Nowif we have a wonderful product,a really fantastic superb wonderful product, which
no-one buysthen there is something wrong. And the temptation at each successive APL
conference overthelast seven years has beento say ☜well the reason that no-one buys our
productis because theyareall stupid.☝ You only haveto look at someofthe snide remarks
that are made about other computing languagesat successive APLtalks (and I must confess
I have madethe same snide remarks) to see that our attitude to the outside world is one
which can be characterised by the word ☜arrogant☝,
Let mejustbriefly say what we mean by enhanced APLsto avoid any confusion. We are not
talking aboutfile systems. Weare nottalking about having a decenterror trapping primi-
tive. We are not talking about good formatting routines. We are not talkingin fact aboutall
those good things that were donein the 70☂s by 1.P.Sharp, $.T.S.C.andothers. What we
are talking aboutis what happened next whichis the enhancements such as nested arrays,
user defined operators,all those good things. In briefwe are talking about APLZ2andsimi-
lar products from other vendors.
Now J want youjustto imaginea brief scenario. We are goingto talk about something dif-
ferent from APL. Weare going to talk about a man who wantsto buy a car. (J mean au-
tomobile for the American contingent!) So he goes into his local car showroom,speaksto
the salesmanandsays he wants to buy acar. Nowwhen that happenssalesmen are normally
very pleased because people often come in saying they don☂t want to buy anything. Some-
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one who comesin saying they do wantto buy somethinggets a really good reception. So thesalesmansays ☜Yes sir. What kind of car would you like?☝
The manreplies ☜I wanta nice practical runaboutjust to go round town with the kids andthe wife, do the shopping. I don☂t do manylongdistancetrips. I want something with spaceso I can put luggagein it when wego on holiday; something cheap to run; something cheapto insure.☝
So the salesman says ☜Well we'vegotthis fantastic Italian sportscar. [tis really amazing andvery very powerful.It will do noughtto sixty in 5.6 secondsandits top speedis 160 m.p.h.
Andit☂s really nice, look atit, isn☂t it beautiful, isn☂t it elegant!☝
The customersays ☜Yesit is really beautiful, really elegant, I would really like to drive one
of those some day. But actually what I am lookingfor is a nice runaboutabout town to go
shopping with the kids.☝
So the salesmansays☜Electric windows♥ it☂sgot thelot! It☂s got everything you want. Two
seater, you can put a beautiful blonde next door anddrive her off, and shewill be really
stunnedbythat!☝
Andthe customersays ☜That☂s great, but how muchpetrol doesit use? CanI afford to in-
sure it? WheredoI putthe luggage? Where do I put the kids? Wheredo I putthe wife when
I☂ve got the blondein thefront seat?☝
So, not surpringly, the customergoes elsewhere and buys a boring standard old car. Now
this story gets repeated again andagain in car showroomsall round the country. Eventually
the people whoaretryingtosell this product get the message ♥ the customeris stupid! But
they havegotto react in some wayso they go backto the R & D Departmentofthe manufac-
turer andthey explain the problem,saying ☜No-oneis buyingthis car☝, so the R & D people
say ☜Well we'll look at it☝ and they have got somereally bright people, someofthem sitting
in this room. Andthey go back andthey spend twoyears doingintensive R & D. They come
back twoyearslater, getall the sales people togetherat a big conference, maybe in Man-
chester, maybein Seattle, maybe in Helsinki, and they say ☜We☂ve got it now ♥ this oneis
really going to go. This oneis going to answerall the customers☂ objectionsto our product.
Top speed is 164 m.p.h. andit will do noughtto sixty in 5.2 seconds. Isn☂t it powerful!☝
Now it may seem that no-one is that dumb,butI believe that the APL world has been that
dumb. You can hearit, in fact we have heardit today, people are talking about the old APL,
about how much more powerful the new APLis. But the old APLis notanold APL,it☂s not
old hat, it is the mostfantastic, exciting, amazing concept that the computing world hasn☂t
seen. It☂s a brand new conceptfor everyone outthere. Itisn☂tan old APLatall, it☂s a totally
new unknown product whichweare notselling to the outside world.
Now someofthose things they say about APL we know arenot true. (The customeris
stupid!) But some ofthose things undoubtedly are true, and some ofthem arefacts which
cannotbe denied. And what has been the APL world☂s response to those objections? They
have madeit even more powerful! But despite the fact that they have made it even more
powerful, they have not made it any more accessible to the outside world. Now thereis a
theory ♥ and let me emphasise thatit☂s a theory which I don☂t subscribe to ~ that IBM is a
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great conspiracy machinethat produces conspiracies that are hatched in dark rooms some-
wherein the United States. And one mightthink at first glance that APL2 wasa conspiracy
to stop the spread ofAPL. Ofcourse I don☂t subscribeto that theory, but you have to admit
that the timingis very very suspicious. I meanjust lookat it: just as the ISO standard for
APLbecomesfully developed andfully accepted,after years ofwork, IBM say ☜Yes but we
are now going to movepeople from VS APL to APL2☝ which althoughit in theory conforms
moreorless to the ISO standardis such a radical extensionthatin effectit☂s a new language.
Andlookat the timingin termsofhardware. It may be coincidence, no doubtit is, but just
as APL becomes available on small cheap microsthat schools can afford, we change the
groundrules so that APL2 andits lookalikes are not available on the small cheap microsthat
schools can afford. Because, make no mistake aboutit, the facts used to be that you could
take an APLprogram, develop it on a small machine, a PC,even a Sinclair QL, and with
very few exceptionsthatidentical code would work on a mini computer, on a large super-
micro, and on oneofthose big blue main-frames; and vice-versa. We have had customersin
the company whichI workfor taking VS APL code and runningit on a £150 micro compu-
ter.
Now it☂s not just an inconvenience that you can☂t do that with an APL2 system that uses
APL2features,it☂s an absolutedisaster! Thereasonit☂s an absolute disaster is that you can-
notreally go to someone andsay, ☜We have this wonderful product called APL. Here, try
it on this cheap micro.☝ And whenthey havetried it and got to like it turn round andsay,
☜Well actually we didn☂t really mean that. That☂s old hat, that☂s ISO APL. What you really
needis this wonderful APL2productthat can only run on a big mainframe.☝
All you haveto dois to return to the termsofthis motion andjust think whatis actually hap-
peningin the real world. We, on thisside of the house,are saying that the enhancementsto
APL,typified by APL2 butalso on the STSC and I.P.Sharp interpreters, are not spreading
the word about APL. Nowthat☂s a pretty gloomystatement.I thinkit☂s true however, and
if we wanta ray of hope,let☂s look and see whatis spreading the word about APL. Well Pll
tell you. APL*PLUSPChasprobably done moreto spread the word about APLthanany-
thing else which has been discussed in these conference sessions. QL APL on small
machines, other PC APLs, other cheap inexpensive micro APLsthat are coming out♥ they
are the vehicles which are going to spread the word about APL ifanything is. But APL2 and
the large mainframe systems♥ all that☂s happening there is that customers are migrating
from VS APLto APL2. Weare notgetting new customersfrom that process; we are merely
confusingthe old ones.
So Mr Chairman, I would submit that we needto look at the real world, see whatactually
happening outthere, and address the needsof the market, not what we thinkthey ought to
want.
Chairman: I now call upon Mr Steve Schiavo to oppose the motion.
Steve Schiavo:
T enjoyed mylearned opponent☂spointofview and took a numberofinteresting points from
it. I believe it is importantthat weclearly define what we mean by enhancements and what
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is the base upon which weare building enhancements. I believe that☂s made even moreimportant, butifwe can extend Richard☂s analogy aboutthe automobile(thecarfor those ofyou onthis side of the ocean), the runabout he described that the chapwastryingto finddownatthelocalcar dealer did exist in a numberofcases and doesexist in some cases today,in someof the termsthat he described it. But the kind of enhancements we propose andKind of things that his prospective auto manufacturer was installing are two differentthings. The kind of enhancements which wehaveinstalled in ourline of business . . . arenot simply the things to make his car go 170 m.p.h. They're to overcome certaininconveniences and offer additional conveniences beyond those described in thelittlerunabout. For example someof the inconveniences in this little runabout are thatitswindows don☂t open,thefact thatit has a roomybackseatbutthere is no wayto get in andoutofit. More importantly thelittle runaboutthatis available now, and has beenfora longlong time,gets about two milespergallon. Now one mightpresumeto takeit upon oneselfto improvethat and actually tinker with the enginea bit but when you attemptto do so youfind that the hoodis welded shut.
All of which I believeleadsusto clearly understand amongstourselves, what do we meanby the enhancements. To start with, what is the base from which we are enhancing? Ibelieve the base wetalk about dependson whatperiodoftime wearetalking about. It begansome time ago with something called APL\360. For mostof the 70s, and the 80ssofar,itwas a base of VS APL.In the 90s, possibly APL2, possibly APL PLUS, possibly acombination of oneor the otheror both. The enhancementsthat I☂m describing I will limitto. .. modificationsto theinterpreterthat add functionfor the APLuser.I think the thingswearetalking aboutdo includethefile systemsofvarious vendors, such things as CALLAPthatextend also the environment and scope for APL users, SQL DSinterface of APL2and others, Sharp☂s packages, various . . . tasks that includeinterfaces to the rest of theworld ♥ I consider those to be enhancements.
For the purposeofthis discussion whatI will not consider to be enhancements (and youmay arguebut I wish you woulddeferit until I☂veleft the country) I don☂t consider ports todifferent computer hardware with no additional function to be enhancements ♥ it☂s justtaking the same environment and movingit around.It☂s certainly of value to the marketplace, Lord knowsit☂s beenofvalue to us, butit☂s not an enhancementto the language. Icertainly don☂t consider additional functions written in the language itself to beenhancements; those are merely conveniences which the customer could himself havewritten.
Andfinally what do we mean bythe premise: have we spread the market, are more peopleusingit. I think it☂s importantthat we are able to take credit for a net improvementin themarket over whatit would havebeenif there had been no enhancements,
Wesee the world in four classes ofpeople,ifyou would visualisea little two by two matrix:those who know APLanduseit; those who know APLand don☂t use it; those who don☂tknow APL and don☂t useit; and a growingclass of people who don☂t know APL and douseit ♥ the wayI describe the premise soundsstrange but I do seriously includein this class thevast numberofpeople who use applications created in APL and neither know norcare that
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itis written in APLin thefirst place. And that number is definitely increasing.I thinkall we
need to do to demonstrateour sideofthecaseis to argue whether movement amongst that
two bytwoarrayis in our favour or to our detriment.
For example are there more people who know and use APLthan there would be without a
share file system, without a formatter? There are certainly more than there would be
without a compiler ♥ severalofus in this room know of projects where APL would notbe
used today wereit notfor theavailability ofa dramatically less expensive moreefficient user
of CPU time.
Secondly are there more who use APL but don☂t know it than there would have been
otherwise? Those are those whoare using the applications and did nothing to write them
and don☂t know whatisinside them. Are naive users running APL applications today that
would not have been written inAPLwithouta fully featured error handler; without a secure
multi-userfile system; or without PC specific graphics and screen handling enhancements?
You'll remember, to be precise, I don☂t consider simply moving the language to another
piece of hardware an enhancement, but certainly a languagethattakes unique advantage of
the additional features of that new hardware could be construed as an enhancement.
Let☂s talk about a net improvementto be gained by reducingtherate at which people exit
APL:have fewerof those who know APLandnotuseit, have given up on using it. Fewer
sites or applications have moved out of APL than would have done so without
enhancements,I believe. I know ofat least one firm which extended the life of its APL
installation only because they were able to reduce the burden on the system bythe use of
certain important enhancements. And there are many sites who havefled the high cost of
their APL timesharing applications, intending to re-write them in-house in some
conventional language, only to re-write them on micro-computers in any of the wide
number of enhanced APLs now available, with additional user-friendly features such as
screens, graphics andso forth andallat a fraction of the original cost.
Finally, have fewer applications migrated away from APL because ofthe enhancements?
Whocould argue that enhancements have donenothingto persuadethose using functional
APLapplicationsto avoid the costly conversion oftheir old systems?In fact their numbers
are increasing even as we speak. STSC has many affiliated re-sellers, and 1 am sure a
number of the other companies represented in this room have, who create and sell
commercial applicationsas a business based on APLsthat did notexist a few years ago. And
their competitive advantage, those resellers, is based upon the speed andefficiency and
user-friendliness provided not by the base APL systems but by an enhanced APL.
Meanwhile, more vulgar languagesofthe common people adaptedto the day to day usage.
They added an ☜alspufen☝ here and a ☜tickety-boo☝ there until they had enriched the
languageto an extentthat they could make use ofit everyday in everything thatthey did. It
wasno longer consignedto a small corneroftheirlife for describing obscure species ofplant
life. It was no longer used as a way to set themselves apart in an esoteric conflab oflike
minded academics. It was used to conducttheir daily work; to conducttheir daily lives, and
it expanded across whatis now the whole industrial developed world. And that☂s what we
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wouldlike to see comeofmeetingsofgroupslike this; that☂s what we wouldlike to see comeof enhancements and continuing enhancements and continuing diversity and continuingarguments. Sometimesit☂s useful to discuss how many angels can dance on the head of apin, althoughI think we would be much better servedifwe were to gather our strength andbegin totell the rest ofthe worldwhy we have committed so much ofour own resources andattentionsto this language. Mr Chairman thank you. That concludes my point.
Chairman: Thankyou. I now call upon Mrs. Valerie Lusmore to speaksecondfor the motion.
Valerie Lusmore:
I findit quite ironic in a waythat | supposeif I wasstill working for my first employers inAPL,I would probably besitting on the otherside ofthe house, because I workedfor manyyears for Sharp☂s in the stages when they were doing what I would call the originalenhancements to APL. I camein at a base level where APL had what I would call the twobasic and original enhancements, the formatter and thefile system, which we wouldperhapsnot consider enhancements but necessities. Without those I think APL wouldnever have spread atall. Withoutthoseit would have beenso difficult to do anything thatnothing would ever have happened. HaveI goneto the otherside? No.... I left Sharps. Iwent out in the real world. And, like many of us in this room,I thought APL was somarvellous that we wouldn☂t really needtosell it. That☂sa classic mistake we haveall made.APL hasspread despite the fact that most of us do notsell very well because we feel thatsomethingso obvious ♥ yes, the customeris stupid! He mustrealise the advantagesof thiswonderful tool, after all if I find it a marvelloustoolit☂s quite obvious the customer shoulddiscoverit☂s a marvellous tool. I☂m afraid the customer doesn☂t understandthatatall ~ hesays ☜Tough. I can buy this, that and the other, and I have a salesman dancing inattendance.☝
I think what wouldhelpis if we got our act together with the marketing;ifwe took thingsout there into the market place. In the times that we havesat here,all of us talking toourselves, and wearestill talking to ourselves, we haven☂t brought in very many peoplefrom the outside world to this conference. Afterall this is our private time away from therest of the world. In thattime,ifwe had put as mucheffort into spreading the word outsideas we haveputinto improving thingsinsidefor ourselves, we could probably have doubledwhatis going on, and ensured actual continuity.
But the marketplaceis outside andifwe followed through(there's a very nicelittle phrasethat I have heard in someoftheliteracy campaigns and I think we should adoptit forourselves; and becauseit☂s APL we could each doit twice a year.) If we wentinto this andsaid ☜Eachone,teach one☝ we☂d betaking that out into the market place. We wouldn☂t bestaying in here. We wouldn☂t besitting here arguing about whether we can nest arrays orturn things upside down or whateverelse. We would be going out and spreadingit and Ithink that☂s whatwill spread APL,notusall staying here. And I would ask youto look atthat Mr Chairman andsay becauseit☂s APL ☜Each oneofus, teach one twice a year. Each.Two rho.☝ Thank you.
Chairman: May I now call upon MrJohn Myrnato speak second against the motion.
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John Myrna:
The automobile analogy of courseis delightful. All ofus, I☂m sure, would loveto be driving
Model T Fords. There☂s the excitementofstarting it every morningin the cold with the
crank with your wife all bundled up in the car turning the choke. There☂s the thrill of
excitement that comes from the knowledge that you☂re the mechanic, and if something
breaks you☂re responsibleforlifting the hood andfixingit. Thefactthat

a

trip to the edgeof
townisa thrill through the deep and endless mud; that there are no gaugesto learn because
of course there are no gauges;that there are an absolute minimum numberofgears. Butif
we were to have continued manufacturing that kindofcaras the road system improved, as
thesize of families changed, as the desire was to spread theuse of that technology over an
ever increasing numberofpeople ♥ people who werenot necessarily interested in becoming
mechanical engineers, road engineers, diagnosticians ♥ the Model T would be♥ wellI☂ll tell
you what happened: Mr Ford gota little bit on thatpath in the 20s in which he said ☜You
can have any colour you wantas longasit☂s black☝, and while he was following on that
purist Core Car Conceptas hecalledit in those days, General Motors cameout ofnowhere,
a consortium of people whojust botheredto listen to what they were hearing their users ask
for, and became a dominantforce in the automobile industry. So I think the analogy is quite
appropriate.
Now . . . . listen as I saylet's talk about the real world. Whatis the real world? Thereal
world is meeting the needsofthe people whoare using your technology.
Once you have learned the APL technology it☂s the easiest approach for you to use; why
would you stop using it? Well you would stop using it because you need to produce pop-
down menus,full screen applications, gain access to commercial databases,be able to run
your applications in a production or batch environment. When you reach a point at which
you can no longer do those things with your current technology, when you reach a point
where you are forcedto learn Lotus because the work-sheet organisation for entering and
displaying datais the only way, the obvious wayto doit, or you're forced outof it because
you need just enoughtext editing that Del type editors are notsatisfactory, then you will
cross the barrier, you will invest, and you will learn somethingelse. You☂ll learn a Lotus;
you'll learn a DB2. Thelargest impact on keeping thelevel ofAPL usage upis on meeting
the needsof the currentusers. And that meanslisteningto the currentusers and enhancing
the products, not based on what folks whoaresitting back in Toronto, or sitting in
Rockville, or sitting in San Jose are conceptualising, but in reacting to whatthe usersare
telling them they needto solve their problems,
The argumentis that enhancements somehowinhibit the learning of APL, Well there is a
simple APL. There is an ISO APL whichis at the core of every single APL which is
available. And those enhancements,all of them are layered. You don☂t have to know about
complex numbersin order to becomea beginnerAPL user. The idea that enhancements are
available doesn☂t inhibit the decision to invest. It enhances it because when you sit down
and you say ☜I☂m going to invest so many hundreds of my hoursin learning a new
technology☝, you look forward to whatis being done with that technology to convince
yourself that there is value in making the investment. Are you keeping up with the new
needsin the marketplace? Are you supporting the new hardware?Asthe needs change,is
the technology going to changeso that the invesumentI make today wilt continue to pay
dividendsin the future.
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If you freeze thingsat the level of a Model T Ford, that☂s fine if you say that you☂re always
going to live in the wilds on a muddyfarm. Butif you☂re looking to moveto the bigcity in
the future, you☂vegotto be investing in a kind of technology thatis going to movewith with
the times, is going to be driven by the needs of the user. Thank you very much Mr
Chairman.
Chairman:

Thank you. I now wish to throw the motion open for discussion to the house. [ will take
points that are short and relevantfrom anyone who wishesto raise their hand and catch my
eye. Mr Camacho.

Anthony Camacho:
I don☂t believe either of them! It seemsto methat the motivation is what you haveto look at
before you discoverthe real reason for enhancements to APL. Andthe motivation,it seems
to me again, may be OK,fine, you☂ve got customers whosay ☜you☂vegotto dothis for me
or else ☂ll go away☝fine, you add something. Butthat☂s only halfofit. The otherhalf ofit
is to have a productthatthe others haven☂t got. Andas soon as yousplit the productsso that
the others haven☂t got it, you have the problem that was raised at this morning☂s session,
that the schools who are goingto teach APLarefaced with Product A and Product B, and
they can☂t chooseso they keep their handsin their pockets and they don☂t havean APL, And
it seems to methat the people opposing this motion just haven☂t addressed that question.
AndI would like to hear them addressit in their summing up.
Jim Lucas:
My question is with this debate. Both sides defined the scope of enhancements, andit
seemed to methat the definitions were mutually exclusive. 1 don☂t think they have argued
against each otheratall. I don☂t know what they have argued against.

George Schlereth:
I was very much impressed by the idea that each ofus should teach one (☜Each one teach
one☝). I have been trying since 1975 to teach lot of people APL;andin thattimethere have
been enhancements in hardware, there have been enhancements in the APL offered. But
onething, in orderto teach somebody, you mustnot makeit complicated. Not everyoneis
so sporty that they want to become a mechanic before driving the car, so the approach [
have taken is the approachofthe standard ofliving. I ask them ☜If you wantto drive a car,
why do you wantto become an automotive engineer?☝ Now,in that context, I foundthat it
was an absolutenecessity to have a screen editor, and to Hell with the Deleditor. . .
Howard Peelle:
I would like to underscore the point made by Mr Camacho bysaying that I found it
surprising, if not reprehensible, that neither the pro northe con positions mentioned the
use of APL in schools. And schools, or the educational system, the formal system as we
know it, comprises a very importantpartof the real world. Therefore I would like to ask if
the debaters might address the question, in particular with regardto the introduction of
APLnotation to elementary schoolchildren.
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Bernard Barnett (?):
I have heard oneset of speakers today saying they want a languagelike this. I've heard
anothersetofspeakers today saying they want a languagelikethat. It☂s the packages we are
all selling. Who cares about the language. Oneof the previous speakers, Mr Chairman,
from thefloor, started by saying ☜I don☂t believe either of you.☝ Let mefinish by saying:
Whothehell cares?
Malcolm Hawkes:
The numberof peopleat the bottom,like myself,is massive. As we go up the pyramid we
find the numbers decreasing. So obviously the sales of equipmentetc. are greatest at the
bottom where the equipmentis the simplest. There should beall types of APL available
from the mostbasic to the most advanced. The greatest sales will obviously be from the
basic APL, wherethere are the most potential users. Those that want the most advanced
features will be the onesat the top wherethereare fewer of them.
Neil Mitchison:
What ] wonder is whatwearereally arguing about,it☂s a question of what we mean bythe
spread of APL. And I ask you just your emotional reaction to the newsthat some new
package written in APL hassold ten thousand copies and noneofthe people whouseit are
awarethatit☂s written in APL.Hasthat helped the spread ofAPL or hasn☂t it? What☂s your
emotionalreaction?I thinkit has, but my emotionalreactionis to say ☜That☂s not what APL
is about. That☂s not why I☂m interested in APL.☝
Jonny Osterman:
J think you shouldsell, as some ofyou havesaid,solutions, or you shouldsell smaller parts
of APL, not all the big things from the beginning. This has nothing to do with the
enhancements.
Bob Sanderson(?):
I☂ve cometo the wrong meeting! ] haven't got an APL.I☂ve never used quad. Except for
about two weeksI☂ve never used APLin the sense that you useit, because I discovered an
implementationofIverson notation that worksfine ... on my son☂s QL in Novemberoflast
year when J waslooking at an educational problem. | agree with both sides. Richard you
definitely have to changethe nameofyour package.I really do wish you would enhanceit
to do someofthethings I need.
James Wheeler:
APListodayin usein artificial intelligence research labsin the United States by people who
haveat their disposal Smalltalk, Lisp, Prolog, the other buzzwordsofthe currentleading
edge of software technology, nonetheless have elected to use an enhanced APL for their
software prototyping and for research into this area, And it is because APL has been
enhanced in waysthatallow them to representtheclass ofproblemsthey☂re seekingto solve
that, they adopted APL. They are new users of APL
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Jim Lucas:
T have not heard ofany companythat has gone away from APL because ofAPL2.Almostall
of the shopsthatI☂ve heard ofhave converted to APL2 from VS APLvery enthusiastically.
And while ] don☂t know that any new corporations have gone into APL because of APL2,
the input that I have gotten from the people working in theseotherplacesis that the user
base has expanded considerablyas a result of APL2.
MrHolmes(?):
Now I☂m bit mystified by this whole debate. But it seems to methat the most important

+ part of the subject ofthis debate is not so much the enhancementasthe spread ofAPL. Now
if we lookatthe original book,the original intention ofthe APL notationasI believeit was,
the original intention was to reform mathematical notation. Nowifwe can only get back to
that grand idea we would see that wearefalling down miserably becausethesort of spread
you people are talking aboutis nix, is nothing. What wehave gotto do, ifwe are going to
realise what weall in our hearts believe should happen, is to kill off that old bloody notation
that has been doing ussucha disserviceall these years.
Adrian Smith:
Firstly, we oughtto look very hard at Pascal, which was solely an academic language until
abouta year ago, when someonesolditforfifty quid. That☂s the way you spread a language.
In thelast five years, the APLs have halvedin price at the sametimeas the enhancements
were taking place -- so there has been a phenomenalincrease in price-performance. The
second issue I wouldlike to pointoutis that [ think,at the time of the Model T Ford, Ford
was probably asking the same question: ☜Why are people not buying automobiles rather
than buying horse drawn carriages?☝ And thepointis the shift was taking place, and I think
that is what☂s happening in APL. Weare just not recognising it. In my country [ train
between fifty and a hundred people in APL every year. The numberis increasing year by
year. I simply think more and more people are moving towards APL precisely because of
the enhancementsandthe reduction in price which has takenplace.
Ed Myers:
{ learned APL and I didn☂t even know what a matrix inversion was. Same thing in
educational systems. There☂s no reason you have to bring someonein,settle downat the
table andsay ☜I☂ve gotfive thousand eight hundred and twenty three different squiggles we
could use.☝
The English languageis the samething. | can get a dictionary outthat has 50,283 wordsin
it. Do you teach someonespelling bytelling them to learn every word in that dictionary? Or
do you teach them to read by explaining every single wordin thatdictionary? No,ofcourse
not. You explain that ☜Dick sees Spot. Spot runsfast.☝ You learn things by building upon
things, and you want to have languagesthat get thingsbuilt.
Thisis all a bunch of rubbish.
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Chairman:
I☂m sorry I must now draw this debateto a close and I therefore call upon MrSteve
Schiavo to sum upfor the opposition.

Steve Schiavo:
Before I get into my actual summary notes I do want to responddirectly to some ofthe
questions, Numberone: whereis the so called bicycle? Whereis the simple version with the
majorfeaturesstripped outso that we can get back to basics? Well it doesexist. I know ofat
least one version ♥ it☂s called the Pocket. It is ofthe order often per-centofthecostofthe full
system.It is available primarily not to people saying are we pursuingthis as a profit oriented
thing and not taking the long term about how we develop the market. It is a distinctly
unprofitable product designed with the expectation that that would bethe case becauseit is
providedat ridiculously low price to educationalinstitutionsall over the world and through
our dealer network. The pointofit is to provide a starting base, not because webelieve the
availability of the enhancements makesit difficult to learn the unenhancedfeaturesofthe
language, but because we can thereforesell copies at a price thatis attractive to schools.
Seriously, the enhancements to APL have broughtthe languageoutofthestrictly academic
and scientific community, and into regular use in many sectorsofthe business community.
It is fast becomingthe language of choice amongactuaries and Wall Street analysts who are
hardly likely to have so widely adopted it without even the most fundamental
enhancements.
APLPlus, for one, is today used in the academicsideofnearly five hundred colleges and
universities. The important thing to remember is that the program has only been in
existence for two years. I challenge anyoneto say thatthat has not contributed to the spread.
And it☂s used in those colleges and universities among not only the engineering and
mathematics students,but also among students offinance, psychology, social sciences and
business administration. It is no longer a purist☂s reflection of a clever mathematical
symbolism.
Andfinally, and I think this is very important to all of us here in ways that may not be
immediately obvious, the need for enhancements, the suggestion of a need for
enhancements, has spawned an industry. §.T.S.C., 1.P.Sharp, Dyalog, Analogic,
MicroAPL, L.S.1., Portable Software, etc., etc. These firms have taught APL to thousands
of paying customers. We have employed and nurtured hundredsof practitioners ofthe art
whohave in turn goneabroadin industryas enthusiastic emissaries ofAPL. They and you
have used APLto create quality solutions for industry and governmentaroundthe world,
demonstrating the need, flexibility, and function of APL features which are not in any
standard and without which the APL community would be a barren andlonely place even
today. Thank you, Mr Chairman, thank you.
Chairman:

I now call upon Mr Richard Nabavito sum upfor the proposition.
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Richard Nabavi:
Thank you Mr Chairman, Thankyouladies and gentlemenfor yourinteresting comments.
Tam actually quite surprised, at a conferenceofthis kind,to find so much agreementwith
whatI have been saying. Agreement evenfrom people whothink they don☂t agree with me.
T just wish I hadn☂t broughtup that analogy aboutthe automobile. Next time I won☂t bring
up any analogies.
I would like to take up two points from people who I think oppose this motion. One was
madebythe honourable speaker over here whoI presume opposed the motion. Another by
Ed Myers who I understand also opposes the motion. Thestrangethingis that both ofthem
gave very cogent arguments for supporting this motion. Now the problem with a debate
like this is that people get confused over what wearetalking about. So let me re-state what
we are saying. We are saying that enhancements to APL, by which we mean enhancements
to the APL language, are not doing anythingto help spread APL. And,as the honourable
gentlemanoverheresaid, the world outside, the non-APLers, they don☂t care about strand
notation and bracketnotation and rankoperators. It☂s precisely whathe said. Exactly. They
don☂t care. It doesn☂t matter. The fact that we get thoseright or get them wrongor don☂t do
them ordo do them will not help to spread the use of APL.Precisely.
Ed Myers☂ point was even more cogent. Exceptthatit was cogent on the oppositeside to
what he thought. Because what Ed Myers said was that when he was learning APL he didn☂t
knowor care about the matrix divide operation (the matrix divide primitive). Precisely. If
that enhancementif you like, or that feature, had not been there he would still have been
interested in APL.It was not an issue. This is exactly whatwe are saying. The reasons that
people do not use APLare not to do with lack of feature. We all know that APL,even the
simplest, even the most basic APL, has got much much morefeature than any other
computing language. Adding more feature may or maynot be a worthwile thing to do. We
are not saying it is wrong necessarily. What we are saying is what this motion says: thatit
does not address the point, whichis to spread the use of APL.
Now there has been a diversionarytactic used by the opposition in this debate. They have
talked about full screen editors. They have talked aboutfile systems. They have talked
about graphics interfaces on the PC. And we wholeheartedly support such features. They
are absolutely essential if APLis to be widely used. Butlet☂s not get confused,thoseare not
enhancements to the APL language. They are environmentspecific features which you add
either as defined functions or possibly as quad functions. But they don☂t affect the APL
languageitself. They don☂t address the point which is being made which is that the
enhancements to the APL language are not needed. Yes,of course we needall those things.
We need the windows. We need the icons. We need the full screen editors. Wonderful.
Let☂s go on and write those, deliver those to the customers. Butlet☂s not argue about what
notation we use for nested arrays.
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Thereis one very interesting point which | think is one which is perhapsa litle unpalatable.
This is a point which several speakers have alluded to, and I think George Schlereth in
particular mentionedit, whichis the following. We havegotto make APLlessfrightening,
moreaccessible. Now that meansthatthereis a cost associated with putting extra features
into an interpreter, into the APL language. Clearly you can go on adding features ad
infinitum, and indeed some APLs give the impression that they have gone on adding
features ad infinitum. And people have been saying ☜Well that doesn☂t really matter. You
don☂t have to use it. You don☂t have to worry whetherit☂s there or not. Maybe P'll come
across it one day butin the meantimeit doesn☂t matter.☝
Thatis not true. The extra complicationsinevitably make it moredifficult to teach people
APL. They make the manuals look morefrightening. They make the teaching courses
longer. They make the product more expensive (someonehas got to pay for all that R and
D). They makethe interpreters larger, so they can☂tfit on the small machines. There is a
cost associated with every feature you add. And the question which weare askinghereis:is
that cost too high? When weask that question weareaskingit not from your point ofview,
not from the pointofview ofpeople who already know APL. Weare askingifthat cost is too
high for the school kids, the universities, the small businesses, the large businesses which
are tight on budgets. Are thoseextra features, which cost something,gaining us anything in
helping to spread APL?
1 keep coming back to this: you have got to get back to the real point about about the
motion. Notarethese thingsdesirable,are they elegant,are they powerful, but do they help
spread APL?Ask yourself this question: do you think it would be any easier to sell APL to
someone who hasn☂t used it, who has never seenit before, as a result of extra language
features thatare put in? Oris that an irrelevance to the main problem whichis how we get
out there andsell the product. Mr Chairman, ladies and gentlemen thank you for your
time, I hopethat we have learned something from this debate. What I have beensurprised
byis the lack of anyonereally sayingthatall these advanced languagefeatures make much
difference. The only strong arguments we have heard have been on the interfaces, the
environments, and there we agree with you. I think this motion should be carried
unanimously. Thank you.
Chairman:

I now propose to put this motion to the vote. The vote will be taken by a show of
hands.

eek

I declare the motion carried. Thank you very much ladies and gentlemen.
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The APL Entrepreneur
Panel discussion at APL86 in Manchester

reported by Val Lusmore
Introduction.
Theparticipants were:
Stan Wilkinson, Chairman,is a founder ofHMW Programming Consultants and, as such,has experienceofthe world ofAPL business himself. The large and enthusiastic audiencewas divided between those who might already consider themselves as APL business-people, and those who were wondering whetherthis might be an interesting option forthem. Many were quite goodatself-publicity, having found this a necessity for being inbusiness, so Stan had quite a difficult task keeping them to the topic.
Henry Brudzewsky,from Denmark,has been an APL consultantfor manyyears ♥his wifealso works in the business, and they have wide experience in several countries. This 2-person consulting team is the typical size of many APL companies ♥ so Henry wasrepresenting the majority ofAPL consultancies.
Theother 3 panel members werefrom someofthe largest APL consultancies in Europe,allof which started off very small. Theyall shared advice and experiencefor those wishing tofollow the same route.
Romilly Cocking, of Cocking and Drury, the English consultancyestablished 10 years agoas a two-person operation, now has35 staff♥ most ofwhom are consultingfull-time in APLandrelated problem-solving tools. He also has the UK agency for APL*PLUS,and makesabout 10% ofhis revenue from APL Education.
Valerie Lusmore, of APL People,started as a freelance consultant when she had her firstbaby in 1979. Twoyearslater she joined up with two otherlike-minded spirits and now hasa linked groupoffive companiesall related to variousvertical market-places where generalAPLproblem solving has been used as

a

tool. They employ between 20 and30 people, andoperate an employmentagencysolely devotedto the APL community.
Timo Seppala, of TMT team in Finland, started 5 and a half years ago with someofhiscolleagues who had been with him at IBM - they now have 30 people doing APLconsultancy in four Scandinavian countries, with annual revenue of £2.5 million. Thegroup has people doing non-APLconsultancyas well, but it was the APLside thatstartedthe business.
All the panel members gave somepersonal thoughts of how and why one mightstart upanAPLbusiness ♥a general consensuswasthat,atfirst, it was marvellousto get paid for doingthings one enjoyed and that the service was much required. They all touched on thestandard problemsof being a consultantat a client ♥ and pointed out that one has to haveboth theability and the personality to do this and that many people do not enjoy it whentheyfind that consultants and contractorsare often resented by the permanentworkforce.Theyalso discussed the myth that one was muchbetter paid as a contractor than as a
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permanent employee ♥ the view is that one ends upjust aboutas well off as someone on a
good permanentsalary with benefits, and that one should think very hard about the whole
thing before throwing up a goodjob to go contracting.
Val, who spends much time counselling members of the APL community on their career
plans, has also dealt with many people who have been made redundant overnight ♥ a
shattering experience for anyone, even if a reasonable golden handshakeis offered. She
finds that mostof us in the APL community spend no time on planning our lives and
careers. All of the panel agreed that you should look carefully at whether you are suited
temperamentally to running your own business and what your optionsare.
The three who had experiencedthe growth from a very small company toa muchlarger one
discussed the problemsofgrowth,althoughall agreed that in general business termstheir
firms are all still tiny. Growth problemsare chiefly those concerned with management,
cash-flow, people (how to find them and howto keep them), the market-place you are in,
and how to handle the changes. All agreed thatfinding work is always a problem, and
handling the peaks and troughsis alwaysdifficult.
There was general consensusthat the main objective wasto increase the size of the market
where APL could be used for problem-solving, and co-operating where possible, rather
than allowing the customersto force them to compete. Romilly said they found themselves
bidding now morefor work against other non-APL companies, wheretheir lowertotal cost
should always win, butall said they had foundtheyhad to usetheir consulting skills and
also to use other non-APLtools where appropriate ♥ rather than being dogmatic, APLis
seen as a tool for problem-solving that should give them the competitive edge over others
rather than an endinitself,
Edited transcript of panel discussion
Stan: This sessionis called the APL entrepreneur. We have four people who have admitted
to being such - Romilly, Timo, Henry andVal. Theywill introduce themselvesbefore they
start arguing.
Romilly: My name is Romilly Cocking of Cocking and Drury. We started up about 9.5
years ago as a 2-man business with 2 objectives ♥ we were going to do something which was
fun and we were going to do something which was profitable and we figured we could get
away with both those thingsby offering an APL consultancyservice. We have growna bit
since then and have continued to achieveboth those objectives. There are three key secrets
in the waythat we have developed our business. Thefirst is to find outas best you can what
IBM is doing or planning on doing; the secondis to try and understand why; andthe third
is to look atall the many opportunities that creates and pick the ones whichareeasiest and
mostprofitableto attack.I think ] probably speakforall ofus♥we oweour business to IBM
who created a demand for APL services which in effect they chose not to provide
themselves and thus gave an opportunity for other peopleto fill the vacuum created.
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Henry: I started in 1972 ♥and as an exampletoillustrate my work I have borroweda special
shoe from my wife, which has the very rare property thatit was shaped accordingto the
humanfoot, not according to fashion, My workis to shape the system to fit humanbeings
andnotto cripple peopleinto theexisting systems.
I wrote downfive things, you should rememberifyou start on your own.First you must be
prepared to keep up to date - APL2, PCs, DOS, UNIX, VM, VSPC, CMS, andalso
hardware, Secondly, how do you organise the company? In Denmark you can either have
a private companyorbe personally responsible to your customers. I think the customers
trust you moreif you are personally responsible andthis is the way I do it. Thirdly, you
must choose whether to be an agentfor software or hardware or be truly independent.
Whenever you makea study whichinvolves a choice the one which loses will blame you
evenifit is the choice of your client. The fourth problem with being small is the changing
workload ♥ sometimes I work day and night and havevery little time to sleep and then
suddenly there is some delay and we have wonderful opportunities to take a vacationoff-
season. One way of getting aroundthisis to cooperate with competitors. Lastly, you must
be better than the others ♥ do first class job, give very good documentation to solve the
problem of maintenance. Manyofyou have seen ourbabyson.Hehas notstarted walking
yet, but we have decided to give him shoesthatfit his feet so that hewill be able to walk
throughlife without being crippled.
Timo: Five and a half years ago I started a company with two of mycolleagues from IBM.
Wedidn☂treally have a clear idea ofwhat we weregoing to do, but we thoughtlike Romilly
thatit had to be fun. My adviceisfirstly to make a studyofthe marketplace. Is there one?
Secondly, if you are a consultant, you can either consultor sell your consulting services but
you can☂t do both. You maybeliving on social security for some time. Thirdly, remember
that consulting is a very lonely job. You are usually in a customer☂s premises which can be
a hostile environment. Thestafflike to have your work butyou aren☂t really partofthefirm.
Lastly, what makes you think you are better than others in the marketplace ♥ have you
anything special? If so, go out andsell it.
Val: I started off on my own in 1979, and unlike the others I didn☂t decide I] wanted a
business. [ had myfirst child and with 10 years☂ consulting experience in small companies
on3 continents I wasn☂t exactly a novice. However the powersthat be didn☂t know how to
cope with someonelike me whodidn☂t conform to the accepted working patterns ♥soit was
easier to organise if I became my own boss. When we had timesharing it was easy to
freelance and very enjoyable. After a couple of years [ was joined by Dave Alis and Tim
Perry and we☂ve now got 5 associated APL companies. That sounds very glib butit all
seemed to happen quite naturally, My advice would be similar to that given byall the
others, but because we run an employmentagencyour perspective and experienceofthe
job marketis different andI think the audience mayfind this experience useful. What does
this business of running an employment agency meanto our customers, andto the way we
run our business?
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It means we employ contractors half the time as our way of coping with overloads. Our
initial aim wasnotto grow faster than wecouldafford. However, we found the advantage of
using people with expertise in particular areas outweighed this. The extension of the
business into finding permanentstaff came in because of customer demand. This aspect
meansthatI talk to many people working in APL about whatthey want to do and also to
employers about their needs, both short- and long-term. We give advice, acting as a
sounding board for people to think about planning their own career; to talk about growth
andprogression. All these are things that many of them last did whenthey were in school,
but were too young to appreciate. We also have had many people recently, who are made
redundantalmost overnight(often after 20 years) who have never thought of themselves
outside the context of that particular employer. Some give a golden handshake, butit☂s
difficult to accept thatit☂sdifficult to move when you are 45, especially if you don☂t wantto
go into management.
Somepeople we try doing contract work and thusstarting their own business. Somelikeit,
others loathe it. That is only the start; you then decideifyou☂rea lonerorifyou are happiest
with somebodylike mefinding your next job or working for someone like Romilly or where
youfeel happy temperamentally. It may be possibleto take that as a short term option and
really look for the kind of job that suits you. Well we have had the lecture on jobs♥let☂s go
back to being an entrepreneur.
Romilly: CanI start with a question? The market has changeda lot since weall started up.
It has got bigger andthere area lot more people in it. Do you thinkit is easier or harder now
for someonestarting up?
Val: I thinkit is harder. There is so much adviceavailable to would-be business-people that
you could be swampedin it. We were luckyin that we didn☂t alwaysrealiseall the pitfalls ♥
we just went ahead and didit.
Henry: Todayit is far easier to start up, Whyjust 5 years ago, whenyou needed a terminal
with the funny symbols weall know and nobody hadthatifthey didn☂t use APL-you had
to subscribe to a time-sharing service or you had to have APL in-house. Today you can
bring oneor two smalldiskettes to a future client. Healready has the PC and then you can
demonstrate what APLisable to do for him. You can even bring thelatest package you did
for anotherclient(if your otherclient allows you, of course), and demonstrate it to your
future client. Then he will get enthusiastic, especially if you tell him how cheapit is to
develop such a system.I find it much mucheasier thanksto the PCs.
Timo: | don☂t think consulting in a PC environment can be profitable. People think
anything ona PCcostsless than £100 so that when you are quoting workfor,let☂s say, avery
special uppercase that takes a month of your timeand you get £100 for thatso....
Henry: Well 1 don☂t agree with Timo.I didn☂t say 1 was going to continue using the PC but
can demonstrate what APL can do on the PC andthenI can sell APL to the customer and
he can runit on his mainframe and we can continue with big business.
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Romilly: There is presumably a simplesolution.If consulting costs a lot more than the PC♥whynotsell the consulting and give the PC awayfree? :
Val: So manypeople think they will get rich writing software ♥ they don☂t understand theeconomics of development, marketing and maintenance. Unless you are extremely wellorganised, it☂s an easy wayto lose a lot of moneyfast. It☂s like anyothertask that everybodyknowshow to do - remarkably simple in concept,just difficult in practice. Several timesevery year we get people whothink they☂ll sit down with their PC andjust develop a pieceof softwareto sell - and maketheir fortune.
Question: Do runtime APLshelp bringthe cost of software down?
Valerie: If the volumeis big enough, then the run-time APL interpreteris obviously useful♥ we have looked at one particular project where the projected volume would betens ofthousandsofcopies of the software ♥ and for that we☂d negotiate a very cheaprate for theinterpreteras a partof the software. The problem is when youonlysell 10 copies ofa pieceof software ♥ you mightwell not cover the developmentcosts.
Timo: 1 think it is a question of the market place you wantto bein. Nowadays fewcompaniesbuyourservices because we are APL consultants ♥ it is solutions they are buyingand I have foundthat we do not promote APLas such very much. We are competing againstother consulting housesthatdeliver applications using ICIS and Cobolandifwe can makeourproposalhalfof theirs we will still makea nice profit.
Romilly: Going back to Val☂s point about profit in consulting I think if you aresellingpeople☂stimeinsteadofsolutionsit☂s hard to makea profit. As a roughrule of thumb onceyou havefixed overheads you havesalaries and rentto pay, you can lose in a month whatyou makein a year and that is something to consider before you take onstaff.
Val: I thinkit☂s the only thing I agree with Mrs Thatcher on ~I prefer not to spend moneyThaven☂t got. We set up very smallandifwe didn☂t have money comingin, we didn☂t spendit. We used contractors so we didn☂t spend moneyon people unless we had money comingin from clients. It is easy to lose money unless you have enough work comingin and thatisthe problem with being on your own.It☂s very easy to lose moneyin manyclassic ways bydoing the wrong things. Look at the APL engineering company we boughtlast year, Theyhad been aroundforyears, they have a great product but weresellingit at the wrongpriceand giving all the enhancements, which cost a lot to write, away free. We stopped thatimmediately. You can☂t afford to give the consulting work away ♥ you mustsell things ataprice thatis perceived as good valueforthe job. Thatis obviousifyou stop and think aboutit.
Question: Are therestill business opportunities?
Val: We are constantly looking at other business opportunities. We have to because themarketplaceis surely not just APL andin orderto survive weare all going to have to go outand grow that marketplace ♥ I agree with Timo, weare selling solutions, not APL. Ourmain objective is to survive ♥ andifanyone has a good sound proposition I☂d be happy tolook atit.
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Question: How muchofyour workis purely APL and howmuch is APL working with other
languages?
Romilly: About one job in three involves the useof either pre-existing software that isn☂t
written in APLor coding specially developed. On the mainframe,if you haveefficiency
problemsthat cannot besolved neatly by APL, you may have to drop out of APLfor a
while. On the micro it tendsto be again that you wantto do somethingreallyclose to the
operating system so that you comeout ofAPL fora while and then comeback again. Now
it☂s about onejob in three,a year agoit was aboutonejobin ten.
Val: How many of you are based outside Europe, because I suspect that the North
American experience of running your ownbusinessis differentto ours. People I meet seem
to work in the USas independents. We in Europe are working in groups that have grown.
We're notreally in competition but joined together in pushing outthe frontiers. Is it like
that elsewhere?
Answer . Virtually every APL contract I☂ve been on has other APL firms on the same
contract, and this makesit harder.
At this point Ed Cherlin from APL Market News produced a survey of the leading APL
consultancies in North America, most of which have one or two people. The largest is 8
consultants.
Romilly: Things have changedin thelast two years ♥ years ago, in nearlyall the contracts we
did they said ☁We want an APL system and we want you to do it.☂ That wasit. These days
it☂s very rare indeed to be so lucky.
Val: We find ourselves bidding more against other APL companies. I notice that the
customerstry to force us into spurious competition.
Romilly: We find we are bidding more and more against non-APL companies who are
offering solutions and thefact that you☂re using APLis not necessarily relevant to the
contract as Timo says. What you☂re doingis simply goingin at a lowertotal project cost and
that should be why APLis goingto win every time. Wealso tendto see people looking at an
externally developed solution vs an internally developed 4GL solution.
Question : Who are your customers? The Informatics deptor the users?
Romilly:it splits about 50-50, For us customers are TIMES1000 companies- they haveat
least a million pounds of hardware in their machine-room or they wouldn☂t be running
APL.
Timo: What has been changing is that 10 years ago there were no 4GLs, no package
programs, no PCs. What APLwasused for were PC applications. That☂s why VM/CMS
was so popular ♥ it was a massivevirtual PC. Now we have PCs and 4GLpackages,thatside
of APL workis gonetotally. They do it themselves with Focus, Ramis2 etc. APLis now
used for serious data processing. Serious meansthe application is difficult and the most
profitable thingto do is to write applicationsthatgive the customerthe competitive edge.If
youfind applications where the customer can make more profit, you can price them much
higher.
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Val: The aspect of providing added value is really important to our profitability, ☂mconstantly surprised at how muchofour revenue comesfrom giving added value ♥ projecttraining,extra software, hardware, applicationsin other departments ♥ this maybe 10-20%of the contract.
Henry: This time I do agree with Timo. I was abroad for some years and my Healthinsurance was in Denmark. Duringa visit there I wentto theiroffices to complain that I wasunderpaid. While I waited to talk to the manager1 thoughtit over and saw it was quitedifficult for the insurance companyto pay the exact amount♥I was ina country with 400%inflation and that☂s why I gottoo litle. So I asked the managerif it was a very difficultproblem with people travelling all over the world and hetold me he had manylonglettersevenifhe only erred by a small amountandI asked him if he wouldlike a solution, and heis one ofmy very goodclients now. I was very lucky thatI cameatjust the right moment.
Question: Valerie suggested that one should fund oneself from one☂s own resources and I☂dlike to ask the panel how muchthey had to borrow to get going.
Timo: Whenwestarted wecutoursalaries to half what we had at IBMand wedidn☂t haveany summervacation for two years. Thenafter a year the bank manager cameto us and said☜Hey guys, don☂t you need any money? Don☂t you needa credit line?☝ When you get bigthen you need capital ♥ ifyou wantto buy an IBM 3090tharis really expensive. But you aremaking a big mistakeifyou start by borrowinga lot, you maywell do nobetter thanifyouhad nocapital, and youalso havethe debr to pay off. Wait until you need moneyforcapitalitems.
Val: I didn☂t get a penny for three monthsandthen the cash started to come in, so I didn☂tstart by borrowing ♥ I think I lived on my maternity benefit. Now we are bigger we haveborrowed for particularprojects.
Romilly: When westarted up we had enough moneyto live on for a few months with thehelp of a working wife, but since then we☂vetypically neededto go upto 6 weeks☂ turnoverin creditfacilities.
Val: Six weeksis exactly what wefind. Cash flow is very important ♥ mostofour customersare big companies whopaylate, probably becauseoftheir complicated computer systems.You haveto be prepared to go in right at the start and sort out how they pay and whoisresponsible for getting yourbills paid, even thoughit is much more interesting to get onwith solving their technical problems. If you don☂t, you will regretit.
Romilly: If you are expanding fast then the net negative cash-flow can get very high andwhenyou take somebody on they expectto get paid from the daytheystart workingfor you~♥ they maynotfit into a job the day theyjoin you andifyou includethe cost ofrecruitment(advertising, agencyfees, interviewing) it may be 4 or 5 monthsbefore they makea positivecontributionto cash flow. That6 weeksfigureis againsta rate ofgrowth of70% per annumcompound internally funded, but that☂s about the limit that way. If you go anyfaster youneed(a) moneyand (b) management.
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Val: It☂s the managementpeople that are mostdifficult to find, the moneyis relatively easy
once you are growing and havea track record. You also have to make a personal decision
whether you go on being a technician or whether you enjoy runninga business ♥andifyou
don☂t enjoy that change,recognise this and organiseto stay on the technical side. You must
work as hard at finding the newskills as you once did acquiring APL expertise.
Romilly: If you grow at that rate the fundamental problems your businessis facing are
changing over a two-year horizon.Youstart worrying aboutstructure, long-term planning,
and I] don☂t know what comes next.
Question: What are the implications of having employees? Outside the USA ♥ where they
come and gorelativelyfreely.
Romilly: If someone has workedfor you for about a year thenit☂s not possible to get rid of
them without having either a very good reason or because they are fundamentally and
demonstrably unsatisfactory or because you can show thatthe job they were doing has gone
away and you then have to make some sort of compensating payment.
Val: Oneof the main problems everyonehasis finding enoughskilled staff. I did study the
cost of our setting up a waining schemejust for APL ♥ taking on juniors, teaching them
APLandthenteaching them to become consultants. Ifthey didn☂t learn APLyou could tell
quite quickly, without too muchloss on eitherside, andif they weren☂t going to make the
grade as consultants you could tell within a few months and wecould sell them on to
Customersas trained programmers. I found we would need to take on about a dozen ata
timeto not lose money ♥ the investmentper person was two or three thousand pounds, and
thereis a fairly high level of risk ♥ so we☂ve put that on the back burner for now.
Timo: The othersideofthe problem is how you keep yourpeople. Ina consulting company
the only real capital you have is people and your reputation. Ourpolicy is that after you
have been with TMTfor2 years you can get shares in the company ~ most ofour people are
shareholders. Everyone wantsto be a capitalist.
Val: 1 think our business will never grow unlessall the people working forit feelthatit☂s
their business and contribute to that growth, and that the profits are not just going to the
people whostarted it up. They☂ve got to feelthey arevital to the success of the company ♥
but they all have to be salesmen too because the best salesman you☂ve got are all those
consultants out there ♥ doing a good job.
Question: How manypeople are in APL Education?
Romilly: About 10%of our revenue ♥ quite significant.
Timo: You haveto train your customersto buy from you.
Henry: Giving a course in APL usually gives you one or two good clients. Also at
universities and schools you may get very interesting business.
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Val: If we don☂t teach the APL community stays static ~ and besides survival I would seeour maintask as co-operating in enlarging and improving that market place.
Stan: Onthat note, I must thank the panel ♥ they havegiven us a lot to think about. As youhave heard there are many opportunities to makea living out of APL ~ but you must bepreparedto grasp every one!

 

 

* Debugging
Support and maintenance
Feasibility studies
Interfaces to mainframe systems

* Conversions
* Major developments

*
*

*

Ourhighly experienced consultants are capable oftackling any APL problem large or small.
For further details call Valerie Lusmore on 0225 62602

APL People Ltd
17 Barton Street, Bath BA1 1HQ

Tel: 0225 62602    
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Introduction to General Articles
Our General Articles start this issue with thelatest extract from Anthony Camacho☂s series
of ☜Steps to a Better BASIC☝. These articles were designed to introduce the concepts of
APLto an audience familiar with the conventional BASIC language, and wereoriginally
published in Datalink magazine, with whose kind permission they are re-printed.
Dick Bowman,the Chairman ofthe British APL Association, has written explaining the
thinking behind an APL prize scheme to reward those who have contributed most to
extending the publicity of APLto the world outside the APL community.
Robert Pullman is director of The Rochester Group, a New York based consulting
company. Hehas sent us some ROTs(Rules-Of-Thumb) on APLsystem design. ☁The
Programmeras Designer, the Designer as Detective☂is a valuable but light-hearted look at
this problem.
Ourfinal contribution comes from Sylvia Camacho, who looks with the benefit ofhindsight
at developmentsin computing andtherole therein of a mathematical notation
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Steps to a better BASIC
by Anthony Camacho

Eachwith each:the table maker
In the introductory article to this series, I suggested that a useful innovation in BASICwould be the command EWE(*) which could take any symbolin the brackets and wouldcombineeach of the membersofone array with each of the membersofthe other using thechosen mathematicalor logical symbol between them.
APLhasjust that function.Itis called the outer productanditis written as the small circle,the full stop and the symbolfor the operation required.If in L we havethe integers 1 to 12,hereis ☜L jot dot times L☝

LayaL
1 2 3 & 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 «#12
2 4 6 @ 10 12 1% 16 18 20 22 2
a 6 9°12 15 18 21 24 #27 30 34a 36
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 4a
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5O 55 60
6 12 18 2% 30 36 42 48 SK 60 66 72
7 44 21 28 395 42 49 56 63 70 77 By
8 16 24 32 40 48 S& 64 72 80 88 96
9 18 27 36 45 SH 63 72 81 90 39 108

10 20 30 4wO 5G 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
410622033 «44 55 66 77 8a 99 110 121 132
12 24 36 4B 60 72 84 96 108 120 132 144

It makesthings look rather better if we embed this in a defined function which also printsthe valuesof the argumentsalongthetop andleft side, and puts the symbolbeing tabulatedin the cornerofthetable.
Hereis a function that doesall that:

☁VY ORCPN TABLE VEC
[1] a PRODUCES TABLE OF VEC*,'PN" VEC
C2] 2theVECe." FN, VEC"
(3) Revl0,0,VEC) 505 (({OVEC) ,1}6VEC) 20,28Ce) REQ: JeCiteR)p'-!C51 RCAsRC1g)110' leewC6) ACsALAg}0 Je(itaRyo'|*

v
The header showsthatit gives an explicit result (we could store the result ina variable ifwechose), and that it takes two arguments: theleft argumentis the function symbol and theright argumentis a vector or a row of numbers, Line1 is just a comment. Line 2 calculatesthe table; thefirst character ☁executes☂thestring of charactersfollowing as an instruction ♥that is how it is possible to give a choice of symbolto makethetable from. Line 3 puts thevariable values downtheleft-handside and across the top, with a row of zeroes in betweenthem and the maintable. Line 4 replacesthe line of zeroes with a line of hyphens. Line 5puts the symbolbeing tabulated in the top left corner and line 6 replaces the column ofzeroes with a columnofvertical bars.
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Here are someresults. A division table up to 5 (with the print precision reduced to show
only four places of decimals ♥ APL can show up to sixteen):

"STABLE 15+ I 2manecees | eneeennnnee:

O
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en
e

A table of powers upto 6:
 

Andhereis one of the more interesting functions ♥ combinations - which gives Pascal☂s
triangle:

*P°TABLE 0,19
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And of course you can get Boolean results too.
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Comingoutofthe closet:
taking the Messageto the People

by Dick Bowman
In recent months the B.A.A. Committee has increasingly been thinking about the waytheAPL community meetsits own needs for communication about APL and the perception ofAPLwhichis held in therest of the computing industry. Our conclusion is that there☂s agulf; we now wanttoseeif there are ways in which we can help bridge the gap. Asis ourwont, we want to dothis ina way whichinvolvesa lot ofother people in doingthe hard work♥ butbearwith us because wealso offer rewards.
The wayweseeit is as follows. The APL communityis doingan absolutely splendid job oftalking to itself; journals like Quote-Quad and some of the other national grouppublicationsareessential readingfor the practising APLer, and we have an excellent annualconference which bursts at the seams with material we can use. But if you're not alreadywithin the APL community, you don☂t know aboutthis activity, and even ifyou did knowit☂s unlikely that you wouldfind it compulsively attractive.
Whattherest ofthe world knows about APLis culled from the general computingpress andthe various conferences and seminars which take place. Thepressis voicing opinionslike☜APL is a languagethat looked promising in the 70☂s but never really made it☝, or it hasshort introductory pieces from people who havejust found out about APL (and often seemto have grasped the wrong endofthe stick). APL is very rarely mentioned at majorcomputing events; we hear rumours about people submitting papers describing APL-based work which get rejected purely because APL isn☂t one ofthe ☁officially-approved☂languages.
One thing which APL doeshave goingforit is that mostof the computing world knowsofus; they may have weird notions, but atleast we have some awareness(evenifit☂s the wrongsort). We have notoriety, let☂s change it into respect. The current view of the B.A.A.Committeeis that we should encourage people to try to present papers ateventsoutside theAPLcircle and to write articles for the non-APLpress; the people whoare really using APLeffectively should share their experiences and knowledge. What we☂ve doneso far is tocreate a starter list of events and publications which we think would be improved bycontributions from the APL world. This is only a starter list and wewill be overjoyed byanyonepointing outthevirtuesofthe ten zillion places we haven☂t included. Asit stands wehave (in no implied order):
Events

Siggraph Annual Conference (ACM)
OR Society Annual Conference BCS Human-Computer Interaction GroupConference (annually, September)
BCS Expert Systems Group Conference (annually, December)Royal Statistical Society events
BCSSoftware Engineering Group Conference (annually, September)
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BCSMedical Group events
BCS Computer Education Group events
BCS Computers in Education Group events
Independent Schools Microelectronics Centre

Publications
BCS Expert Systems Group Journal
Computing
BCS ComputerBulletin
Computer Weekly
BCSSoftware Engineering Group Journal
Datalink
Mass-market☁personal computing☂ magazines
Practical Computing
ORSociety Journal
Byte
BCS Computers in Education Group Journal
BCS Human-ComputerInteraction Group Journal
BCS Medical Group Journal
Data Processing

Note how the British ComputerSociety figuresin both lists; we are a Specialist Group and
oneofthe benefits thatthis brings is that we have somewhateasier accessto a vast range of
computinginterests, events and publications. We want to exploit our advantages.
Topics
Obviously suitable materialfor one placeis not necessarily attractive to others; some events
or publications may haverestrictions which do not apply to others; and some routes may
already be heavily over-subscribed.
Thegeneral themes which we, innocently, think are mostsensible to expoundonarebiased
heavily toward applications ♥ the why and how ofusing APL effectively; the benefits to an
organisation of doing certain things in APL; how to choose whether APL is a suitable
vehicle. Essentially it seems good to emphasise novelty (give them a new viewpoint on
things they believed they knewall about) andlaceit with a little controversy (evenifonly in
thetitle).
What we think needs emphasisis the effectiveness ofAPL as a problem-solving tool, and
the factthat it is a tool whichis relied on as a means ofdelivery in many organisations. APL
is already in place,it☂s not a solution looking for a problem.
Rememberthat just because YOUarethe person doingit, something need notbeboring.
You almostcertainly have things to say and to write about which are worthy of a public
airing. The B.A.A.is more than happyto offer pre-publication counselling; ifyou have an
idea which you think could go further and you wantto discuss ways of advancingit, then
contact any of the B.A.A. Committee.
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Wearealso interested in collecting information after the event ♥ reviewing howit went onthe night. Evenif the unthinkable happensand yourefforts are rejected, we would like toknow why.It helps us understand the world☂s perception ofAPL,andother peopleto avoidmaking the same mistakes.
Sticks
The ☁mainstream☂ computing worldis capable oftotally ignoring us; somefactions withinthat world might even seethis as a positive strategy. Ifwe want APL to grow and beused inthose places where it can most effectively earn its keep,thenitis our responsibility to keepthe languagein the public eye. If we don☂t doit ourselves then no-oneelse will doit for us;do youreally want to spend your remaining days writing RPG-II?
Carrots
(Offered not to donkeys, but as some form of Incentive.)
Every year the B.A.A.is going to look at the coverage of APL in non-APLactivities andpublications; when wefind things that are really excellent in termsofadvancingthe cause,we're going to acknowledgetheoriginators.
So, not only can you look forward to fame and fortune (sorry, we don☂t give those away), wemightalso give you a trophy. We're negotiating even now (more newsnext time).
But(andit☂s a serious proviso), we're not just handingoutprizes to anybody

♥

ifall yourpapers andarticles are dogs then wereserve the option not to award any prizes(this is theB.A.A., not Cruft☂s).
And the usualdisclaimerofcourse applies ♥ evenif they could read and write, the B.A.A.Committee membersare disqualified from gettinga prize either whilein office or for workdoneduringtheir periodofoffice.
(Editor: Presumably these are very special carrots - they help other peopleto see in the dark!)
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The Programmeras Designer, The Designer as Detective
by Robert Pullman

Rule of Thumb1:
The moretime oneputsin design,the less time one puts in programming.

The assumption being that the design work progresses towards simplifying the problems
that the system poses.
Theessential problem that a system posesis how tosatisfy all the constraints of the system
simultaneously.
Thefirst step, then,is to consider the constraints. Even on the smallest project, though,
both the programmerandtheclient oughtto share each.
Rule of thumb 5:

The responsibility should begin with the programmer being in on the
specification.

J think we☂re in 1987 now,a safe distance from the notion that programmersare oddball
introverts, more comfortable with machinery than with people. We haveall the natural
urges and characteristics of the most ☜moyen☝ John and Jane. Thereis simply no reason
why the programmershould not be there from the very beginning ♥ taking notes, asking
and answering questions, making suggestions.
The less experienced the programmer, the more important it is, at least to the
programmer☂s long-term development, to be involved full-cycle in the project. Sure, it
mightbe an array of confusion atfirst, but with time come poise and polish.
Oneofthe worst predicamentsto be in is to have responsibility without authority: authority
as in author, as in authorofthe spec.
Conversely,ifthe programmerparticipatesin formulating (formula:little beauty) the spec,
and the brainstorming that precedes and surroundsit, the programmercan identify with
the project.
Rule of thumb6:

Thereis always a tolerance range in a computersystem. Theclient☜lives with☝
certain shortcomings,enjoys certain surplusfeatures. It never hurts to deliver
more than was required. Sometimes a pittance of extra time on something
seemingly uncalled for makesall the difference.

I☂veyetto write a system that implemented squeakycleanly. I don☂t think that perfection in
a system is any morefeasible than the perfect automobile or cheesecake.
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There are, however,essentials in the importance ofthe system. From a pure pointofview
they are mechanical in nature, something to be put in code and executed by a machine.
From practical pointofview, the essentials reside in whatthe client couldtell you,in what
you know from experience to be required.
The key, as best as I can summarize, is not in some sort of combinational strategy for
optimization. The key is in isolating the truly important requirementsin their present
sense, and satisfying them in a way that leaves ample room for meeting future
requirements.
In short.. -
Rule of thumb7:

If you don☂t understand the spec, don☂t write the program. If you want(or
have) to write the program, rewrite the spec so that you understandit.

And,nearly a corollary:
Rule of thumb 8:

If you understand the spec, you have already solved the crucial design
problems. The hardest design problems mightbe aheadofyou, but you are on
the righttrack.

 

APL SOFTWARE

 

A selection of currently available software:
* INTERPROCESS SYSTEM SOFTWARE ♥ includes
many significant enhancements to both VSAPL and
APL2 including AP124 for APL2 and the very efficient
☁AFM☂ sharedfile sub-system.

* PANEL Full Screen Manager
* PFS Program File System
* RDS Relational Database System
* POWERTOOLS/PG
Full training and support available with all our software.

For a more comprehensivelist or details contact Philip Goacher
on 03727 21282 at 27 Downs Way, Epsom, Surrey KT18 5LU.   
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The Road Not Travelled
by Sylvia Camacho

Ifa workinglifetimeis 40 years, I have already spent three-quarters ofmine connected with
the computer industry, being employed by it, married into it and, over the last 5 years,
fighting for living space among proliferating micro-computers. This gives me more
hindsight than most and, with the wisdomthis is supposed to confer, I intend here to draw
some conclusions.
Despite their reputation, there has been nothing spectacularly fast about the development
and exploitation of computers. Mary Goldring pointed outthat technological innovations,
the motorcar for instance, take about a generation to get from the drawing boardto the
mass market. Computer technology has been,-in general, no exception althoughI think a
case might be madethatthe increase in powerper poundhasbeen greater than for any other
technology and will lead over the next 20 years to more extensive exploitation of micro-
computers as componentsofother productsthan as general purpose calculating machines.
When,in 1965, J left computer manufacturing to start a family, the pattern for the use of
computersas general purposecalculating machineswasalreadyset although there wasstill
a debate in the trade over the rival merits of several (now called 3rd generation)
programminglanguages.I left as magnetic disks were cominginto use as a storage medium
andalthough now larger and cheaper,theyarestill the preferred method of holdingdata.
The advantage of disk over cards and tape is that portions can be overwritten leaving the
rest of the data undisturbed. During the late 1960s and early 1970s video terminal
equipment became cheap and reliable and this, together with the indexed files and
databases made possible by disk gave rise to interactive program developmentand use.
Changes since then in commercial computing have been largely consolidations andserial
processor hardware performanceis now closeto physicallimits. An increase in speedwill
require a changeto parallel processing and, although thefirst experiments such as the
transputerarein the laboratories, on the basis of previous experience we can expectthis to
take another 20 years to bring into widespread use.
I expectthat myreader will by now be protesting that whereas the received wisdom is that
weare at the beginning of a computingera,] am saying that weare nearthe endofone.This
is difficult to reconcile with the recently buoyant market in micro computers and the
attention of Government and Media. Myreasonsarethatthescientists and engineers who
set such a brisk pace in hardware innovation have not been equalled in imagination by
software theorists. The attempt to use languages developed for linguistic analysis in the
hope ofrealising something approaching☁artificial intelligence☂ is notably misplaced asit
takes no account of what we know about the natureofthe ☁real intelligence☂ manifest in the
brain. This, of course, does not stop vendors who needto bring a useful product to market
advertising as ☁artificially intelligent☂ software packages that are more properly called
☁expert systems☂. | believe that for the foreseeable future the bread and butter of computer
system vendors will be packages,including expert systems, directed ata restricted market,
developed byor in close collaboration with experts in the problemsandpractices ofworkers
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in that market. Thereis plenty ofscope here for smallenterprises but packagesneeda largemarket or a rich one and programming estimates being notorious for understatement,software developmentislikely to be viewed suspiciously by merchant bankers.
However successful the package market, computerusers will need bespoke systems tohandle thosepartsoftheir enterprise which are not☁run ofthe mill☂ and which give them acompetitive edge. It is here that there is a major obstacle. The measure ofit is theproliferation of data management packages widely called 4th generation languages.Turning overthe pagesofoneor twotrade journals will provide the namesof30-40 oftheseproducts, mostly directed at mainframeusersandpricedin tens or hundredsofthousandsof pounds. As the market cannot support this number an unenviable job for computerdepartmentmanagersisto try to spot the vendors whowill still be aroundin 10 years time.
In looking for reasons for this fragmentation, the history of software developmentisinstructive. The transition from machine code (strings of ones and zeros) to a symbolicequivalent which the computeritself could translate into binary notation took only a fewmonthsto get started and a year or two to perfect. The need was great and although therewasa difference of opinion about the choice of mnemonicsfor the various functionstherewerenoissuesofprincipleto be settled. What is more, as each manufacturer☂s machine haddifferent registers, instruction sets & word formats, they each had to develop their ownassemblers (2nd generation languages). The race to come to marketwith a language whichwould be a lingua franca between different machines led to much more acrimony but,perhapsbecause they were more awareofthe importanceofcatching the market or perhapsbecause they were backed by the US defence establishment, the COBOL team producedthe product which has been dominantfor 20 years. For the sequential design of computernow used it cannot be challenged ♥ the investmentin software and programmertrainingmakes wholesale conversion to any other language unthinkable. Theoretical argumentsaboutlanguage design are simply beside the point. I note that ADA,a language promotedby the Pentagonforreal time applications and backed by our governmentwith money forretraining, is finding an unenthusiastic response among software suppliers. They wouldrather use CORAL,the special purpose languagethey inventedin the 60s, in whichthereisa small but stable pool of expertise.
If COBOLisso well placed, why are so many lookingfor an alternative? Programs whetheror not written in COBOLwill runfaster as the speed of the hardware increases. One reasonis that cheaper hardware has carried computers down-market where organisations do notexpect to spend more on the programmers, whom theyperceive as clerks operating themachines, than they do on the machines themselves. Unfortunately the speed of thought
not having changed since COBOLwasintroducedin the 60s, a pageofcode takes about aslong to produceas ever it did. What is more, the expectations of the customers has beenraised by the use of package software and not least by recent, highly interactive microsystems produced for the mass market.
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The heavy promotion of the many 4th generation products tempts data processing
managersto use them in place of COBOLwhennewcodeis required. Many considerations
influence them in this direction. They are told that the programswill require less code, that
good work can be producedwith less training, that the analyst himself can do the coding
and stop acting as the middle man betweenthe customerand the programmerandso avoid
the delays and misundertandings that result from indirect communication. All of these
claimsare true butthere are prices to be paid.
Therelationship between 3rd generation languages and the machine codeinto which they
are compiled is direct and easy to understand. A COBOLinstruction to MULTIPLYis
converted into a loop of many machine cycles to perform repetitive addition, Even
extensionsto the languageused to access databasesare easy to understandin principle. The
instruction follows a succession of pointers ☁navigating☂ amongthe inter-connected data-
groupsuntilthe keyofits☁search argument☂ is matched. Although mostofthe tediousdetail
of the machinecode is hidden, 3rd generation code ☁maps☂ quite closely to the code which
it generates. This gives the codera feeling for whatheis telling the machineto do and the
relative costs of different approaches. Moreover, he can choose between different paths to
the samegoal and planthe interactions between majorsectionsof his job to minimise the
timeand resources used.
It is quite otherwise with 4th generation database managers, report generators, query
languages andthelike. The code providedis intendedto specify whatis to be done, not how
the computeris to do it. Some people hope that this idea can be developed to the point
wherethe customerwill be able to dispense with the analyst as well as the programmer and
generate his own code.It is seen that this would require a jargon-free language directed to
the expression of the job to be done and making minimum concessionsto thefact that it is
to be run on a computer. Theinstruction input howeverstill has to be translated into
machine code only now without a programmerto interpret the ☁what☂ into ☁how☂. Not
surprisingly this lack ofa directing intelligence often produces tortuous machine code. The
difficulty ofproducing generalised algorithmsto translate from loosely structured user code
to robust and consistent machine codehasled the vendorsto concentrate on thosefacililities
whichare most in demand ♥ data capture, report generation andfile handling and enquiry.
Whenused for these purposes and with a sustained attemptto keep the code simple,these
tools are effective. They can be used to create someformsofbespoke system but they can
never have the control over all the functions of the computer that is implicit in 3rd
generation languages.
In 1957, six monthsoutof University, I answered a small, classified advertisement in the
Daily Telegraph: ☁Wanted, keen and enquiring minds, knowledge of Boolean algebra an
advantage☂. I had read Philosophy becauseit excited me and Boolean algebra as part of the
course in Formal Logic. It was my good fortune that my degree turned outto be vocational
training! Thirty years ago I felt priveleged to be standing at a new frontier. What is the
prospect now?
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Weseem to have reached an impasse. We wantto producesoftware that is closely matchedto the unique requirementsofparticularusers yet the 3rd generation languages that havethe power to produce such individually tailored software are expensive and so slow tospecify that the requirement may have changed before the program is completed andattempts to modify it just start the whole slow cycle over again. On the other hand ingeniousattemptsto use 4th generation codeto create sophisticated software are heavy on machineresource and make code hard to amend.
I think there are alternative roads which we might take but which of them we do take willdepend on the view that influential members of the computing industry and theorganisations that support them, both public andprivate, have of their enterprise. Theycan chooseto seeit as partscience, part engineering which will progressonlyifeffort is putinto software research to matchtheeffort that went into hardware. Alternatively they canchooseto see it as a new craft which has now matured and requires only regulation andconsolidation to turn it into a profession closely related to accountancy. I think that theformeris desirable but that thelatter is morelikely and that users whoarestill looking fora toolto help them think maysettle for a toolto help them keeptheir books.
Thereason that I think computingis at the moment morecraft than science will sound toalayman,paradoxical. It is that mathematics has been excluded from computing. In 1957 theChief Programmer of my organisation was a Doctor of Mathematics. That was thoughttobe necessary to master the complexities of binary arithmetic. I was employed though I wasnot a mathematician (nor any sortofscientist) because I hadto talk to customers and theCompany ☁knew☂thatscientists would be no goodat thatsort of thing. Mathematicians, ofcourse, soon tired of hack coding and commercial computer departments were taken overby people literate but mostly innumerate. They are now the driving force behind the moneygoing into ☁artificial intelligence☂ research because they need software which will acceptnatural languageinstructions(preferably spoken, not typed). It is sad they will notlive toenjoyit.
Mathematicsis the queenofsciences because it makes possible the communicationofideasNot easy to express concisely and unambiguously in extended prose. Advancesin scienceare often accompanied by extensions to mathematics, particularly extensions to notationalthough these may not be invented by the man who breaks the new ground ♥ Keplermanaged without a multiplication sign! Theinventors and beneficiaries of the new notationare often the inheritors of the new science and theyuseit to create a sound theoretical basefor the next advance. The notation which makesthe breakthrough and convertsa craft intoa scienceis not always mathematical. The modern scienceofchemistry owes much to JohnDalton who drew upa table of atomic weights based on the proportions in which elementscombined and used some crude diagrams to explain his hypotheses. As this approachseemedfruitful, others suggested a more systematic notation which has developed into themodern symbolism. Modern chemistry would not be possible withoutthe formulae whichunderpin its concepts and are now so well knownthat H20 isa slang term and even H2S04is recognized by connoiseursoflimericks. Is there any sign ofsuch progress in computing?
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Some progress has been made in developing a systematic description of the raw material
processed by computers. Data analysts have invented terms to describe abstract
characteristicsof data itemssuchas therelationship between them. Theyset down the data
structures to be processedas☁entity diagrams☂ showing items grouped andthe one-to-many
or many-to-manyrelationships between the sets. While drawing up these diagramsoften
helps define the requirements of the system, they cannot be manipulated like formulae.
Whatis required is an analytic notation and preferably one whichcan bedirectly executed
by a computer. As so much conventional commercial computing is concerned with
comparisons betweensets of data, the notation needs to express both mathematical and
logical algorithmsbut I shall use ☁mathematical☂ as shorthandfor both.
So long as computer departmentslimit their ambitions to helping the accountants keep the
books a mathematica! notation is unlikely to be adopted. Systematisation in accounting is
confined to double-entry balancing andlittle mathematics is needed beyond powers for
compounding and discounting and ratios for bringing performance in different
departments or companies to a common base. However, accountants directly concerned in
the managementofcompanies needtools to allow them to project performance, Thiscalls
forstatistical analysis and formsthebasis ofwhatis often called a ☁Company Model☂. There
are, of course, otherfields where modelling is appropriate from Astronomy to Zoology and
such models are usually codedin a 3rd generation languagelike FORTRANor morerecent
4th generation statistical packages like SAS. Unfortunately such code, although
executable, is not analytic. Using the analogy with chemistry these are the languages of
alchemists. They also have all the drawbacks identified above. Therefore accountants
needing models are abandoning the mainframesand learning to adapt micro-computer
packages, usually some variety of spreadsheet. This has the advantage of being | or 2
precentofthe price of mainframesoftware and allows them to by-passtherigidities ofDP
departments. However, to get the power necessary to model a large company may require
a network of micro-computers andfile-servers and needs technical know-how in the
complexities of micro-computer hardware.
Mywisdomofhindsightis therefore that userswill continue to be frustrated until they use
a mathematical notation to analyse and specify their requirement and a notation thatis
executable to enable the computer itself to prove their algorithms. Micro computers
currently share the languagelimitationsofthe mainframes and have additional limitations
in speed. However, the new, cheap mass market will respond more quickly than the
traditional, expensive and small one. This should enable an analytic and executable
languageto penetratefast and deep.Is there any reader whothinks ] am saying thereis no
road worth travelling until someonehas invented such a notation for computer science? I
am not saying that because there is a notation. Thirty years ago it was called ☁Iverson☂s
Notation☂ but now it is known as APL. To penetrate it must of course, like chemical
notation, be taught in every school. Unfortunately, while textbooks with non-alphabetic
notation are more expensive than others, they are not prohibitively so but as yetthere is no
cheap, readily accessible APL interpreter for the most common micro-computers.
However if my ambitions are realized we shall have one long before I end my working
career.
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TECHNICAL SECTION
This section of VECTORis aimed principally at those of our readers who already knowAPL.It will contain itemsto interest people with differing degrees of fluency in APL.
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Technical Editorial: Mind your language
byJonathan Barman

What other languages should APLerslearn, and why? There is concern that the APL
communityis closed and does not take account ofthe ☁real☂ computingthatis going on. APL
is, after all, a tiny part of the overall computing activity. Naturally, as this is an APL
periodical, we think that it should play a much more importantrole.
Previouseditorials haveraised the issue ofwhere APL should or should not be used, and we
were hoping thatarticles would be written on the subject. So far there has beenvery little,
and we feel that one of the reasons could be that there are very few APLers who are
comfortable in using another language.
If this is true, thenit could explain why APLis such a small part ofthe computing world. If
someone does not know another languagereasonably well, and is not aware of the way in
which the majority of computingis carried out, it is then very difficult for them to describe
the benefits ofAPL ina rational and convincing manner.
Standard APL is a non-looping language. Part of its charm to those wholove it is the
amazing solutions that are available where, at first sight, looping would appear to be
essential. The ☁for each☂ operator in the extended APLs allows looping solutions to be
defined naturally, but extended APLs need lots of memory and computing power.If a
looping solutionis the easiest to implement, and extended APLis notavailable, what are
the alternatives? BASICisso horribleafter the elegance ofAPL that most of us shudderat
the thought, although compiled BASICis quite fast. In fact pretty well all the options come
downto a compiled language. PASCALandC seem to be the mostpopularalternatives. C
seems to have the edge in our view as you can, if needed, get down to basic machine
operations, andit is easy to prepare lots of modules which can be pulledoff the shelfwhen
needed. This is similar to the the way in which functions can be copied from a utility
workspace in APL. PASCAL is used for teaching programming and maybethebestfor a
relative novice. Many APLs now allow ASSEMBLERroutines to becalled, and if the
added speedis worth the considerable investmentin programmingtime, thenitis relatively
easyto includespecial functionsin the workspace.
There are massesofspecialised languages with much the same level ofuse as APL, some of
them stich as PROLOGare much further away from the normal computing traditions.
Which ones should we be looking at, and whatare the problemsthatthey can solve more
easily than APL?
Fourth generation languages are muchin the news, and we needarticles about them so that
we canseeifthey really do offer the advantagesclaimed, and ifwe should seriously consider
their use in place of APL for specific problems. Has any reader of VECTORever used a
fourth generation language?
Please write to give us your personal experiences of successful (and unsuccessful) use of
other languages, particularly their use alongside APL, or in applications that might be
considered☁natural☂ for APL.
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Technical Correspondence
APL2 bug update

From David Piper 18 February 1987
Sir,
Following myletterto the last edition ofVECTOR, Iam pleased to say that IBM haveseenfit to cure someofthe bugsI reported in APL2. Threeofthe four bugsI reportedlast timehavebeenfixed. The fourth is claimed notto be a bug anyway, and who am I to argue,
The following problemshave beenfixed:

晳 Fractional line numbers in Editor2.
晳 Problems with APL WSID after COPY.
= Problems with APL QUIET(IBM claimed this was nota bug,butthenfixedit).

Thave also found some undocumented changesin the mostrecentrelease of.APL2(Version1 Release 2). Since these maybeofinterest to other users, a brief resumefollows.
1, QSAM AP 111
The QSAM AP has been upgraded to allow multiple writes to be driven from oneassignment to the RECORDvariable. The cover functions I havealready implementedallow advantageto be takenofthisfeature simply by enclosing the entireleft argument(seemyarticle in the VECTOR Vol.3,No.3).
Ifa text arrayis assignedto therecord variable, eachlineofthe array will be processed as arecord, WITHIN THE AP. I have done some benchmarks, andit looks as thoughthisenhancementcan save upto 75% of the CPUassociated with writing a file. Unfortunatelythis technique cannot be easily used with the VAR conversion option,variable lengthrecords. No enhancementhas been madeto reading data.
2. )CHECKsystem command
This system commandallowsvarious invocation options ofAPL2 to be changed ☁in-flight☂.)CHECK SYSTEMdisplays the currentsettings.)JCHECK SYSTEM option (value) willchangethevalueassociated with the relevant option.
3. )CHECK TRACE
If the SYSDEBUGlevel is set above 128 (using )CHECK SYSTEM), a new typeoftracecan be placed on functions. This trace counts the numberoftimes each line of code isexecuted and thetotal cpu time used. Thetrace can beset up as follows:
JCHECK SYSTEM SYSDESUG(128))CHECK TRACE TIME17 D1B *Poot a Set the trace option on function FOO19 Ore tFoat 6 Check the initial values of the counters
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The function (FOOin this case) can now be used normally. Any further reference to 19[]IB
☁FOO☂will display the updatedtraceresults, Notethatifeitherofthe )CHECK commands
is omitted, the trace will not work. In fact trying to reference [IB without setting
SYSDEBUG> 128results ina SYNTAX ERROR.
I hope the abovewill beof interest to other users of APL2,
Yourssincerely
D.B. Piper
Cocking and Drury, London.

Use ofWIN
From Mr A N Wiggins
Sir,
I havejust read Martyn Adamsreview of APL*PLUSrelease 6. I agree with his comments
about the WIN functionsandtheir descriptions in the manuals.
Maybethe following function will be of help to any readers tryingto get to grips with this
area.

V RES+SCN ARGLINP:WND[1] AVSCN - CREATE OR EDIT A FULL SCREEN PANEL : A N WIGGINS 12 FEB B7
2] a THE GRAPHICS CHARACTERS ARE IN THE 'F! KEYS
(3] 9 WHEN YOU ARE STAISPIED WITH THE SCREEN, EXIT USING THE <INS> KEY
[4] a THIS IS WRITTEN AS A BASIC DESCRIPTION OF THE WAY IN WHICH
(s) A THE OW FUNCTIONS WORK ... ARD NO MORE i!

®8[6] E.G. RESeSCH'' A START CREATING A NEW SCREEN
(71

9

E.G. AES+SCN RES a EDIT AW EXISTING SCREEN
Cel(3) GKEYS AVAILABLE IN THE SUPPLIED <APLDEMO> WORKSPACE
{10] DrevF » CLEARS THE SCREEN
(i1] woe 00 25 80 NEW WINDOW SHAPE
142] wwD OWPUS ARG # PUT UP THE SCREEN
[13] 0 0 p-1 DWKEY 433 a

©

REDEFINE THE <INS> KEY (SEE PELOW)
(14) LooP:INPMWIW WwD
[2] +(433FNPL2])/LO0P a CAN ONLY BREAK OUT OF LOOP WHEN <INS> IS PRESSED
(16) RES+UWD OWGET 1 9 COLLECT THE WINDOW AND OUTPUTv

Yours,
AN Wiggins,

Lombard North Central,
Lombard House,
London, WIA JEU.
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APL Trivia
Wimbock-APL Application Notes

by ☁Dan Wimbock☂
Someofthe technical features ofthis litde-known implementation were described in anearlier edition ofVECTOR (April 1985); regular readers will be pleased to know that Danhasnotbeenidle overthe past two years ~ indeed he was unable to exhibit at APL86 due topressure of other commitments.
The majorthrust of developmenthas been not so much in advancing technologicalfeaturesof the interpreter(althoughthe☁airborne☂generalised array implementation is an advanceon both ☁floating☂ and ☁grounded☂ which is worth anarticle in its own right ~ maybe nextyear); rather it has been in emphasising useability and the pragmatic nature of thisparticular incarnation of APL.
Aninstanceof this combines Dan☂s interest in both Expert Systems and a new approach to☁help☂ facilities within applications.
When we look at the conventional ☁help panel☂ approach we find a number of problemswhichlimit the possibility of actually providing the assistance which our user really wants.
a) Information displayedis in a quite rigid format - once seenit can only be re-seen; ifitfails to create understandingthereis rarely an alternative phrasing which could shedlight.
b) Analysis of the user☂s problem is the user☂s responsibility ♥ the system doesn☂t attempttogain insightinto why help is needed.
Dan☂s view of the solution to this problem alsofalls into two parts,
a) Theability to construct meaningful and grammatically-correct sentences in the user☂sownlanguage.
b) A diagnosticfacility which can analyze underlying problems.

Takingthefirst, consider a sentence encountered very early in the education process ofmost English-speaking humans ♥ yet one which is only uttered under the rarest ofcircumstances by the most advanced computing hardware. . .
☁The cat sat on the mat☂

Grammatical structure is subject-verb-object; a structure which is able to tolerateconsiderabledistortion in termsof additionalqualifiers (adjectives and adverbs), plurality(☁the cats sat on the mats☂) and abstraction (☁a cat sat on a mat☂). This single sentencestructureis capable ofembracing an immense diversity ofsubject matter (cats, dogs, mats,rugs, even computers) and the most advanced of technological concepts. . .
☁The X-195A computer architecture is based on 73-bit Gallium Arsenide VLSItechnology☂
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Dan has therefore implemented a help-message-generation-facility GHMGF)which is
based on this expert-system-paradigm (ESP) using Appropriate Vocabulary (AV), with
pseudo-random phrase selection (PRPS) as a methodology for perceptual diagonalisation
of the underlying message (invocation of the facility successively under the same stimulus
does not generate repetition ofthe message, nor doesit take the user to a deeperlevel before
understanding ofa first-order message is attained).
Taking as an example the sub-phrase structure illustrated below.. .
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This example uses the APL2-emulation mode of Wimbock-APL:
QAPL+'APL2"
DPYis from Brown (1986)
The PRPSalgorithm is simplicity itself:

QZ+PRPS TEXT;ORLCa} Calex/73t0rs-0[2] Zev( Pp" TEXT) > TEXT
y

Hence:
PRPS GOBLINTHE SMALL ELFPRPS GOBLINA VERY OLO ELF

The system designer needsonly feed ina suitable vocabulary in orderto create a full and
varied selection of relevant help messages; future extensions planned at Wimbock
Enterprises include automatic extraction ofvocabulary from system design documentation
and utilisation of the (NLT system variable to create national-language customisation
(althoughthislatter may require some work on the Generalised GrammarInterface♥GGI).
Theotherhalf of the solution entails straightforward analysis of the )SI stack to determine
the contextof the user☂s problem,andthis is combined in the full implementation with a
pseudo-ELIZAdialoguing techniquetoelicit the user☂s state of mind. Thisis presently the
subject ofa patent application and Wimbock Enterprisesare unable to divulgefull details of
the techniques and algorithms used; however Dan feels that the averagely diligent
VECTORreader should be able to devise a suitable solution fairly quickly (it is unlikely
that using thefull capabilities of Wimbock-APL the necessary function would be longer
than <PRPS> above).
Reference:
Algorithmsfor AI in APL2;Brown, APL86 Tutorials
(Editor: Gettem while we gottem).
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Recent Enhancements to Wimbock-APL:
Danhasjust announceda newrelease, containing a numberofenhancements among thembeing...
DIAPL System Function
Ensures application portability from other environments; (APL maybe set to values☁APL2☂, ☁IPSA☂, ☁STSC☂, ☁VSAPL☂, ☁APL68000☂, ☁DYALOG☂in additionto default setting☁WIMBOCR☂. When set all symbols are interpreted in the context of the parentimplementation. Attempts to set JAPLto an unrecognizedvaluewill result ina DOMAINERROR,e.g. OARLAPEtDOMAIN ERROROAPL*" TAPEa
Monadiciota domain extended
Negative integers: _ 5- e. v172 73 ☜4 75
Complex integers: 1252

1J1 Ww?
271 22

Further extension to non-integer argumentsare anticipated ☁soon☂.
☁And So Forth☂ Operator
This is a new niladic operator intended to improve productivity at the function definitionstage; it is only available on the dedicated Wimbock-APL Machine andtakes advantage ofthe advancedAIfeaturesofthe machine. At any point during function definition whenitisobviousto the programmerhow to continuethe ☁andsoforth☂ operator may be invoked, forexample: [12] Bost 2 1exy2

113) xyaeg晳 10710Tia) a.{21) Orexyz
Control of function definition is regained by the programmerat-the explicit line numberentered. This feature has been incorporated to make Wimbock-APL more attractive toconventional systemsanalysts and Dan wishesto expresshis gratitudeto his supervisors inearlier years for making him awareof the usefulness ofthis notation.
☁Circle☂ reclassified as an operator
This is an enabling move for a further generalisation of array structure (away fromTectangularity to a more general ovoid form); in the present implementationits usefulnessis limited, but for example90002 p14
3412
Notethatthis assumesprior use ofthe JANGLESsystem variable which allowsuser choicebetween radians and degrees as measureofrotation.
Notealso that domain is severely restricted with presentarray limitations

8702 2014DOMAIN ERROR87602 2p 14A☁
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Prize Competition: Sweeten your Combinations
by Derek Wilson

A popular brand of sweets comesin coats of many colours, andis sold in tubes and packs.
Thesearefilled at random from theset colours. Whatis the probability that a tube will be
missing one or morecolours?
Theproblem is to write a function whichtakes a left argumentof the numberof sweetsin a
pack and a right argumentof the numberof colours, and returns a vector of all the
probabilities. Thefirst elementis the probability that therewill be exactly 1 colour in the
pack, the next elementthe probability that there will be exactly 2 colours, and so on. For
example,ifthere were only 5 sweets ina pack and3 colours available, then the result would
be as follows:

5 COLOURS 3
8.01234567901 B.3783703704 26172839506

Competition rules
= Entries must be in legible English or APL as appropriate and should preferably be

machine produced.
= Entrants must declare the type ofcomputerandtheversion andreleaselevelofthe APL

interpreter on which any functions were written.
= Thedate andthe entrants☂ full nameand address must appearon eachsheetofthe entry.
= Entries should be physically separate from other contributions suchasletters, and

should be clearly marked ☜Competition Entry☝.
= All submissions should be sentto the Editor.
i Membersofthe B.A.A. committee,activities working group or journal working group

are ineligible.
B DOSformat diskettes containing APL*PLUS, IBM or SHARP APL workspaces are

acceptable; diskettes will be returned.
= Unless otherwise stated, entrants should submit only one entry. We encourage

submission ofalternative approaches, but the entrant mustindicate clearly which one
answeris the entry in the competition.

= Non-membersof the B.A.A. are encouraged to enter the competition. If they should
win,thenpartoftheirprize will comprise free B.A.A. membership for the currentyear.

® Late competition entries may be acceptedif the competition has not yet been judged.
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Introduction to Technical Contributions
Ourfirst contribution comesfrom thestatistics departmentofthe University ofNew SouthWales, Australia. J B Douglas responds to Dick Bowman☂s domino difficulties (SeeVECTORVol.3, No.1) with a shortpiece entitled ☁Polynomial CurveFitting☂.
In the sameissue ofVECTOR,JohnSullivan wrote about ☜Fast Fibbing☝. His article hasstimulated two replies from our readers. Joseph de Kerf ♥ the Chairman ofthe BelgianAPL-CAM Users Society (BACUS) has contributed his thoughts on the subject. AlanSykes has written from the Department of ManagementScience and Statistics at theUniversity College of Swansea, providing an APL2 view ofthe subject.
David Piper is a consultant with Cocking and Drury; his latest foray into the depths ofAPL2is entitled ☁Using NameAssociation for Data Translation☂.
Paul Chapmanis an independentconsultant whois currently employed by the I-APL teamto write the free APL interpreter for schools. Paul has made his arduous and lonely taskmorebearable by writing an I-APL diary, thefirst instalmentofwhich is published in thisissue ofVECTOR. Watch outfor more diary instalmentsin future issues!

Call for TechnicalArticles
If you are interested in publishing an article in the technical section of VECTOR,pleasecontact David Ziemann or Jonathan Barman,thetechnicaleditors. Our backlogofarticleshas now been exhausted, so we can guaranteeto get you in print immediately.
If you receive VECTORregularly, you will appreciate thearticles and correspondencecreated by others. You are of course familiar with your own work and views, but others arenot; please consider sharing your knowledge with the other readers by making acontribution of your own.
Please note also that wearetrying to orient future issues of VECTORaround more specificthemes. Obviously weare particularly keen to receivearticles based on these topics. Ourcurrent plans for volume 4 of VECTORareas follows:
Number Copydate Issue date Theme

1 24 April July 87 Graphics anduserinterface2 24 July October 87 Applications3 16Qctober January 88 Education
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Polynomial CurveFitting
byJ B Douglas

[refer to Dick Bowman☂s and the Editor☂s comments (VECTOR Vol.3, No.1, pp 99-100)on the different responses of different APL systems to a dyadic use of domino forpolynomial curvefitting.
Dick☂s remark,thatit is ☁interesting☂ when the same code applied to the same data givesdifferentresults, is certainly valid. But without downplaying the importance ofhaving goodalgorithmic and numerical procedures(☜the code☝), [ should like to emphasize the otheraspect, the data, of whatis a perpetual problem. The ☜perpetual problem☝is to devisemethodssufficiently robust for appropriate aralysis of any data;it is perpetual becausewhatever method maybedevisedit is always possible to invent data for which the methodwill misbehave.
Whatis often soughtis a☜. . . fitted curve . . . to look nice and smooth . . .☝ So let☂s graphDick☂s data (see Figure 1). The curious behaviourat odd and even ☜years☝ is obvious, andno meaningful smooth curve seems plausible ♥ in particular, a cubic cannot possiblyreproduce the markedoscillation of the Y-valuesat the later ☜years☝ X. To obviatereadilyremovable DOMAIN or LIMIT ERRORdifficulties, which may arise simply becauselarge numberslike 1995areraised to high powersin thecalculations,subtract 1984 from X.This gives numericallyreliable regression coefficients and a smoothfitted curve (see Figure2) whichis basically nonsense when thoughtofas representing the data. (APL*PLUSPCiscapable of giving an equivalentto this result without havingto subtract the 1984.)
A moredetailed analysis shows that of the four regression coefficients, only thefirst,associated with the constantterm,is ☜large☝ (comparedwithits standard error) andlikely tobe meaningful, and that the mean square aboutthefitted cubic really isn☂t much less thanthat abouta constantfitted value.
The numericalresults are as follows, with the datafirst:
X: 1234567 8 91011
Y: 37 36 39 38 41 39 43 38 43 35 42
+B+YRA+Xe.*#0 1 2 3
returnsthe regression coefficients

34.212 2.040 -0.225 0.00777
for which the standarderrorsare:

5.1 3.5 0.67 0.037;
fitted values are calculated from a+.x3
Inspectingthe data, the graph suggests that two distinct quadratics would represent them
wellat the years recorded: one quadratic for the odd, and anotherfor the even, years. This
fitting can be achieved by replacing the matrix A by the matrix C; both are shown below.
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A c
»o oto. 1 1 1 0 01 2 4 8 1 0 0 2 41 39 2 1 3 9 0 01 4 16 64 1 0 0 4 16
☜Tay 12d 1331 ☁T dW i 0. 0

Then executing:
YBC

returnsfive coefficients all of which are large compared with their standarderrors,thefit
being displayed in Figure 3. (Thecoefficients and their standard errors are:

34.141 2.082 -0.1234 1.632 -0.1507
0.72 0.29

=

0.024 0.31 0.029)
So in somesensethis smoothly, and quite closely, reproducesthedata.It leaves uncertain
what meaning should beattachedto interpolated values ♥ but so do the data.
J believe the principal messageto be that one should always look at the data and whatany
procedure predicts for the data, to see thatthe question and the answerare reasonable. The
☁misbehaviour☂ of domino is minor compared with the mis-specification of a cubic for the
representation ofthe data. Figure 1. Bowman☂s original data
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Figure 2. Original data witha fitted cubic
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Figure 3. Original data with afitted pair ofquadratics
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More on ☜Fast Fibbing☝
byJoseph de Kerf

In a previousissue of VECTOR(seeref1), John Sullivan compares the Fibonacci function
FIB], based onthe recurrencerelation:

¥ RePIBL N(1) fel 2[2] +(¥>pReR,+/2+R) /OLC
v

with the loop-eliminating Fibonacci function FIB2:
Uo RePIB2 WN

(17 ReLO.54(4R)晳((0.5%1 +R) 4) ♥ (0. 521-Re540.5 ane°
Thedefined function FIB2is based on the well-known golden section formula:

= +t 1, i=¥5,"a = Te! ar
The second term ofthe formulais very small, even for lowervalues of n, and converges to
zero. By setting: na, = de UH)v5 °2
we get:

t+ 3)"
2

u= 0.7236
1.1708
1.8944
3.0652
4.9597
8.0249
12.9846
21.0095
33.9941

10 55.0036 etc...
Roundingoffto integers gives the exact values for the Fibonacci Numbers. This meansthat
we can replace FIB2 by the Fibonacci Function Mark3:

V RFIB3 WN 'C1] Rel O.54(2R)x (0. 5x1+540.504v

n=

W
M
U
D
N
A
W
H
e

Apart from someoverhead, the execution of FIB3 versus FIB2 is speeded up by an extra
factor of about 2.
This trick is well known in the literature (see e.g. ref 2). So, to the recommendation
☜Always do the systemsanalysis before you write the program☝, we should add ☜Consult
theliterature before you do the systemsanalysis.☝
References.
1. Fast Fibbing, by John Sullivan, VECTOR3.1, July 86, pp 113-114
2. Motivating Arrays in Teaching APL, by Garth H Foster, Proc. ofSth International APL
Users☂ Conference, Toronto, May 1973, pp 3-1/3-8. Theme: APL applications in Education
and Business. Printed by Canadian Printco Ltd., Toronto, 1973.
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MoreFibbing
by Dr Alan Sykes

John Sullivan☂s article VECTOR Vol.3, No.1), raises some importantissues concerningAPLandits relationship with other languages. APL providesonly ratherinefficient tools(some moreinefficient than others!) for solving those computational problems typified bythe Fibonacci sequence. The most natural methodis to consider looping (or functionrecursion) and the search for alternative methods, whilst intellectually stimulating, oftengive computer scientists (justified?) cause for concern! Afterall, John Sullivan☂s solution(FIB2) isn☂t recursive, nor doesit involve only integer arithmetic.
However, to avoid suchcriticisms completely,it would be necessary to write our programin machine-code ~ undoubtedly the☁best☂ languagefor recursiveinteger arithmetic! Manycomputer scientists would not readily follow this course, and clearly some compromisebetween the efficiency of the program execution and theefficiency of the programconstruction is usually made. What we APLers must do is to show our readiness toconstruct auxiliary processorsforthose applications which demand them,thereby showingour computer science colleaguesthat we can ☜have our cake and eatit☝.
In a wider context of computing solutionsto difference (or differential) equations, JohnSullivan hasa point. Numerical solution ofeven simpledifference equations can be fraughtwith thelikelihood of numerical instability. Hence,if an exact solution is known,this maylead to anefficient and error-free method of computation.In this context, FIB2 is a goodsolution.
Incidentally, at the risk of invoking my own criticism, may I present an APL2 solution(which I hasten to add is much slower than FIB2). FIB3 calculates the first 2N Fibonaccinumbers:

VRSPIBS
(1) Ae, (te.x\Woc2 26111 2)C,,27☂
This example is interesting in the context of becoming familiar with useful ☁second-generation☂ APLidioms, Itis inefficient because the powers of the matrix

1 1
1 2

created by
+ex\Wpe2 2p 1112
are not created recursively. The ☁scan☂ operation ☁\☂ operates recursively with some binaryoperations; for example
+\1 10000
is muchfaster than
=\t 10000
because ☁+☂ is ☁associative☂ whereas☁-☂ is not. Although ☁+.x☂is an associative operation onmatrices, the APL2 interpreter does not recognise this and hence the inefficiency.
fam very grateful to John Scholes of Dyadic Systemsfor his helpful comments on FIB3during APL☂86 at Manchester.
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Using NameAssociation for Data Translation
by David Piper

1. Introduction
Whenused in a commercial data processing environment, systems implemented in APLwill often be required to addresssignificant volumesofdata from ☁external☂ (i.e. non-APL)files. Since thesefiles are not generated by APL code,they may well contain data in formatsnotreadily accessible by APL. Prime examplesofsuch formats include packed decimal andthe IBM S/370 floating point format.
Oneof the supplied workspaces in both the VS APL and APL2 environments containsfunctions for translating external data into APL numeric form. Since these functions arecoded in APL, makinguse of someofthe most complex APL primitive functions (index-ofand encode/decode), execution speedstend to be somewhatslow. This poor performanceisof especial concern whenlarge volumesofdata are being translated.
2. NameAssociation (JNA)
UNAis a system function provided as part of APL2 (Version | Release 2 andlater). It isdesigned to allow routines coded in languages other than APL andstored outside theworkspaceto be invoked in exactly the same way as APL functions.
Thefunctions are invoked by use of an associated processor, one for each language typebeing used. In the CMSenvironment, two associated processors are provided; 10 allowsuse of the REXX language,11 allows languages compiled into machinecodeto becalled.
TSO provides only processor 11, since there is no equivalent to the REXX language.
3. Properties of Associated Objects
Oneofthe key properties of associated objects is that they obeyall the rules associated with
☁normal☂ APL2 objects:
m They appear in{JNL, )NMSetc.
@ ONCreturnsthe correct nameclass for the object.
= Associated functions and operators can generate APL2 errors.
m Theassociation is preserved in a )SAVEd workspace.
= Associations can be )COPYed from another workspace.
晳 Associationsare dissolved by JERASEor EX.
m (ATreturnsthe correct information (even a timestamp can bedefined.)
An associated function appears identical to a locked function as far as the applicationprogrammeris concerned.
4, Interface Definition
Theinterface between APL2 andthe associated objectis definedin a ☁names☂ file. Amongstotherfactors, the namesfile contains descriptionsof:
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The nameofthe associated function.
Theload library where the function can be found.
The module nameandentry pointif different from the associated name.
Interface type (object, fortran or function).
Descriptions of the arguments, including structure and data types if these can be
anticipated.

@ A description ofthe function and time-stamp.
The most complex feature to be defined is the pattern of the arguments. The pattern
definition must includedetails of structure ♥ thatis the pattern of nesting in the argument.
Details of rank, shape and acceptable domain mustalso be included. To facilitate the
implementation of assembler coded functions, translation options can also be specified.
These will cause an argumentto be translated from APL formatto S/370 on input to the
function andtheresult to be re-translated on output.
5. Supplied Functions
With APL2several functions coded in assembler are provided. The lack ofdocumentation
makes these more difficult to use, several of the functions are, however, extremely useful.
Severalofthe functionsallow a vectorto be partitionedin various ways(see also myletter in
VECTORVol.3, No.3). These include:
CAN- partition on zeroes in a boolean vector.
DAN partition on delimiters, removing the delimiters.
SAN - partition on delimiters, retaining the delimiters.
Other functions are more esoteric such as SVI which allows a systems programmer to
investigate which associated processorsare functioning. The functions used for converting
data between APL and 8/370 formats and back again are RTA (record-to-array) and ATR
(array-to-record).
6. RTA and ATRfunctions
These two functionstranslate S/370 data to APL formats and back again respectively. The
left argument takes the form of a pattern specification of the data to be translated. The
pattern specification is similar to that used to describetheleft and right arguments in the
associated functions namefile definition.
The RTA and ATRfunctions are capable of translating an entire record, with fields of
varying lengths and typesat onecall. The cover functions presented here are more limited,
they are designedto replace the IBM functionsin 1 UTILITY.Each function translates any
numberofoccurrencesofa given data type into APL format(or vice versa).
For example, when read from file,a series of6 byte packedfields will each be represented
as 6 APL characters from [JAV.Inthis form,the data cannot be used by APL. Using the
PDI (packed decimalinput) function the 6 character representation is converted into valid
APLnumerics. Supplying an N by6 array of packed decimal data will result in a numeric
vectoroflength N.
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7. Pattern Arguments ☁
The key factor in performing the datatranslation is the creation ofthe pattern argument.The pattern argument is of two separate forms, depending on the direction of thetranslation.
When translating from $/370 into APL, the input data is always supplied to the RTAfunction as a vector, The rank and shapeofthe outputis implied by the rank and shape ofthe argumentto the cover function.
Thefirst part of the pattern argumentdefinesthetranslation option, The optionis in twoparts, the data type (e.g. ☁P☂ for packed,☁I☂ for integer) and the numberofbytes perfield(*P8☂will translate 8 byte packed decimal data). The next part specifies the rank (always 1)and length ofthe resulting APL vector. The resulting numeric vectoris reshaped into anarray that conforms with the input argument.
Whentranslating from APL to S/370,the input data is supplied as an array, theresult isalways a charactervector. In orderto be the inverseofthe ☁input☂coverfunction,this vectoris reshaped. The pattern argumentis created slightly differently. The first item is anasterisk (*) stating that the count of items to be translated is unknown. Thenextitemdescribesthe translation option (as above). Thelast item is anotherasterisk, informingthatthe rank ofthe array being translatedis variable.
8. Efficiency
The main aim ofusing the assembler-codedfunctionsis to gain performance and executionspeed. The following benchmarks show just how effective the assembler-coded functionsare relative to the APL equivalents. The tests are performed by averaging over 1000conversionsof a specified array.
For the BIT conversion functions, 256 bytes of data are converted each time. For thePACKED and INTEGERconversions, integer arrays of 24 rows by 10 columns areconverted. Both negative and positive data are included. Floating point conversion uses a24 by 10 arrayoffloating point numbers, of both negative andpositivesign.

Tt  
Converting from APL to $/370

(CPU milli-seconds per array conversion)
Type Ona APL DNa/aPL (2) Rank
Logical (Bic) 2.68 20.13 13.31 2
Packed Decimal 3.48 23.28 14.95 3Integer 2,58 11.39 22.65 4Floating 2.56 210.58 1,22 1
Average 2.83 66.35 4.27
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Table 2

Converting from 8/370 to APL
(CPU milli-seconde per array conversion)

Type Ona APL QNA/APL (2%) RankLogical (Bit) 2.23 20.52 10.87 4Packed Decimal 3.68 72.88 5.05 3Integer 2.09 101.35 2.06 1Floating 77.24 3.24 2

  

Average 2.74 68.22 4.02
9. Function Changes
The functionslisted below are as identical as possible to those supplied in 1 UTILITY. A
few changes have been forced byrestrictions in the ATR and RTAfunctions:
= TheIJ and IO functionswill now only accepthalfor full word integers.
m The FOfunction is capable of producing single precision as well as double precision

floating point output.
The integer processing restrictions imposed are not very serious. Nearlyall integerfields
are either half- or full-word, Additionally, the performance of the II/IO functionsin !
UTILITYis so poorwith integers greater than 4 bytes, that processing any volumeofdata
is made impracticable.
The FI function in 1 UTILITYis capable of converting full or double precision floating
point into APL numerics. The FO function only produces double precision output. Single
precision can be produced by ☁dropping thelast four columnsof the output☂ (quote from
comments in the function). This technique is obviously inefficient. By default, the FO
cover function will produce double precision output. The required precision can be
specified in the left argument.
10. Conclusions
The requirementto translate data between $/370 and APL formatsarises quite frequently
in the commercial data processing environment. The useof assembler coded functionsto
speed up such translations makes the processingof significant volumesofdata a realistic
proposition.
The functions given are intended to cover the use of the IBM supplied functions in 1
UTILITY.Tothis end, their syntax and functionality is mirrored as closely as possible.
The RTA and ATRfunctionscouldeasily be utilised in a different manner which would
further facilitate data conversion work.
The documentationofthe supplied assembler coded functionsis very poor. Improvements
in this area would makeuse of the supplied functions mucheasier.
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11. Sample Functions
Caly0}1)2]3)4)3)6)7]8]9)10)

FI.3 pr 1) 1987-02-19 13.04.32R+FI DA;ND;O10

Vol.3 No.4

a FN: Convert from $/370 floating point to APL? numerica DA ~ Character array
aR ~ Numeric arrayOro-tQEs(~(sDA)eO 19/5 4DES(~(NDe" It, pDAdes 83/5 4+俉30 11 DAT 'RTA'}/okQes 1 2
OksRe'CES 9 5555559) teNDs1.x/14pDA
R+("1l#pDA)pR RTA,DA

FO.3 2 13 1986-10-22 14.45.44ReLE FO DA;DIO

$/370 Floating point dataAPL2 equivalent data
Error not simple.Full or double words onlyCreate/check associationUnable to associateConversion patternConvert and form array

 

aa
ra
a>

FN: Convert APLZ numerics to $/370 floating point (ful1/double word}
Number of bytes per element
APL2 data to convert$/370 representation
Dyadic call

a@ Extension: Function will allow full word floating pointA LE - Numeric scalar@ DA - Numeric arrayA.R - Character arrayO1o+1
+(2=0NC tLE')/dyLE+8

dy: DES(~(LEcS B)AORZLE*+*'pLE)/5 &(3 11 ONA SATR')/okDes 1 2ok:Re((pDA)LE)p(t(* ES *)'WLEJATR DA

IX.3 ps 12 1987-02-19 13.05.27ReIT DA;ND; O10

Default double-wordLE scalar and LEe4 8Check/create association
Unable to associateConvert and form array

A FN: Convert $/370 integer data to APL integer arraya Restriction! Will only accept 2 or 4 bytea DA - Character array
@ R - Numeric array

 

=DA}俉0 1)/5 4CES(~(nD+"1t1,pDA)e2 4)/5 4(3 21 DONA *RTA☁)/okOrs t 2
ok Re (15 9 5555559) UND, x/1ltpDAR+CLépDA)pR RTA,DA

 

WO.3 pt 12 1986-10-22 14.45.44ReLE 10 DA;Q10
Restriction: Output isLE - Numeric scalarDA - Numeric arrayR  - Character arrayO1o+1DES(~(LEe2 4)AQ=ELE*'*pLE)/5 &DES(v/.DAZLDA)/5 4+(3-11 ONA 'ATR')/okDes 12

oki R*((pDA},LE) po (t(«

length

ap
ev

an

 

15 *)'¥LE)ATR DA
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integers.
Integers to be converted
APL integer array

Error not simpleError not 1-7 bytesCreate/check associationUnable to associateConversion patternConvert and form arrayaa
ar
a>

FN: Convert APL2 integers to $/370 representation of integerslimited to 2 or 4 byte integers
Bytes per output integer
Data to be converted8/370 representation
LE scalar and LEe2 &
Error, not integerCreate/check associationUnable to associateConvert and form array
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Bit data to be convertedABL boolean array
Not simpleCreate/check associationUnable to associate
Conversion patteraoConvert and form arcayp

e
a
r

$/370 bit data.
Data to be convertedOutput $/370 bit data
Not a simple arrayCheck last dimensionCreate/check association
Unable to associate
Conversion patternConvert and form arraypp

a2
ar
e

to APL numericsPacked data to be convertedAPL numeric data
8 Error not simple.A Error not I-16 bytes.a Create/check associationa Unable to associate
fA Conversion patterna Convert and form array

packed decimal formatNumber of bytes per elementData array to be convertedPacked decimal representation
LE scalar and 1SLES16DA must be integerCreate/check associationUnable to associate
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Lalv L1.3 10 1986-10-22 14.45.44
Col R+LI DA;Q10[1] A FN: Convert system/370 bit date into APLZ boolean array
[2] a DA - Character array
(33 AR ~ Boolean array
C4] Dro+t£5] Des(~(spaje0 19/5 4C6] +(3 11 ONA RTA) /ok
7] Ges 12
£8] ok: R+'(BS 9 5555559}'¥1 1,8xx/pDA
C9] Re (C714¢pDA), 8x1 tpDA}pR RTALDA

Ca]v LO.3 ps Ll 1986-10-22 14.45.84
£ 0] R+LO DA;0I0C3] # EN: Convert from APL2 boolean array to
{ 2] a DA - Boolean array
C3] aR - Character array
C4]£ 5] DA}e0 1)/5 4
£ 62 DEs(ReLR«(71th pDA}AB)/5 &
7) (3 11 DNA PATR')/ok{ 8] Mes 12
C Fr ok:R+*(B5 9 5555559)" ¥I Lex/pDA
a Re(C7LépDA).(71tpDA)#8)oR ATRYDA

{a]v PDI.3 pz 11 1987-62-19 13.04.36
0] R+PDI DA;ND; O10[ i} 8 FN: Convert 6/370 packed decimal format

C 2] a DA - Character atray
C3] aR ~- Numeric array
Cc 4] O1o+)C 5] DEs(~(=DA)eO 13/5 4
{ 6] DES(~(ND+"1t]pDA)erl6)/5 4
C7) +(3 11 ONA ☁RTA')/okC 8] Qes 12
£91 okrR+*(P35 9 S555559) "ND, L.x/ b4pDA
Clo] R+(~1+pDA)pR RTAsDA

Cale Pro.3 pz: 1} 2986-10-22 14.45.44
Co] R+LE PDO DA;QIO[C1]. FN: Convert AFL numeric array to S/370{ 2] a LE - Numeric scalar
C 3) a DA - Integet array
C 4} aR - Character array
(5) Oro+1
C6] DES(~(LEc116)A0=sLE*? pLE)/5 4
C7 Des(v/,DAzlDA)/5 4C8 *(3 11 ONA 'ATR')/okC9] Ges 12
[10] ok: R+((pDA),LE}p(*(+ B35 *)*¥LE)ATR DA
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Diary of an implementer
by Paul Chapman

(Editor☂s note: This article comprises various thoughts recorded during the initial stages of the
developmentofthe I-APL interpreter. They have deliberately been left un-edited, in orderto give
readers someinsight into the issues that become uppermostin the mindat various stages ofsuch a
project. I hope that Paul can be coerced into producing a more leisurely retrospective overview of
the project when it has been completed.)
Monday10th November 1986 00:10
I☂ve spent a week getting started on the development language and environment for
implementing I-APL.I wish I had six monthsinsteadofthree weeksto finish this partofthe
project alone ♥ it☂s proving possibly more interesting than the APLitself. Romilly Cocking
told methat at the momentthefightis on for the world☂s sixth most popular language (how
do they judge these things?) between FORTH, LISP and APL. Perhaps DE(for thatis
what this new languageis called at the moment- I started bycalling it DEL, but typing
DELtoa DOSpromptcausesother things to happen. Nottoo expensive, that mistake.. .),
perhaps DE mightbe up there somewhere in a couple ofyears.
Some compromises have been forced, however, because of lack of space on thetarget
machinesfor the APLitself. For example, it is important to know exactly how muchstack
space is going to be used by I-APL(porters shouldn☂t havethe responsibility of having to
putin stack overflow checks and handlers), so it mustbe possible to analyse completely (by
machine,of course) the full calling structureof the interpreter. This means no recursion,
andthatis a decision I mayliveto regret.
Recursionis easy in a language like APL, since the workspacehasa fully flexible heap
manager, but I can☂t afford such luxuries (I must take pity on the poor porter and notgive
him too muchoriginal code to write). Languageslike C are recursive, but then the system
goes BANG whenthe stack overflows, and anyway, starting with 20K too much on the
stack is not muchof a penalty in a 512K machine.
This complete analysability also meansfunction pointervariables are out, since they hide
the structure: you may know whenthey☂re stored, but how do you know howfull the stack
is whenthe function being pointedto is actually executed? After six monthsofthe freedom
of C,these jackets will be severely straight.
Still, it meansthatthe structureofthe language, whichis sort of FORTH-like but with local
variables (which,as I☂ve rediscovered from my FORTRANdays, don☂t haveto be on the
stack) and nicer looking blocks (surrounded by familiar pairs ofbraces, with the occasional
semicolon) and some powerfulself checking abilities (to reduce programmer-error♥ yes,it
does exist, but don☂t tell the guys whoare paying me.. .), anyway,it makes the structure a
lot simpler.
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I☂ve actually got the compiler working. A week ago I was phoning up Geoffrey Roughton
(the sugar daddy of VIZ::APL) asking if he had any compiler-compilers for the PC, and
generally panickingas I tried to remember about LR@) and recursive descent, which only
analyse the syntax anyway andarea far cry from actual code generation. But everything
came out OK in the end (thanksto recursion ♥ oh dear, whatshall I do without it?), but now
the symbol-table structure is groaning underthe pressureofputtinglocal variablesin (into
DE, not APL -

1

haven☂t started the APL yet, but don☂t tell the guys who are paying me. .
.), and now I wonderif a general namespace approachis possible (which makes DEitself
much moresaleable in the end), and how many pointers and two-way linked lists are
needed and whetherthereis an elegant solution.
Elegantsolutionsare satisfying, of course, but they are also maintainable. Note well.
About four o☂clock yesterday morning I discovered that my rationalised algorithmsfor
compiling the likes of IF, FOR and WHILE structures were the same as those
implemented in MVP FORTH.I know I☂m ontheright track.
Only three more weekstofinish DE. Yetto go in are: the DE interpreter, the DE assembler
(which producesthefinaltarget code from the source), the DE debug/tracefacilities (all full
screen andinteractive), the virtual memory manager(if I need it ♥ I hope not. Maybe Pll
buy another 128K for this machine). And ] movehouse next weekend.I☂ll have to work 12
or 16 hours a dayto get it done.Pleasetell the guys who are paying me. . .
Monday 17th November1986 16:44
I had thoughtof putting the development environmentup under Microsoft Windows. But
then I saw the size of Windows. There simply wasn☂t going to be enough room, and
learning the Windowssystem calls and so on would havetakenfar too long. And my budget
doesn☂t stretch to a mouseat the moment.
Anyway, why use a pre-existing package when you can re-invent the wheel yourself? Most
consultants wouldtell you thatthere is every reason, and despise the ☜not invented here☝
attitude. But when you invent something yourself, you don☂t haveto learn howto useit.
Andit doesn☂t come overloaded with features you☂ll never use, which just use up space in
memory and in the manuals, Andifyou don☂tlike the system limitations, you can modify
them. Andif, after a while, it turns out that your system doesn☂t quite do what you had
hoped, why, you canstart again from scratch.
And whenyou☂vefinishedit, you can cobble together some obscure documentation,think
up a thousand and one new uses, andthensell it at a premiumtoall those people who took
their consultants☂ advice.
So I wrote a windows system. It runs on a text screen, has exactly six windows (always
open), has a usereditor for changingtherelativesize of the windowsonthescreen, andis
small andfast.
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Now [ have a prototype front end, which allows meto define tables (ROMresidentfixed
lists of addresses and/or constants), strings (zero terminated sequencesofcharacters), data
areas (uninitialised RAM vectors), constants (numbers or characters), and functions.
Functions andtables can havetables, strings, data areas, constants and functionsincluded
explicitly in-line, or, in the case of functions, in the header by name.
After I wrote thelast entry, J spent some moretime rationalising the workings of block
structures. Here is an extract from the C sourceof the definitions which govern their
behaviour:
{"case", 'b', (int) ☜CocPombpjs sxfgUpxsjflomDpjs }xfgUpxsjflock"},{"do", tbh☂, Cint) ☜Cock "3,
{"for", 'b', (int) "ocPombpjsxfmUpxsjflpjs djfvgd"},Cf", ☁bt, Cnt) "Lockpjs sjfqxfgupxsjflojs }jfl"},
{"repeat", 'b☂, (int) "{achpjs }jfvgu"),until", tb', Cint) "{ocNpjs }jfvgF"},C'whi le☂, 'b', Cint) "CocNpjs }ifvgT"},
(Editor: I hope thatlittle lot has not been mysteriously translated in one of the many electronic
transfers between Paul☂s diskette and the typesetting equipment!)
A little bit ofcode in the compilerjust interprets the oneletter instructions. Thecapitals are
codesfor actual intermediate codeinstructions to be compiled into the object. The☁{☂s, ☁}☂s
and☁:☂s just label the pieces to be interpreted when those characters are encountered in the
source. You cansee I☂ve been having fun.
Nowthe operationofthe userinterfaceis in the processofbeing designed. Golly, how I hate
designing things ~ APL programmerswill know what I mean: with APL you just keep
playing around until youlike it, at no extra cost. (However, I would not recommendthis
approachfor designingfiles andfile based systems.)
At the moment, I☂m using a word processor and program editor called WordVision, in
whichthefunction keysin thefirst column have global meanings(extracts, search/replace,
format, files and print), and the second column have meanings depending on whichofthese
five modes, plus one more (text entry), the operatoris in. This is simple. I will try to do the
same. The troubleis findingfive (or six) functional headings whichare logical, consistent
and coverall options which are needed now or might be developed in the future.
AndI still can☂t actually execute anyof the codeI typein, though I can saveit on disk. By
next week, however. . .
Tuesday 25th November 1986 04:05
By next week,I still can☂t execute the code. But all the C to execute codeis written now, and
all [ need is a front end to getatit.
Talkingof front ends,it is mostly finished now. It uses nearly every finite combination of
function keys to providefacilities to edit source, examinesource by token, examine object
by word, list namesofal! objects of a particular type ~ constants, arrays (which used to be
called data areas), functions andlists (which used to becalled tables) ♥ andso on. I caneven
find out how muchspaceI've got left. Needless to say, the structureis logical, consistent
and coversall the options I☂ve thoughtofso far.
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Dave Ziemann and Anthonyand Sylvia Camacho were here on Sunday to talk about the
schedule. Naively, 1 gave them an idea of what I thought mine mightbe. It is rather
daunting to look at the amountofwork to be done.
In the end,it all comesback to design. It seems to me that the best thing to do when you☂re
tight for timeis leave the design until as late as possible. Again, this soundslike rather the
wrong advice for consultants to give, butitis possible to workthis way, You just make sure
that every elementofthe system is as general and as self-contained as possible.
Dave Ziemann lent me a book called Reliable Software through Composite Design by an
TBMercalled Glenford J} Myers (would IBM ever take me on with a dull namelike Paul
Chapman?). He☂s got some crazy ideas about Module Strength and Module Coupling
which are wonderfulin an ideal world filled with ideal programming languages, and aren☂t
too bad in the real world. He stresses these ideas with a view to making systems more
maintainable, and they do indeed work,so I hear.
So we havethetraditional developmentstrategy:firstly, specify the problem; then design
the solution, then implementit using Myers ideas, then maintain and extend it as
necessary.
Myapproachis to regard the implementation phase as just another maintenance exercise,
which meansthe design ofthe solution can be skimped a bit. To me, the absolute top-level
design (whatit does) is fairly obvious, and the absolute bottom-level functionality (how all
thebits work) should be madeupofunits whichareas generalas possible, Then the middle
level (how it doesit) is just (inevitably, in my experience) the rules which best suit the
requirementstoday, which everyone knows are different from the requirements tomorrow
(or usually yesterday, because nobody☂s botheredtotell you yet).
Enoughofthese ramblings. Goodnight.
Wednesday 27th November1986 05:00
Just a quick note to say WOW!notonly is 1 plus 1 equalto 2, but2 tothe sixth poweris 64.
J can execute things. Nowall I☂ve gotleft is local variables and a few more primitives and
user I/O and breakpoints and sourcelevel trace and objectlevel trace and...
Monday Ist December 1986 07:15
In principle,at least, the deadline for completingthefirst phase of the implementation of:
the APLinterpreter passeda little over seven hours ago. However, I measurethe passing of
days by going to bed, and I haven☂t donethatyet.
It is finished. In this last session, breakpoints finally went in, as did checkpoints (show
currentstate without stopping), and thefacility to record onfile all changes to any source
code throughoutan entire session. One importantaspectofthe system is that source codeis
stored in a straightforwardtextfile, so that it can be examined and edited off line, i.e.
outside DEitself.
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It was only in thelast daythatI actually checked that garbagecollection worked, which itdid withouttrouble. Therearestill one or twofeatures that I would like to have, but I shallstrictly limit any further enhancementsto DEto one hour a day. I would like to be able tochangethe contentsofarrays without havingto write a one-offfunction to do it, and for thatmatter I have to write a function every time I wantto execute anything ~ at the momentthereis no equivalentofimmediate execution mode in DE.
T have started looking at the APL standard. What a nightmare.It lookslikeit might bepossible to implement each definition and evaluation sequence as a subroutine, andthenitwouldall work by the end. What☂s wrong with this approach, then? Well, you don☂t knowwhetherit works until it☂s finished, and evenifI correctly interpreted and implementedeach aspectofthe standard definition, whichis in the form ofa formal modelof a particularimplementation of ☜Standard APL☝, I doubt that the standarditself is without error,Perhaps a good control for the standards committee would be to employ a team ofProgrammers who knew nothing about APL to imptementthe language using just thestandard and without reference to any existing APL system or document. It couldn☂t bedone,of course.
Onesad fact about the standard is that it abandons the beauty and simplicity of APLconstructs and algebra in favourof straight mathematical concepts such as sets, countingnumbers, dense sets, open and closed intervals, and so on. I am lucky enough to havereceived a formal education which covered theseideas, althoughI find them difficult now.
I sympathise with the committee☂s desire to avoid havingto refer to any existing APL,or tohave to use a lot of circular definitions. However, it seems absurd that APL itself, whichwasoriginally developed both to express mathematicalideas in a more accessible way thanthat available with traditional notation, and to describe the behaviour of computers(particularly the IBM System/360), cannot be used to express the concepts and algorithmswhich underlie the language. Ah, well. At least once the APL standardis published,allfuture standardsin otherfields will be able to use the APL notation to clarify and simplify.
So now myfirst task is to get the free storage (heap) management subsystem working, andthen to concentrate on the design of fundamental things like the symbol table, internalstorage of arrays, the state indicator, and the APL tokeniser. Maybe by next week I willhavefound that DEistotally unusable. I hope not.
Tuesday 9th December 1986 04:40
Well, not bad. I have the free storage manager running, and the symboltable, and twodifferentversionsofthe lexical analyser ♥ one based on a code-driven versionofthe actualISO standard diagrams,and onebased ona finite state machine (FSM).
Thefirst worksfine, butis a little slow, sinceit has to try to fit the arriving characters tovarious patterns, which meansthe character ☁+☂ would be attacked asif it were thefirstcharacter of a numeric vector, a name, or a character constant before the software realisesthat it mustbe a primitive.
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So I tried the FSM approach. Backtracking is more difficult here, and must be sidestepped
by using morestates. I have 15 at the moment, andit looks as though I might end up with
many moreif I☂m not careful.
The problem lies in the fact that the characters ☁? and overbar (high minus), as well as
having meaning in numeric constants, are also designated as ☜primitives☝ for somebizarre
reason. So havea lookatthis:
11.1E1 parses as you would expectas a two elementvectors
11.El too; and then not surprisingly
LIE parses as a syntaxerror; but, hold on
1LE as the vector1 1, the inner productoperator☁.☂, and theidentifier E.
Now,asfar as it goes, this doesn☂t matter too much, because inner product isn☂t defined in
the standardforarrayoruser defined arguments. Butfrom the treatment ofcharacterslike
«?, overbar and underbaras havingat least lexical meaningin this version of the standard,
one can deduce with reasonable confidence that extensions are envisaged that would also
give meaning to these characters when they stand alone. In somevisions of APL, they
already have meaning (☁.☂ for the generalised inner product, where | 1. E is defined
semantically at least, and overbar and underbar have been used for plus/minusinfinity).
Now, the standard insists that a conforming APL system must behave in a consistent
manner ona conforming program. Considerthis:

11,EFOO2
According to the standard, this statement will be successfully decomposed into ☜lexical
units☝ (as explained above), and the part-expression ☜E FOO 2☝ must be executed before
the erroneous ☁,☝ is found. Nowhere in the standard doesit specify that a conforming
program must run withouterror, although onepart of the definition of a conforming
program doesrelateto the signalling of errors. J shall come back to this in a moment.
So, FOOitself is called and executed before the inner product operator is parsed and the
error is detected. I think I would prefer to be told that ☜1.E☝is a badly-formed number
before FOO destroys my data base (E contains 2 0, and of course you realise that FOO
makesthetea if thefirst elementofthe left argumentisa 1 (as intended), and deletes the data
baseifit is a 2 (as it turned out)).
So now here are the problems. There are two, one for me(the implementor striving to
produce a standard conforming APL), and one for ISO (the international organisation
attempting to standardise the implementation and use of APL).
Mineis that J can☂t figure outif I am allowedto decide that 1.E is a syntax error before I
execute FOO.Onthe one hand, thisis specifying behaviourdifferent from that required by
a literal interpretation of the standard, andis certainly not a consistent extension, which
may only be madeby removinganerrorsignal, not by inserting one. Onthe other hand,to
quote the standard: ☜A conforming-program shall not depend onthesignalling ofany error
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by a conforming-implementation.☝ The questionarises, is my program conforming? Does
it rely on the signalling of an error by a conforming implementation?
Well, that depends on whetherit is possible to build a conforming implementation which
producesa differentleft argument for FOO. Suppose we have an implementation which
interprets ☜I.E☝as ☜1.E0☝. This would certainly change the behaviourof the program, but
is it conforming? It removes the syntax error which would have been reported after FOO
wasexecuted,so in that senseit is a consistent extension. Butit changes the waythelexical
analyser works,although noerroris reported by either version at the lexical analysis stage.
Finally, if this new interpreter is standard conforming, then my program is not. If the
program is conforming,then theinterpreteris not. But whois to say which way round?
Now,if you☂re still with me, what about this?

1.J2.
Again,according to the standard, the lexical analyser has no problem with this. It is the
number ☜1☝, the inner product operator ☁.☂, the identifier ☜J2☝, and the inner product
operator again. Of course, there is no semantic analysis possible within the standard.
So what if I want to build an APLinterpreter which uses this well-known syntax for
complex numbers? CanI write a standard conforminginterpreter?It definitely removes an
error, at the semantic analysis stage. But it alters the behaviour ofthe lexical analyser
significantly.
So now youare as confusedas I am.
Nowfor the ISO. Thefirst part of their problem is the very specific interpretation of the
behaviourof the lexical analyser. This could beeasily fixed (except thatit is too late for
that. . .), either by insisting on one or more decimaldigits after a decimal point in a number
(1.1J2.2 produces a syntax error during lexical analysis according to the standard, so a
consistent extension is obviously possible), or insisting that the ☁.☂ (and preferably also the
overbar and underbar), when notused in a numeric constant,be separated from anyletter,
digit, ☁.☝, overbar or underbar by atleast one space (as, for example, numbers must be
separated from letters: 123ABCis a syntax error accordingto the standard).
The second part oftheir problem is catastrophic. The standard goesto great lengthsto
define the termsit uses precisely, and prints such defined termsin bold letters. Forward
references are avoided where possible, and are usually pointed out wherethey dooccur.It
seems to methat the definitions of conforming-implementation and conforming-program
are central if the purpose of the standard is to assist interpreter writers and APL
programmersto produce conforming implementationsand programs, andto assist the ISO
in determining whether implementations and programs submitted for approval are in fact
standard conforming.
So here are some extracts. Part of the definition of conforming-implementationisthis:
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☜A conforming-implementation shall provide all defined-facilities and
implementation-defined-facilities. Each suchfacility shall behave as specified
by this standard.☝

The words ☜defined-facility☝, ☜implementation-defined-facility☝ and ☜facility☝ are defined
terms. Hereis part of their definition:

☜Facility (ofan implementation):A unit ofbehaviour. Every facility is oneof:
☜Defined-Facility: A facility fully specified in this standard and notdesignated
optionalor implementation-defined.
☜Optional-Facility: A facility fully specified in this standard and designated
optional.
☜Implementation-Defined-Facility: A facility not fully specified by this
standardthatis designated implementation-defined.☝

Nowthereare specific places in the standard which referto the terms optionalfacility and
implementation-defined-facility (eg the shared-variable-protocolis defined as an optional-
facility). But nowhere is any algorithm defined as a defined-facility (at least, the term has
only three referencesin the index:its definition,its use in the definition of conforming-
implementation,andits appearancein the notes accompanyingthe definition ofthe shared-
variable protocol, pointing out, tautologically, that this optional-facility is not a defined-
facility). In this sense, the termsfacility and defined-facility are defined in terms of each
other (hee hee !). To make matters worse, section 16.2.1 is called ☜User Facilities☝ and the
word ☜facility☝is used freely throughoutthe section, presumably standingin this instance
for itself since it does not appear in bold type.
So what is a defined-facility? If everything is, then everything has to be implemented
literally, But the symbol-tableis definedas ☜Alist of all symbols whose namesare unique☝,
which,if interpretedliterally, would require, for a maximum symbollength of 6, in excess
of 27 gigabytes to store! So they can☂t mean that. Which calls into question the specific
behaviour of the lexical analyser. If it is a ☜defined-facility☝, must it be implemented
literally? Can the lexical analyser and syntactic analyser and semantic analyser be taken
togetherasa single defined-facility, in which case,as longas anerroris eventually produced
for ☜1.E☝, doesthe error haveto be signalled in the lexical analyser?
Thestandard doesn☂t say, and I havetried to demonstrate that there is no common-sense
solution to these difficulties of interpretation.
☁Well, thereis one. Ignore the standard, and dothesensible thing. But whatwill the ISO do
then? Ofcourse,if everybody☂s idea of the sensible thingis the same,there is no problem.
The ISO can adopt this sensible interpretation ofthe standard, and verify implementations
on that basis. But IBM, IPSA, STSCetalall believe that they are each pretty sensible, and
look wherethey're leading us...
Wednesday 17th December 1986 01:56
Thefloating point representation has been decided and implemented. It is 8-digit BCD
with a 7-bit binary biased exponent. This meansthat all arithmetic is performedinternally
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in decimalrather than binary. This provesto take rathera long time ♥ division in particularmust be implemented as long division, which is almost as hard for computersasit is forpeople.
Thereare a few reasons whyI decidedto doit this way. Firstly, [ had a lotof trouble whenwriting VIZ::APL with converting between ASCII representations of numbers andinternal binary (or, in fact, hexadecimal) floating point. The only way of working out theinternal formatfor 1E70is to raise 10 to the 70th power(effectively ♥ in fact, had power oftwo powersof ten stored ready, so that 1E70 was calculated as 1E64 x 1E4 x 1E2). Thiscould leadto loss ofprecision in the floating point routines even before the userstarted hiscalculations. Using BCDthis problem is overcome.
Anotherreasonis to be sure that | divided by5 really is .2 ♥ children expectthis, and withbinary representation, the calculation produces a recurring binary (like 1/3 is a recurringdecimal, .3333. . .), which may not come out quite as intended.
Now, I know

a

lot ofwork has been doneonthissortofthing, anditis possible to get binaryfloating point representations to behavein a sensible and predictable way, so that most ofthesesorts of problems are removed. Unfortunately, I skipped numerical analysis (for thatis how the subject is known academically) during my degree, so I am still in ignoranceofthetechniques involved.
In fact, I have a strange superstition regarding floating point numbers ♥ I do not quitebelieve that they☂re real (get the pun?). I very rarely program in floating point, and whenfaced with the inevitable(like graphics for example)I try to avoid floating point until the lastminute, and even then will prefer to write my own graphics interface to address thepixelsdirectly, rather than having to try to figure out how to scale my numbersto fit the 1024 by1024 (or whatever) co-ordinate system used.
Also onthis point, [ would like to say that there seemsto be a confusion in graphics between
points and cells ♥ in other words,is a pixel a point with floating point co-ordinates, oris it
a finite cell which is addressed by its centre? The problem becomes important whentrying
to find the distance betweenpixels in the internalscale ofthe package (eg STSC APL) when
you know the number of pixels, On the Hercules card there are 720 physical pixels
horizontally, and this is mapped to the range 0 to 1024 in APL.If the pixels are cells, each
is 1024/720 units wide. Butif they are points, each is 1024/719 units wide.
In fact, both of these are wrong. The answeris 1023/719! Figure that one out. This is why
I don☂t like floating point. . .
Thelast reason for choosing BCDis that I haven☂t doneit before ~ it was different, and why
shouldn☂t I havea lite fun?
Anyway,it all works. I☂m little worried about speed ♥ worse case division (99999998 /
33333333) takes 40 seconds on the development system. I anticipate about a one-
hundredfold speed-upfor the live version, butstill .4s seemsa little long. I will have to
think onthis further.
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 APL + PC☂s
Whateveryour areaofinterest,if it includes APL ona PC,

Merciawill have something to offer. Hardware, Software, Liveware -
we're sure you could use someofour products or services to make
your APL work even more productive. Take a look throughthis
summary ♥ then give us a ring for more details.
APL SYSTEMS SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
AlLcard - AREALbenefit to APL*PLUS/PC users with

workspace size problems. Up to 750,000K REAL
workspace, Check your OWSSIZE in a CLEAR
WS,and think how you could use those extra
bytes. If that☂s not enough,it does up to 10Meg
battery backed RAM disks, andail the standard
expanded memory specs.

Multi-APL ♥ Multi-user/Multi-tasking/LAN for APL*PLUS,
includes APLfile componentlockingetc.

APL*PLUS/PC- The old favourite ♥ Lowerprice, full support, plus
all the add-ons.

APPLICATIONS SOFTWAREINAPL
STATGRAPHICS ♥ Comprehensivestatistical Graphics System ♥

PLUSour unique customisation service for users
who don't think it's comprehensive enough.

Exec-U-Stat ♥ Stats and graphicsfor the business user.
LOGOL - R G Brown'slatestlogistics decision support

system for the PC. Forecasting, Inventory
Control, Distribution, Master Scheduling.
CONSULTANCY

Could you use some extra Liveware? Mercia's consultants are
experienced APLers, specialising in OR,stats and math's
applications ♥ both London and Birmingham based.

TRAINING
See our courselisting elsewhere in Vector,if none suits please

contact us regarding In-house and specialised courses.
 

 
 

MERCIA SOFTWARE LIMITED
Aston Science Park, Love Lane, Birmingham B7 4Bj.
Telephone: 021-359 8096
 

 
 

  



 

Public Domain Software Library
Call for Software

Purpose
The purpose of the British APL Association Public Domain SoftwareLibrary (PDSL) is to provide useful software to the APL community. Inorder to achieve a high level of service. we need a good supply ofquality software, During the initial phase of the library, we aretherefore advertising for submissions from everyone in the APLcommunity.
What kind of software?
We are looking for anything that could be of interest to the APLProgrammer, user or manager. It might be a tool for migrating APLworkspaces between different interpreters, general APL utilities, APL2functions for simulating component files, a reverse Polish model ofAPL or even a DOS adventure game. Each of these examples is an actualdisk from the library. There are no restrictions on the type ofsoftware, type of APL or the type of machine on which the software isto be run. As long as it is of interest to APLers, then it is worthyof consideration. The programs do not even have to be APL, although wehave no desire to flood the PDSL with non-APL software availableelsewhere. Public domain software should normally include "unlocked?source code wherever possible.
Transfer medium
The transfer medium for the BAA PDSL is the DOS-formatfive-and~a-quarter inch floppy diskette. If you can get it onto afloppy disk, then we can make it available to others. If the targetmachine is not a PC, then appropriate transfer instructions should beincluded on the disk.
Documentation
The library will not currently handle any medium other than the floppydisk. In particular, we do not undertake to distribute paperdocumentation of any kind. All disks must therefore include sufficientuser documentation to permit effective use of the software. The donormay include an address where paper documentation can be obtained,possibly at a nominal cost.
Charges
It is not intended that the BAA PDSL make a profit. Our chargingpolicy is designed to cover the direct costs of materials, postage andhandling, although we do make a reduced charge to BAA members in orderto encourage membership.
A PDSL software donor must not require payment from the user, althoughreasonable charges for ☁registration☂ or paper documentation may beadvertised on the disk. Disks that demonstrate commercially availableproducts are acceptable, provided that this is made clear.
Liability
The donor's signature is required to declare the donor's right toallow the BAA to copy the software, and to permit anyone to copy anduse it. Software is accepted by the BAA on good faith, and we do notvouch for or make any claims regarding donated software. The BAAcannot be held responsible or liable for any damage, however caused,by the use or misuse of library software.
If you are considering creating software for the library. please readthe software submission form first, se that you know what is expectedof you. Please share the fruits of your work with others.



 

British APL Association Public Domain Software Library
SOFTWARE SUBMISSION FORM - Page 1 of 2

Please copy and fill in this form for EACH disk you submit.

Details corresponding to items flagged (*) will not be made publically
available, but are for our records only.

Use
Oo.
1,

9.
10.
ll.

12.

13.

14.

15.

BLOCK CAPITALS for all items except numbers 6 and 16.

Submission date: 
Name of donor:______.____._ss 2+

~

Daytime phone(*):_________
FULL address(*): 
 

Electronic mail addresses(*): 
Disk title: 
Brief description of disk contents:

 

 

 

List target machine: 
List additional software required: _W._t

 
 Indicate special hardware requirements?

Is user documentation provided on the disk? (¥/N)s_ eens♥♥

List titles of any paper documentation included with your submission:
 

Is this documentation, or any other, available to users upon

application to you?(¥/N}:______s Please give details:

 

Does the disk include any form of payment request from users of the

software?(Y¥/N):__..- Please give details: __________~_____________-
 

Does your submission constitute a ☁demonstration disk' in that it

demonstrates software that is available for purchase?(¥/N): 
If the TARGET machine is NOT a DOS-~based PC, does the disk include

instructions for transfer to the target machine?(¥/N):__________  



 

British APL Association Public Domain Software LibrarySOFTWARE SUBMISSION FORM - Page 2 of 2
16. File names and descriptions. This information will be made publicallyavailable in the software library catalogue. Please save us some workby including these details on a File named <CAT> (no file extension)on your submitted disk. Please enter these details for all files onthe disk, except <CAT> itself. You can affix a print of <CAT> below.

For APL workspaces, please use the space below to document functions.
FILENAME .EXT SHORT DESCRIPTION

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

17. Please use extra space above for any comments you wish to appear inthe library catalogue.
18. Your signature is necessary. It declares your legal right to makethe disk freely available for copying and use, and grants theBritish APL Association a similar right.

Signature:
 

Mail your submission to: The BAA Public Domain Software Libraryc/o Flat 3, 63 Queens CrescentLondon NW5 455
ENGLAND
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Now available in the UK, two new offerings from
STSC that enhance IBM's mainframe APL
implementations
 If you☂re staying with VS APL...
COMPILER Thefirst commercial compiler

for APL compiles functionsindividually. Results in
significantly faster execution.
Interpreted functions can call
compiled functions and vice
versa.

if you☂re migrating to APL2...
SHAREFILE/AP

=

STSC☂s popular APLcomponentfile system is now
available under APL2. Multi-
user, nested array storage,
libraries, access matrices.Multiple file system support.
International language
translations.

Forfull information, contact the APL*PLUS晳 Product Group,
Cocking & Drury on 01-493 6172.
Trademorks/Owners: IBM/International Business Machines Corporation - APL*PLUS/STSC,Inc.
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BRITISH APL ASSOCIATION
Membership Application Form

Please read the membership informationin the inside front cover ofVECTOR before completing this
form. Use photocopies of this form for multiple applications. The membership year runs from Ist
May ♥ 30th April.
Name:  
Department: 
Organisation:
Address Line I:
Address Line 2:
Address Line 3:
Address Line 4:

 

 

 

 

 

Post or zip code: 
Country: 
Telephone Number: 
Membership category appliedfor(tick one): 86/87
Non-voting student membership (UK only) .-....-- £5
UKprivate membership, .--.......-+2-2----5 £0
Overseas private membership .......-.-------- £18 § 27
Airmail! supplement (not needed for Europe) Skee eee £ 8 $12
Corporatemembership .....----.--6--+-+e005 £85
Corporate membership Overseas ....-....------ £140 $210
Sustaining membership... . 2-22-02 --ee eee £360
Forstudentapplicants:
Nameof course:  
Name andutle of supervisor: 
Signatureof supervisor: 
PAYMENT
Payment should be enclosed with membership applications in the form of a UK sterling cheque or
postal order made payable to ☜The British APL Association☝. Corporate or sustaining member
applicants should contact the Treasurerin advanceifan invoice is required. Please enclose a stamped
addressed envelopeif you require a receipt.
Send the completed form to the Treasurerat this address:
Mel Chapman,12 Garden Street, Stafford ST17 4BT, UK.
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The British APL Association
TheBritish APL Associationis a Specialist Groupofthe British Computer Society. Itis administeredby a Committeeofofficers whoare elected bythe vote of Association membersat the Annual GeneralMeeting. Working groups are also established in areas such as activity planning and journalproduction. Offers of assistance and involvementwith any Association matters are welcomed andshould be addressedin thefirst instance to the Secretary.

1986/87 Committee
Chairman: Dick Bowman CEGB,85 ParkStreet,01-634 7639 London, SEI.
Secretary Anthony Camacho 2 Blenheim Road,St. Albans,0727-60130 Herts., AL] 4NR.
Treasurer MelChapman 12Garden Street,

0785-53511 Stafford, ST17 4BT.
Activities Phil Goacher 27 DownsWay, Epsom,

03727-21282 Surrey.
Journal Editor David Preedy Metapraxis Ltd., Hanover House,01-541 1696 Coombe Road, Kingston, KT2 7AH.
Education Norman Thomson IBM Mail Point 188, Hursley Park,0962-54433 Winchester, Hants., $021 2JN.
Publicity Bernadette Leverton MicroAPL Ltd., UnitlF,

01-622 0395 Nine ElsIndustrial Estate,
87 Kirtling Street, London, SW8 SBP..

Technical Dave Ziemann Cocking & Drury Ltd.,01-493 6172 16 BerkeleyStreet, London, W1X 5AE.
Recruitment Christine McCree Beecham UKCS, Beecham House L/2,01-560 5151 (ext 3414) Great West Road, Brentford, TW8 9BD.
Projects David Eastwood MicroAPLLtd., Unit 1F,

01-622-0395 Nine ElmsIndustrialEstate,
87 Kirtling Steet, London, SW8 5BP.

Journal Working Group Activities Working Group
Jonathan Barman 0374-588835 Philip Goacher 03727-21282Anthony Camacho 0727-60130 Maurice Jordan 01-562 3090Cathy Dargue 0707-32516 David Parker 01-834 2333Val Lusmore 0225-62602David Preedy 01-541 1696Adrian Smith 0904-53071David Ziemann 01-493 6172

WPdisks converted to photosetting by Capella House, Stowmarket (0449) 677663.Printed in England by Short-Run Press Ltd., Exeter.
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conciseness and fast development speed, Itjs supported on many timesharing bureaux and on most mainframe.
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PLCS
SUSTAINING MEMBERS

The Committee of the British APL
Association wish to acknowledge the generousfinancial support of the
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